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"Is there anyone so u-ise as to leam by the expaiencc of others?" 

-Vol taire 



Abstract 

Despite the faa that the student teaching practicum is consistently reported as the 

most important part of an Education student's overail experience, little research is 

available to guide cooperating teachers. At the heart of this work is the conferencing 

that takes place between the cooperating teachers and student teachers. The present 

study, framed in a cognitive apprenticeship model, explores the conferencing 

experiences of six cooperating teacher/student teacher pairs. Using data from audio- 

taped conferences, reflective statements from the cooperating teachers and student 

teachers on each conference and focus group discussions, this research demons~ates 

the utility of the cognitive apprenticeship Framework in understanding and 

stnicturing the student teaching experience. 

The results of this research demonstrate that the global elements of the cognitive 

apprenticeship frarnework are refl ected in the conferencing experiences of 

cooperating teacher/student teacher pairs. Emergent factors ranged ftom the 

individuals' perceived benefit of actively preparing to conference with each other to 

changes required in the smcnire and content of universiv coursework to enhance 

p r e s e ~ c e  teacher preparation. The cognitive apprenticeship mo&l's four global 

elernentscontent, method, sequencing and sociology-and the corresponding speafic 

categories within each global element were evidenced across data sets regardless of 

grade, course or subject. The results of this investigation demonstrate that the 



cognitive apprairiceship mode1 is an effective tool for understanding the leaming thac 

takes place in conferencing benr-een cooperating teacherlstudait teacher pairs. 



IP1TRODUCïION 

Twen-cn-o years have passed since Fulier and Brown (1975) stated that, when 

learning ro ~each. snidena fée1 stimulated, apprehensive, exposed, endangered. 

c o d d ,  discouraged, touched. proud, and lost According to Furlong and 

Mainard (1399). nothing much h a  change& "Learning to teach was stiU a 

cornples, chalienging and often painfil experience" (p. 68) where progress was 

anything but linear. Progras towards becoming an expert teacher is "complex, 

erratic and in one sense unique to them [student teachers] as individuals" (p.70). If 

students are to make sense of teaching and develop their own body of practical 

professional Imo~vlecige, then, according to Copeland (l981), it is vital that they 

leam to ' s e '  classrooms in conceptual terms. Schon (1983; 1987) suggests that these 

concepts alion- students to 'fiame' what is happening around students and to 

interpret the significance or insignificance of events and behaviours. This 

conceptual framing. coupled uith assistance in reducing the complex nature of 

leaming to make the necessas- decisions an expert teacher must make on a moment 

to moment basis. xi11 help them gain conmol over their own practice. To 

complicate matten, this conceptual framing is influenced by the context of a 

particular classroom. Hollingslvorth's (1989) investigation of changes in pre-service 

teachers' knowledge and beliefs explored the types of influence that affected student 

teachers' grouth and development In her category temed 'contextual factors', she 

found that the content of students' leaming was clearly iduenced in a variety of 

ways by the overt and covert culture of the school and classrooms in which they 

were. Leaming to teach is, indeed, a complex process. 
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At the heart of these observations is the fact that wisdom, and not mere knowledge, 

is the basis of professional experience. The ability of expert practitioners to apply 

knowledge wisely arises, in part, from the smdy of theory, but also requires refiective 

participation in activities of a particular community of practitioners. In their 

professional activi ties, CO mmunities of practitioners are comected by inîricate, 

sociaIIy constructed webs of beliefs, which are essential to professional pradce. 

Consequently, the development and use of wisdom is framed not only by the 

lmowledge and experience accumulated in a domain, but also by the way memben 

of that community view the world. Professional practice is difficult to understand 

udess viewed from within the web of beliefs that constitute the community culture 

(Geertz, 1983). Not surprisingly, preparing new members to join a practice 

cornmunisr is a cornplex task Professional wîsdom requires a broad knowledge 

base that includes not only 'what', but 'how to', 'under what circurnstances' and a 

belief system that guides the application of this knowledge. Consequently, leaming 

methods embedded in a range of authentic situations are essential to developing 

professional wisdom. Knowledge and experience within a culture ground the 

situation in which the experience takes place and ernbed leaming in context, thereby 

providing structure and meaning. Leaming in a community of practitioners is a 

process of enculturation (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989). 

This broad conceptualkation of how professional howledge is developed is 

consistent with cognitive research, which over the last decade, has expanded the 
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understanding of learning as "a cornplex and persona1 process through which 

hum= beings acîively build howledge from actions, expenences and interactions 

with the world"(Henmann, Cook, Elliott, Lewis, & Thomas, 1996, p. 253). This 

view stands in sharp connast to traditional vims of leaming which have advocated 

passive assimilation of information, exemplined by drill and practice routines. The 

current understanding of human learning suppom methods of inquiryaiented 

instruction which encourage active leaming through building on pnor expenence, 

engaging with subject matter content, and real-world application of new knowledge. 

In the case of teacher education, this approach "...encourages teachers to examine 

and challenge their own concessions and beliefs.. . " (Herrrnann et al., 1996, p. 254). 

This critical examination of beiiefs will lead both student teachers and teacher 

educaton to view themselves as leamers in their own teaching contexts (Russell & 

Korthagen, 1995). Using this approach to develop ways to examine and enhance 

teacher education wili help student teachers, cooperating teachers and professors to 

become equal s takeholders in the Ieaming process. 

It is important to explore the phenornenon of Iearning to teach, especially from an 

experienced teacher's point of vkw, because it is these teachers who provide 

student teachers with access to the community of teaching practice. Too often it is 

assumed that good teachers automaticaliy make good cooperating teachers (Clarke, 

1995). Clarke (1995) suggests that "even with the best intentions, this assump tion is 

senously flawed" and that the "transition fiom teacher to cooperating teacher is 

anything but automatic" (p. 1). Given the fact that student teachers consistently cite 



their studenr rexhing experience as the most valuable aspect of their education 

(Guj~on, 1989: Q d e  1995), it is "incumbent upon the teaching profession to 

ensure that C O O ~ ~ M ~  reachers are provided with every opportunity to critically 

evaluate the ways in which the- intract with student teachee" (Clarke, 1995, p.2) 

and to find wüys to become bercer prepared for the supervisory nature of their role as 

coopera~g  teachers. The perceived importance of the cooperatuig teacher role 

stands in connasr to the efforts ma& to prepare teachers for this d e .  Though 

Grifnn (1989) found that the dcepseated persona1 beliefs and characteristics of aiI 

participants rernained unchanged over the course of student teachuig, and that 

participants and procedures were more alike than different across sethgs, 

"supenision nas dominated b -  the cooperating teachers, who focused on procedural 

knowIedge" CD. 319). Griffin also found that there was no knowledge base to guide 

participants' interaction; teachen and professors seldom articulated comrnon 

policies or kiiefs. Moreover, each mad of cooperating teacher, student teacher, and 

faculty advisor functioned in isolation, and cIassroom experiences were rarely 

related to university course work. The apparent lack of communication between the 

teacher educauon institutions and the schools in which the student teachuig takes 

place needs to be amended such that there is a clear, shared vision in creating a 

supportive learning environment through which joint decisions are made on an 

ongoinp bais  about the professional leaming experiences of the participants 

(Hermann et al., 1996; Kagan, 1992; Senge, 1990). 



A n u m k  of midies Rave demonstrated that cooperating teachers are poorly 

prepared to assume the ciuties and responsibilities related to their supervisory role 

(Clark, 1395: Guyton, t 989; Painter & Brown, 1979). Guyton (1989) has suggested 

that "the c o o p r o ~ g  teccher has great influence on the stu&nt teacher during the 

expaïence" (p. 54) but tbat the "role of the cooperahg teacher is poorly dehed  

and b a t  teachers generdy are unprepared for the task of student teacher 

supenïsïon" ip. 54). Coaperatkg teachers are selected most often by their 

willingness to snrk nith the preservice teachers. However, the supervision of 

developing profession& is a cornplex task different from teaching and "even the best 

teacher may not be a good coopating teacher" (Guyton, 1989, p. 55). 

Classroom texhm support the notion of special training for cooperating teachen 

with a v a r i -  of incentives pro~iding the motivation. Key incentives appear to be 

achon-ledgmenr of the uniqueness of the role of a cooperating teacher and feeling 

p r i e  nithin diar role (Gu)ton. 1989). If p r e s e ~ c e  teacher education program are 

to include professional gronth oppominities, then program designers must consider 

and expand their visions to indu& a definition of the role of the c o o p e r a ~ g  

teacher, an aclaiowledgment of the unique and complex nature of the supervision, 

and the delivery of qualis. supervision by a cooperating teacher to insure effective 

practice and meaningful leaming opportunities for student teachers. The press for 

preparation f a  the coopera~g  teacher role is not limited to the major student 

teaching experience. Kagan (199 1) suggests that 
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there is an interesting issue almost cornpfetely ignored in the iiterature 
on p r e s e ~ c e  teacher education and supervision.. .and the ignored 
issue is the nature of supervision during early clinical experïences of 
p r e s e ~ c e  teacher education and how it should differ from the 
s u p e ~ s i o n  associated with late clinical experiences, including student 
teaching (p. 10). 

Kagan (1992) also suggests that, whether the classroorn experience is cornpleted as a 

practinim, internship or student teaching, the experience is affected by many school 

and classroom variables: "the nature of the pupils, principals' beliefs, parental 

attitudes, availability of materials, communication between school and univenity 

personriel and attitudes of teachers in a school " (p. 150). But, according to Kagan 

(1992), the single greatest influence on the shident teacher during the classroorn 

experience is the relationship between a novice and his/her cooperating teacher. 

Because each student teacher must learn to negotiate many social and political (as 

well as pedagogical) dilemmas, and given k a t  the single greatest influence on the 

successfbl development of leaming to becorne a professional teacher is the 

cooperating teacher, the paucity of literature on the role of the cooperating teacher 

provides evidence that much work needs to be done to i denw the salient features 

that constitute effective s u p e ~ s i o n  of student teachers. Based on the sparse research 

available, classroom practica "appear to be smicîured idiosyncraticafly " (Kagan, 

1992, p. 150) and one finds "no systematic efforts to encourage novices to make their 

personal beliefs and images explicit to study pupils, to compare ongoing experiences 

with pre-existing images, to constmct standardized routines or to reconstruct the 

image of seLf as teacher" (Kagan, 1992, p. 150). Kagan (1992) continues with the 

inference that snident teaching is used primarily to acquire procedurai knowledge, 



since this particular khd of wïsdom is not provided during the more abstract and 

theoretical universicy course work that frequently precedes the practicum. Even 

where it does occur. the focus on procedural laiowledge is too nanow, given the 

highly situated and context dependent nature of professional pracàce, including the 

student teaching experience. 

At the heart of the student teaching experience is the conferencing which exists quite 

naturally between the student teacher and cooperating teacher. Conferenung can be 

characterized as any conversation that takes place between the cooperating teacher 

and student teacher that might indude a discussion about classroom procedures, 

teaching methodology, learning strategies, and/or the decisions made by the 

cooperating teacher and/or student teacher under a variety of conditions. These 

conditions may involve management issues, such as tirne, whether persona1 

organizational items are k ing discussed or time on task of a particular aspect of a 

lesson which was just taught. Typically, conferencing is a focused dialogue between 

the expert and novice, designed to provide the novice with a greater understanding 

of expert practice with greater access to the lmowledge required to become an expert. 

conferencing provides rich O pportunities to &velop the knowledge, experiences 

and beliefs essential to competent practice. 

If student teaching is viewed as the most vduable aspect of the teacher education 

experience, if the cooperating teacher is seen as the most influentid component of 

gaining the wisdom required to become a practitioner in the culture, and, if the 



nature of the discourse among and by the experts in that culture is seen as hi@y 

influentid on the leaming that occun in that culture, then it is expected that an 

exploration of the interactions that take place in the conferencing context between 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers and student teachers vi iU provide valuable insights into 

effective conferencing behaviours. A transparent description of conferencing 

behavioun will contribute to the professional development of both cooperahng 

teachers and student teachers. Teachers who understand their own belief structure 

become less dependent on the existing sûucture of the school environment. 

Practicing new ways of laiowing in a direct and focused way ensures that we leam 

from our own thoughtfblness. It is the school culture which determines and is 

detennined by the practice of the professionals within it. Reflection on and 

articulation of the processes which affect the development of that C'~ltUre are 

necessary to enhance leamkg and improve practice. The verbal reflecîion and 

articulation of elements within the complex culture of teaching, require directed 

supervision on the part of the cooperating teacher. Guided conferencing with the 

student teacher will assist the student teacher in developing an understanding of the 

rationale for action, provide consistency in that action, and support student teacher 

development toward becoming a competent professional. The present research will 

examine the conferencing episodes of cooperating teacher/snident teacher pairs to 

provide evidence on which to base guidelines for effective conferencing practices. 

In the chapters that follow, the conferencing between cooperating teachers and 

student teachers is situated in the context of the cognitive apprenticeship framework 



(Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989). A methodology designed to assess conferencing 

behavioun in the context of the cognitive apprenticeship framework is descriid in 

Chapter 3, and the results generated following the methodology are presented in 

Chapter 4. The discussion in Chapter 5 focwes on patterns observed across the 

results and concludes with recommendations for conferencing practices. 



CHAPTER 2: 

FOCUSED LITERATIRE REVIEW 

Learning to teach in the context of a community of practice is a complex process. 

Explication of the tacit knowiedge which expert teachers possess about the nature of 

teaching is also complex, since not al1 expert classroom teachers are expert student 

teacher s u p e ~ s o r s  (Clarke, 1995; Kagan and Warren, 1991). One of the key 

elements which ties the following Literature review together is the element of 

communication - the dialogue that m u t  exist between expert and novice for leaming 

to take place. The most common communication strategy that exists between 

cooperating teacher and student teacher is the regular conferencing that takes place 

as teaching plans are made, implemented and evaluated (Guyton, 1989; Kagan and 

Warren, 199 1). Conferencing strategies will be examined in relationship to the 

Collins et al. (1989) cognitive apprenticeship fiamework. Therefore, the literanire 

review begins with an examination of the concept of apprenticeship, and continues 

with a cornpanson of traditional apprenticeship to cognitive apprenticeship. Based 

on existing research on Ieaming to teach, the nature of expert teaching knowledge is 

then dismsed to set the stage for applying the cognitive apprenticeship framework 

to the development of teaching expertise in student teachers. Finally, the research 

questions which emerged from this review are articulated The purpose of this 

review is not only to describe the elements of the concepnial fiamework upon which 

this research is based and to provide a perspective for understanding the analysis of 

the data, but also to serve as a conceptual guide for future practice in the supervision 

of student teachers. 



THE NATURE OF APPRENTKESHIP 

The overarching framework for the present study is provided by the concept of 

apprenticeship. Apprenticeship emphasizes that activity and leaming are 

inseparable. In traditional apprenticeship adVities, leaming is context-dependent, 

situated and enculturateci. Apprenticeship has also b e n  described as situated 

leaming which involves modehg or coaching to promote leaming by making tacit 

knowledge expikit, providing strategies for new Ieaming to occur, and eventually 

empowering the apprentice to complete tasks independently (Brown, Collins and 

Duguid, 1989). Traditional apprenticeship focuses closely on specifïc metbods for 

canying out tasks in a domain - to learn through a cornbinaiion of methods such as 

observation, coaching and practice. Some educational practitioners would refer to 

these methods as modeling, coaching or scaffolding, and fading (Collins et al., 

1989). In apprenticeship, there is a continua1 interplay between observation, 

scaffolding and increasingly independent practice. This interplay aids the 

development of self-monitoring skilIs and conceptual howledge necessary to 

competent practice. Ln this interplay, observation is the key to development of a 

conceptual mode1 for a task. Observation of a target task provides an advance 

organizer of the sW(s) to be leamed and allows the apprentice to concenaaie on the 

execution of the task. Observation also provides the learner with an interpretive 

structure for making sense of feedback nom the 'teacher', provides an internalized 

guide for independent practice, and allows for continual updating of the conceptual 

mode1 through further observation and feedback. 



Observation of highly cognitive activities, such as teaching, cm be a challenging 

task, since the expert processes required to solve complex teaching problems require 

active integration of technical, affective and concepnial knowledge, and this 

integration is frequently guided by tacit knowledge. Snidents are best able to access 

this tacit knowledge only through role models who explicitiy define and describe the 

procas cf gaining, and eventually applying, the tacit knowledge. To leam 

effectively hom role mo&Is, there must be a recognition fint, of the nature of expert 

practice and second, of a process of learning to achieve expert practice. Durhg the 

leaming process, it is important to embed the characteristics of leaming in the 

culhire in which the target skills are practiceb Learning through enculniration 

provides the apprentice with continual access to a vanety of rnodels and thus the 

apprentice may learn multiple ways to carry out a task. Multiple models also allow 

for the recognition that no one expert has ail the answers. Through the modeling 

process, apprentices also have the opportuniry to view thernselves, other leamers, 

and expert teachers as they participate in cornplex tasks. At its best, this leaming 

process is incremental and situationally dependent (Brown et al., 1989) and allows 

novice pracbtionen to use their experience in the practice community to achieve a 

step-wise progression towards competent practice. 



COGhTTn'TE APPRENTICESHIP 

The nature of expert teaching practice is that cognitive and metacognitive strategies 

and procesxs. such as decision-making, self-monitoring and problem-solving skills, 

are the tools through which various abstract concepts, facîs, technical skills and 

a f f e d ~ e  eelemznts are manipulateci. Cognitive s~ategies, such as the skilis related to 

understanding the content of the cumcuIum, allow a teacher to manipulate concepts 

within the unit or ideas within the lesson so that the students c m  l e m  the intended 

outcornes. Mzracognitive s~ategies, or the ability to thuik about one's thinking, 

include the sbills n-hich allow a teacher to recognize when the students do not 

undenrand a concept Cognitive and metacognitive saategies are the organizing 

principles oFe..epertise which ailow the teacher to draw on his or her wisdom to 

make decisions about how to proceed. Expert practice rests on the effective 

integrahon of these processes. Snategies for establishing this integraiion require 

sequences of experknces that gradually approximate mature practice, nich as those 

typified in the methods of traditional apprenticeship. However, largely because of 

the cognitive nature of the teaching task, the term 'cognitive apprenticeship' 

approximates the processes for enculturating the novice teacher more closely than 

does a mode1 for ~aditional apprenticeship. 

The term 'cognitive' emphasizes that the apprenticeship reaches beyond the 

somewhat obvious physical skills - that there is a certain intellectual capacity and 

specialized knowledge required beyond that of what iraditional apprenticeship 

Ieaming entails (Brown et al., 1989). Traditional apprenticeship teaches skilis where 



processes are extemal and readily available to the involved p d  for obsewation, 

comment, refinement and correction. These processes are transparent both fkom the 

end products, and as from the steps in producing these products. This trmsparency 

ailows the leamer to internalize the processes of selfaiagnosis and correction. In 

conaas t, teaching cognitive s kills through an apprenticeship mode1 requires that the 

intemal thought processes of the expert are fint made extemal. Cognibve 

apprenticeship requires that covert seE-correction and monitoring skills be taught 

explicitly. To &velop these complex cognitive skills, we cannot rdy on the 

tramparency which characterizes traditional apprentices hip. Like traditional 

apprenticeship, cognitive apprenticeship promotes learning within a nexus of 

activity, tools, and the culture for which it is appropnate. Learning occurs through 

coiiaborative social interaction. Through the social construction of knowledge, ideas 

are modified and exchanged within the culture; and belief systems are developed 

and appropriated through conversation and the narrative of participants 

(Schoenfeld, 1985; Lampert, 1986). This transparency is phcularIy important for 

those who are just entering the culture, so they may get a sense of the application of 

expertise. 

In the school context, social interaction plays several key roles. It provides for the 

synergis tic effect of collective problem solving. The novice is p rovided with the 

benefit of reflection and narration within a task by obseming multiple roles and 

perspectives within a group. Collaborative learning provides a mechanism for 

confronting ineffective strategies and misconceptions and for leaming to work 
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eflectively with a group, as is often the nature of teaching (Resnick, 1988; Brown et 

al., 1989). Capitalizing on social interaction, cognitive apprentices hip also 

encourages reflection on the differences behveen the expert and novice by practising 

role altemation between expert and novice efforts through abstracted replay. 

Absaacted replay is a process of recording the novice's thoughts and comparing his 

or her performance to that of the expert by highlighting the determining features of 

both performances. The cornparison is followed by an analysis of the insight 

required to perform complex cognitive tasks such as discussing with a Senior 4 

English Literature class the behaviour of a main character in a novel relative to the 

theme of the entire text The complex cognitive tasks typical of teaching require that 

responses to any situation be first generated and then evaluated for their 

e ffectiveness . Cognitive apprentices hip involves the develo p ment and 

externahation of student teacher-coopera~g teacher dialogue about the generation 

and evaluation of teacher thinking in a way that students can intemalize gradually. 

Development and extemalkation of the processes can be accomplished through 

discussion, role revenal and group problem solving. In a cognitive apprenticeship 

structure, tasks are chosen to illustrate the power of leaming by applying techniques 

in successively more diverse and complex situations. Throughout this process, 

benchmarks and incentives are devised to reflect the culture in which the knowledge 

of teaching is applied. F indy ,  as leaming continues, there is an emphasis on 

decontextualizing lmowledge that can be used in different settings so that knowledge 

application can be expliatly articulated in different contexts (Collins et al., 1989). 
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The cognitive apprenticeship mode1 (Collins, et al., 1989) provides well artïculated 

processes for leaming in a practice community. The processes include: modeling (the 

expert demonstrates the strategies and methods linked with expert practice while the 

novice observes); coaching (the expert makes suggestions and guides the novice 

through simple tasks); scaffolding (the expert helps the novice to bridge previously 

Iearned strategies with new strategies king taught); articulation (the expert provides 

oppominities for the novice to explicate the leamed 'thinking like a teacher' skills); 

rdection (the expert engages the novice in dialogue and activities which create 

opportunities for the novice to anticipate scenarios where howledge gained during 

the practicum could possibly be applied, and the expert helps the student to 

recognize the synergistic relationship between the act of teaching and refledve 

preparation to teach); and exploration (the expert provides the novice with a setting 

in which the learned sWs  can be examined and practiced) . It shouid be noted that 

these processes are neither linear nor are they hierarchical. These processes are 

accessed by the expert and novice as the need anses while the expert dernonsuates, 

discusses, and guides the novice toward developing his or her own set of tools to 

continually gain laiowledge and expenence. 

While examining the inûicate pracess of gaining howledge and experience 

in a teaching community, Kagan and Warren (1991) discovered that a 

reasonably seasoned cooperating teacher dlustrated the 'instinctual' 

application of the cognitive apprenticeship methods. The cooperating 

teacher's application of modeling, coachuig, scaffolding, articulation, 



reflection, and exploration was a very successfÙI strategy for supporcing the 

learning of preswice teachen who are at varying stages of Ieaming readiness 

in their p r e s e ~ c e  experiences. Kagan and Wmen (1 99 1) concluded that the 

"continuum of differentiaf supervision [applied by the observed expert] w-as 

consistent nith one of the newest and most topical modes of learning: the 

notion of cognitive apprenticeship" (p. 1 1). 

Regardless of the level of experience of the student teacher, however, 

communication is essential to the learning process in an apprenticeship model. In 

the student teacher's Iearning context, as within any culture, ideas are exchanged 

and modified, and belief systems are developed and appropriated through 

conversation and narratives. It is critical to the leaming process that these 

conversations are promoted, not inhibited. "They are essential components of social 

interaction and thus, of learning- They provide access to much of the dismbuted 

knowIedge and elaborate support of the social maaix" (Brown et al., 1989, p. 40). 

Learning environmenu must allow narratives to circulate and "war stones to be 

added to the collective wisdom of the community" (Brown et al., 1989. p. 40). 

Despite their widespread use in practice, the role of narratives and conversations is 

more cornplex than most realize. Important discourse in leamhg is not always direct 

and declarative. People who are on the peripheq of a community or who are just 

entering the culture learn a great deal fiorn their position on the periphery. Those 

just entering the culture need to "observe how practitioners at various levels behave 

and talk to get a sense of how expertise is manifest in conversation and other 



activities" (Brown et ai., 1989, p.40). At the entry stage, the cooperating teacher's 

primary use of his or her wisdom is to use authentic teaching activities as a major 

teaching tool. One of the most challenging aspects of this kind of teaching is to 

determine what will be presented as explkit knowledge and what is to be left as 

implicit A failure to make conscïous choices about what kinds of knowledge are to 

be ma& explicit through rnodefing or direct or indirect discourse results in an 

"inadequate epistemology" (Brown et al., 1989, p. 4 1). 

THE NATURE OF TEACHING EXPERTISE AND COGNITIVE 

APPRENTICESHlP 

Many stu&nt teaching practices assume that conceptual knowledge of pradce will 

be abstracted from the situations in which it is learned and used. Brown, et al., 

(1989) argue that when leaming is viewed as cognitive apprenticeship, "knowledge 

is situated, k ing  in part a product of the activity, context, and culture in which it is 

developed and used." (p. 32) In their discussion of how the cognitive apprenticeship 

perspective affects our understanding of leaming, they note that conventional 

schooling too often ignores the influence of school culture on what is leamed in 

school. Though there are many innovative teachers, schools, and programs that act 

otherwise, "prevalent school practices assume, more often than not, that knowledge 

is individual and self-structured, that schools are neutral with respect to what is 

leamed, that concepts are abstract, relatively h e d ,  and unaffected by the activity 

through which they are acquired and used" (Brown et al., 1989, p. 37). Their 

argument is based on the teaching of reading, writing and mathematics, as 



iilustrated by Sdiodeld's (1983) method (1985) for teaching problern solvhg to 

college students, Palincsar and Brown's (1984) method of 'reciprocal teaching' of 

reading comprehension skills, and Scardamalia and Bereiter's (1985) 'procedural 

facilitation' of nnting sküls to secondary snidents. Though the speofic methods 

used Vary nith the age level of the students, the underlying principles are the same. 

C e n ~ a l  to the methodology are activity in learning and the inherent context- 

dependent. or situated, nature of teaming. Apprentices hip also sugges ts the 

pa rad ip  of rnodeling, coaching and fading (Collins et al., 1989) whereby teachers 

or coaches promote leaming, k t  by "making expliat their tacit knowledge or by 

rnodeling their strategies for snidents in authentic activity. Then teachers and 

colleagues support students' atternpts at doing the task. And finally, they empower 

the students to continue independently" (Brown et al., 1989, p. 39). To foster aitical 

and independent thought within the snident, regardless of age level or subject 

matter, the illusaations for teaching reading, writing, and mathematics suggest that 

a contexnially dependent procedure supports the development of higher level 

cognitive skills. 

Collins et al. (1989) suggest that of ail of the clifferences between forma1 schooling 

and apprenticeship methods, two are most important - slalls and knowledge have 

become absrraaed nom their uses in the world. Apprenticeship embeds the learning 

of s a s  and howIedge in th& social and fùnctional context "This ciifference is not 

academic; it has serious implications for the nature of the laiowledge that students 

acquire" (Collins et ai., 1989, p. 454). Standard pedagogical practices in teacher 



educauon ren&r kcy aspm of expertise invisible to student teachers. This 

intisibili-; is due, in part, to the fact that too Little attention is paid to the processes 

thac experts engage in to use or acquire knowledge in carrying out cornplex or 

reahuc tasb. In an attempt to make expemse more visible, Sternberg and Horvath 

(1995) suggest a prototvpe riex of what constitutes expert teaching. The prototype 

is arranged around three clusters of expert-novice differences: domain knowledge, 

efnciency and ïmsight The three expert knowledge clusters in the prototype are listed 

in Table 1 and are desm'bed belos-- 

Table 1 

The E . m  Knowledge Clusten from Sternberg and Horvath's 11995) Prototype 

1. Content 1, Automatization 1. Selective Encoding 
2. Pedagogical 2. Exetzutive Control 2. Selective Combination 

-content specific - planning 3. Selective Cornparison 
content non-specific - monitoring 

3. P r a m d  - evaluating 

S t e rkg  and Howath (1995) charactenze domain knowledge in terms of three 

spef i fc  &pes of bowledge: content, pedagogical, and practical howledge. Content 

laiowledge is the howledge of the underlying principles of a subject. For example, 

the general function of a resister in an electricai circuit is a fwidamental piece of 

content bon-ledge related to the electronics cumculum. Pedagogical lcnowledge 



c m  include a content-specific application of teaching methods, such as 

demonsuating the use of test equipment used to troubleshoot a problem circuit 

Pedagogical knowledge can also include content non-specific methods employed by 

the teacher. For example, to establish and maintain classroon routines, the teacher 

may simply close the classroom door and Say a general 'Good MomingT to the class. 

If repeated consistently, the actions of closing the door and delivering the salutation 

will become a signal that class is about to begin and that students should stop tallcing 

and wait for further instructions. Practical knowledge in a domain can include 

explicit howledge of how to teach specific aspects of the content: the ofkn tatit 

knowledge that is the 'hiciden' bais for intelligent action. To continue with the 

elemonics example, using test equipment correctly to troubleshoot a misfuctioning 

circuit requires that students spend time learning about the individual testuig 

features of a particular piece of equipment by working on simple practical problems 

with the equipment before jumping into complex circuit analysis. Expert teacher 

modeling of the testing sequence, such as takng aloud about why he/she is testing 

one component before another, may constitute explication of some of this tacit 

expert hos-ledge. The second cluster of expert - novice differences focuses on 

efficiency. 

In the Sternberg and Horvath (1995) model, efficiency is characterized by three 

elements which Iead the practitioner towards reflective practice and the ab- to 

solve problems efficientiy. The first two elements of the efficiency cluster, 

automatkation and executive control, allow the practitioner to do more work in less 



time because the thinking skills for anticipaMg difficulties in ~ x ~ C ' U M ~  a lesson, 

monitoring (detecting student problems during a lesson), and evafuating (changes to 

the lesson during or after performing the task) become rote. However. executive 

control involves planning to accommodate stu&nt needs, which are skdls that buad 

onto themselves over tirne. For example, during the demonstration of working with 

the test equipment, class control may wane. An expert teacher would plan for 

involving certain students in the demonstration to heIp keep them focused on the 

task to be leamed. If it appean that some sudents are perplexed by the 

demonstration, the expert teacher would cue into the facial features and body 

language k ing exhibited by the conhed students. M e r  evaluating why certain 

students may be perplexed, (perhaps by simply asking direct questions of members of 

the group while perfonning the demonstration), it May be necessaxy for the expert 

teacher to stop the demonstration and review with the students some previous 

material to support greater understanding of the current principles, even though the 

teacher expected to complete the &monstnition of the testing procedure in a given 

class. The example given here illustrates only one possible scenano of executive 

coneol. There are many othen, and al1 are dependent upon the context and setting 

in which they occur. The example above oversimplifies the components of executive 

control but serves to illustrate that the expert does not suddenly possess the 

'metacognition' skills inherent in the executive con~o l  feature. Instead, the skills are 

learned over time. 



The last cluster in the Sternberg and Horvath (1995) model, insight, denotes the 

quality of seeing into a problem deeply. Through selective encoding (distinguishing 

between information that is relevant tu a problem solution and that which is 

irrelevant), selective combination (combinuig pieces of information, which may or 

may not be relevant separately, to solve a problem), and selective cornparison 

(applying ail of an expert's acquired laiowledge in another contexf), e.qerts are able 

to develop more creative solutions to problerns as they arise in their contextual 

settings. 

Each cluster in Sterberg and Horvath's (1995) prototype of expert teacher knowledge 

consists of cognitive mechanisms and/or abilities thought to be related to expert 

performance. Expert practice is evidenced most fiequently in three elements of the 

framework: in the expert's acquisition of tacit howledge within the domai. 

knowl edge clus ter, in planning, monitoring and evaluating p roblem s olving 

situations in the efficiency cluster; and in having the insight to apply their cornbined 

knowledge and skills in new contexts and to new issues, problems or situations. The 

implications of this view are many, but, for the purposes of this research, three 

safient points stand out First, the covert nature of much expert teaching knowledge 

underscores the importance of making expert teacher lmowledge explicit Second, 

this view of expert teaching knowledge accommodates the notion that reflection 

drives the acquisition of kaowledge and skills and  conversely, that the acquisition of 

laiowledge and skius creates o p p o d t i e s  for reflective practice. The third salient 

point is that this view provides insight into the social and perceptual procases 



related to teaching expertise. The oppominities for reflective pracbce and the 

developrnent of insight c m  best be achieved effectively through the cognitive 

apprenticeship model. 

COGNlTIVE APPRENTICESHIE' IN A STUDENT TEACHING CONTEXT 

Despite the essential role of integrated howledge and practice in expert practice, 

few resources are devoted to higher order activities that require snidents to actively 

integrate and appropriately apply their skills and concepnial knowledge. Students in 

a practice setting often fail to use resources available to them to improve their skills 

because they lack models of the processes required for doing so. For example,pre- 

service teachers are unable to make use of potential models of good teaching ac- 

quired through theoretical coursework because they have no understanding of the 

strategies and processes required to reproduce their subject content knowledge in 

theu students. To make a real difference in p r e s e ~ c e  teacher leaming, both the 

cooperating teacher and student teacher need to understand the nature of expert 

practice and to devise methods appropriate to leaming that practice. Fint, recog- 

nition must be @en to the fact that processes such as planning, monitoring and 

evaluating are just as essential as subject-specific abstract concepnial and fachml 

knowledge such as the pnnciples surroundhg the theory of magnetism. The inte- 

gration of cognitive and metacognitive processes is maai to expert practice. Collins 

et al., (1989) suggest that the integration can b a t  be taught through methods that 

emphasize the 'successive approximation' of mature practice. This approximation 

has traditionally k e n  employed in apprenticeship teaching. The interrelation of 



modeling, coaching and fading provides the novice with key observational 

opportunities which provide a concepnial mode1 of the task to be completed, a view 

of how that task is viewed within the culture, and multiple ways to complete the task 

based on the multiple models of expertise -in- use available to the novice. This 

development of a conceptual modei through observation of a complex task frees the 

expert from having to teach the novice isolated subskills through lengthy practice. 

1 try to expose a block student to what really goes on in a ~Iassroom. 
Initiaiiy 1 have them watch fiom the back of the class. ..watch the way 1 
do particular things: how I cali roll, get a class started, organize 
materials ... I jot these things down in a short check list to help guide 
observation ('Emily' in Kagan & Warren, 1991, p. 12). 

Apprenticeship derives cognitively important characteristics from king embedded in 

a c u h r e  in which most members are participants in the target skills. It is not 

uncomrnon for apprentices to have access to multiple models against which to r e k e  

their undentanding of compiex skills. This cultural richness and variety helps 

apprentices to understand that there may be many ways to cornplete a task and to 

recognize that no one individual embodies aii knowledge or expemse. Collins et 

a1.(1989) propose a rethinking of the traditional methods embodied in apprenticeship 

to ernphasize two issues. Fint, the method is airned primarily at teaching the 

processes that experts use to handle complex tasks. 

Where conceptual and factual knowledge are addressed, cognitive 
apprenticeship emphasizes th& uses in .. .canying out tasks . .. 
conceptual and factual knowledge are exemplified and situated in the 
contexts of their use. Conceptual and factual knowledge thus are 
learned in terms of their uses in a variety of contexts, encouraging both 
a deeper undentanding of the meaning of the concepts and facts 
themselves and a rich web of mernorable associations between them 
and problem - solving contexts. It is this dual focus on expert processes 
and situated learning that we expect to help solve the educational 



problems of brittle skills and inert laiowledge. (Collins et al., 1989, p. 
457). 

Second, the term, cognitive apprenticeship, refers to the focus of learning through 

guided experience on cognitive and metacognitive tasks rather than on physical skills 

and processes. Traditional apprenticeship has evolved kom teaching in domains in 

which the process of carrying out target skills is extemal and thus readily available to 

both stu&nt and teacher for observation, comment, refhement, and correction and 

typically b a r s  a relatively transparent relationship to concrete produm. The 

reIatively transparent relationship, at all stages of production, between process and 

product faditates the leamer's recognition and diagnosis of erron on which the 

early development of selfcorrection s kills &pends. Applying app renticeship 

methods to largely cognitive skills, such as t eachg ,  requires the externalization of 

processes that are usually camed out intemally (Collins et al., 1989). Student 

teachers do not have access to the cognitive problem-solving processes of 

cooperating teachers as a bais  for learning through observation and mimicry. 

Cognitive apprenticeship teaching methods are designed to bring these tacit 

processes into the open where students can observe, enact, and practice them with 

help f h m  the cooperating teacher and from other student teachers (Collins et al., 

1989). Since we cannot rely on the transparent relationship between process and 

product that characterizes the learning of tradicionalfy taught apprenticeship skills, 

the procedural methods for teaching in this manner also require extended techniques 

to encourage the development of selfcorrection and monitoring skills. 



TEACHIhiG THROUGH COGNITM APPRENTLCESHLP 

There are two basic means for fostering the metacognitive skills that are crucial to 

the development of teaching expertise. Fint, cognitive apprenticeship encourages 

reflection of the merences between novice and expert performance through 

abstracted replay (altemation between novice and expert efforts with direct 

comparison through skiifil verbal dialogue between the novice and e.xpert). 

Highlights and lowlights are compared and contrasted while the expert explicitly 

describes those W g  processes which have led h i d h e r  to diagnose the 

performance as such. This explicit description sensitizes students to the details of 

expert performance as the basis for incremental adjustments in their own 

performance. This comparative approach also attempts to focus student 

obsenrations and cornparisons directly on the determining features of both their own 

and an expert's performance. Recordhg technologies, such as audio tapes or video 

filrning equipment, are often used to allow the capturing of specific aspects of the 

students' performance (Collins & Brown, 1988). The expert may also be recorded to 

provide the student with a direct comparison mode1 to review afier the verbal 

discoune has taken place. A focused rwiew of the practitioner's performance c m  

assis t the novice in learning to monitor and evaluate bis/ her own performance and 

move closer toward expert inclusion (Collins et al., 1989). 

A second means of encouraging the development of self-monitoring and correction 

skills is based on the insight that these skills require the problem-solver (cooperating 

teacher) to use different cognitive activities while carrying out a cornplex task 



Comp1e.x cognitive aactivities frequentiy involve some degree of both generative and 

evaluative procesxs. Both types of processes are complex and are difncdt to leam 

in tandem. Cognieve apprenticahip involves the developrnent and extemalization 

of the e . m s  interna1 dialogue. The complex and covert nature of teacher thinlàng 

iliu na tes the importance of discùiguis hing between traditional and cognitive 

apprenticeship rnethods for teaching students problem-solving techniques in a 

classroom semg. Leaming to teach in a school semg involves the acquisition of 

physical S U S .  such as voice projection and body language, but it also require the 

development of both the tacit and explicit skiils of pedagogical and &main 

bowledge. Ekyond the classroom. there also exists anoths taut body of knowledge 

that detrrmina expert practice wivithin a teaching community: interacting with 

cofleagues and adminis~ators nithin the education system. In acquiring this 

diverse range of bnowledge and slaUs, the type and level of communication between 

a student and cooperating teacher are crucial. 

Studies by Lampert (1986), Schoenfeld (1985), Palincsar and Brown, (1984), and 

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1985) illustrate the need for conversation during the 

teaching of math, problem solving, reading and writing. In each of these studies, the 

development of self-monitoring and correction skills is based on the insight that 

these SUS require for the student to altemate among different cognitive activi ties 

while canying out a complex task Using the cognitive apprenticeship framework, 

these slülls can be taught explicitly, but not without discussion, altemation of teacher 

and student roles, and collaborative leaming strategies. Each of these teaching 



rnethods requires that the snident and teacher engage in rneaningful dialogue as a 

source of bnowIedge transmission. D u ~ g  the supervision of snident teachers, this 

meanin- dialogue would take the form of conferences, with the topics of 

discussion aimed at providing the preservice teacher with the opportunity for 

articulation of a chosen path through the content and pedagogical knowledge. The 

clinical supen-ision model, originalIy developed by Goldhammer (1 969), Cogan 

(1973) and chen revised by Goldhammer, Andenon, and Krajewski (1980) has, as its 

root, the indusion of pre- and post-observation conferences to provide the 

cooperating teacher and student teacher with the means to interact, face-to-face, for 

the purpose of "analyzing and reflectllig on teaching behaviours and activities for 

insoucrional improvement" (Goldhammer, et al., 1980, p 20). Garman (1986) 

submitted that an important assumption in clinical s u p e ~ s i o n  is that penonal 

empo~vament is necessary for achieving a professional identity. For Garman, 

empow-ment in teaching is a result of rnaintaining a reflective approach toward the 

teaching, and b a t  refiection is made possible through articulation and 

undenranding of the teacher's rationale for action. In clinical supervision, dialogue 

is used to deveiop a mutual relationship between the cooperating teacher and 

student teacher that involves refiection on action as a process for examining practice 

(Garland & Shippy, 1995). Garman regarded this process of reflection "as k ing  at 

the heart of clinical supervision" (1986, p. 2). 

In conjunction with the process of reflection on action, Collins et al. (1989) describe 

four specific areas of their framework through illus&ative models for teaching 



reading. n-ritinp and mathematical problem solving. Cmcial to aI.l illusfrations is the 

demonmarion of an expert's thinking skills for solving any problem - not just the 

'how' but the 'why' and what Ied to the 'why'. Seeing how experts deal with 

problems that a ~ e  difficult for them is critical to developing smdents' beiiefs in their 

omn capabilitiês. Even experts stumble, fi ounder, and abandon their search for a 

solution until another tirne. "Wiînessing these struggles hdps snidents realize that 

thrashing is neither unique to them nor a sign of incornpetence" (Collins et al., 1989, 

p. 473). The four dimensions which experts need to employ to create an 'ideal 

learning environment' are summarized in Table 2 and are descnbed below. 

Table 2 

The Four Dimensions of Cognitive Apprenticeship 

CONTEKT 
-- METHODS SEQUENCE SOCIOLOGY ---- 

Domain Modehg Increasing Complexity Situated Leamhg 
Knoivledge Coaching Increasing Diversity Culture of Expert 

Heuris tic Scaffolding Global before local skills Pracîice 
Strategies Articulation 

ControI Suategies Reflection 
Leaniing Smtegies Exploration 

Intrinsic Motivation 
Exploiting 

Cooperation 
Exploiting 

Competition 

CONTEhT 

Recent research has separated the types of knowledge required for expertise, and, in 

parcicular, distinguishes between the expliet conceptual, factual, and procedural 

knowledge associated with expertise and various types of 'strategic' knowledge. 

Collins et a1.(1989) use the term 'strategic' to refer to the tacit Imowledge that 



underlies an expert's ability to make use of concepts, facts and procedures as 

necessary to carry out complex tasls. Sternberg and Horvath (1995) refer to this 

tacit knowledge as the hidden bais for intelligent action and contend that th is  

lmoivledge is crucial to understanding expertise as it operates in the real world. 

Another type of tacit knowledge is the leaming strategies that experts use to acquire 

new concepts, facts and procedures in their own or another field The complexity of 

expert knowledge is underlined by Collins et al. (1989). "The appropriate targec 

laiowledge for an ideal leaming enWonment is iikely to inclu& al1 four categories 

of expert knowledge, only one of which is often the current focus in schools" (p. 

477). Shulman (1987) also supports this notion of expert practice but has conduded 

that. although characterizations of effective teachers exist, most of the descriptions 

are based on effective classroom management strategies rather than the management 

and development of ideas in the classroom. "Both b d s  of emphasis ufl be needed 

if our pornayals of good practice are to serve as sufficient guides to the design of 

berter education" (Shulman, 1987, p.4). The broader range of expert teaching 

knowledge is refiected in the following descriptions of the four components of 

content section of their cognitive apprenticeship mode1 (Collins, et al., 1989): 

Domain Knowledge "includes the conceptual and factud lcnowledge and 

procedures explicitly identined within a particular subjecc these are generdy 

explicated in textbooks, lectures, and demonstrations" (Colluis, et al., 1989, p. 477). 

For instance, student teachers might accumulate basic knowledge in theoretical post- 

secondary counework, such as leaming fiom textbook descriptions about a varïety 



of teaching methods for manamg diffidt studenîs. Though important, this kind 

ofhom-ledge provides ùisufficiuit dues for many stu&nts about how to go about 

c ~ ; i n , o  out rash in a domain. More importantly, when this type of laiowledge "is 

leamed in isolation from realistic contexts and expert practice, it[sic] tends to remain 

inert in simations for whidi it is appropriate" (Collins, et aL, 1989, p. 477). Many of 

the crucial conceptual subtleties and their rneanings are best acquired through 

applyïng h e m  in a variety of siniations. 

Heuristic S trategies "are generally effective techniques and approaches for 

accomplishùig tasks that might be regarded as "mcks of the trade" (Collins, et al., 

1989, p. 478). Most heuristics are tacitly acquired by experts through the practice of 

k i n g  immerxd in their community. Stemberg and Horvath (1995) refer to this 

portion of domain Imowledge as pedagogical knowledge to be leamed by teachers 

where the content-specific applications of teaching methods and content non-specific 

applications of tacitly driven classroom routines mesh to provide successful leaming 

oppomnities for snidents. For example, a teacher might choose to involve difficuit 

or problematic students in a demonseation at key points d u ~ g  a demonstration. 

The involvement of these students insures that the selected students are focused on 

the task or ski11 to be learned, but also ensures that the rest of the group is focused on 

the task rather than distracted by the diflCicu1t students. 

Control Strategies refer to the levef and type of contro-ol over the process of 

canying out a task "As student teachers acquire more heuristics and control 
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strategies, the- encounter new management systems for conceptual and fachial 

knowledge" (Collins, et al., 1989, p. 478) which, in Nm, d o w  them to decide how 

and a h e n  to employ them in realistic situations. For instance, the no~ice asks 

severaI smdents some questions during a dernomnation but does not get the answers 

he/she expms. Depending on hïs.'her level of acquired control strategies, the 

novice may or may not c o n ~ u e  the demonstration without clearing up the 

anomalies in the m e r s  that n-ere given by the students. If, upon criaque by the 

cooperating teacher, the stucient teacher cannot devise his/her own methods for 

solvkg this problem, it is Uely that the expert will have to mode1 and explicate 

his/ha thoughts more clearly so that the novice may begin to formulate his/her 

own strategies. F o r m u l a ~ g  nich strategies also requires reflection on the various 

processes n-hich determine how to proceed in a parcicular situation. 

Conaol suatcjes also operate at many different fevels. Some strategies are global 

and can be applied across domains, such as possessing the ability to suitch to a new 

part of a problem if one is snick on another part, and some are more local or spefic  

such ds l o o h g  for cues within a curent problem to help one solve i t  In a student 

teadiing context, an example of a global control strategy is if the student teacher 

obserïes that ' u n f ~ c ~ ~ s e d '  students in one class becorne successfully focused by 

becoming involved in the demonstration, and then appiïes this technique in another 

dass uith similar students. An example of a local strategy would be reaüzing the 

confusion of smdents during the demonstration, selectively determinhg where the 

confusion originates and, re-teaching those issues which somehow caused the 



confusion. Part of the 'local' control strategy formulation requires that the teacher 

be able to determine how and where the problem began so that he/she can 

detennine how to solve it. 

C o n ~ o l  strate- can have monitoring, diagnostic and remedial components. 

Derisions about how to proceed in a task generally depend on an assessment of the 

currenr situation relative to one's goals, on an analysis of current diaicultis, and on 

the strategies available for dealing with difficulties. Monitoring strategies can be 

represented as activities that help students to evaluate their progress in a general way 

by protiding simple criterion for & t e m g  whether or not a given goal is k ing  

achieved. Sternberg and Horvath (1 993 ,  in their effitiency cluster, would refer to 

this as executive control or metacognition. In this framework, planning, monitoring 

and evaluating become guiding rnechanisms for the expert to begin reflecting on 

alternatives for achieving a goal. Kagan and Warren (1991) also support the 

development of control strategies in the joumey to expert practice. In their research, 

the cooperating teacher structures and supporîs the classroom environment very 

carefully th roua  the introduction of thinking skills which are required by a teacher. 

Thought processes are ma& explicit, and the novice must, in tum, practise them. 

Explici t connections are made between the process of teaching and the product of 

leaming. îhese strategies support the development of self-monitoring and self- 

correction skills that are essentid to competent teaching. 



Learning Strategies are strategies for leaming any of the other kinds of knowledge 

desaibed above. "Knowledge about how to Iearn ranges from general strategies for 

exploring a new domain and knowing how to go about leaming that information, to 

more local strategies for extending or reconfiguring laiowledge" (Collins, et al.. 

1989, p. 479) such as nansfening a Ieamed principle to new situations. To 

accentuate a student teacher's need for leaming how to execute a sp&c task, the 

'coach' (cooperating teacher) needs to emphasize the cognitive as well as the 

behavioural aspects of teaching. Explicating the metacognition inherent in 

managing a dass is crucial. Scaffolciing is required for the student teacher to 

gradually reach the expectations of the C O O P ~ ~ ~ M ~  teacher in this complex task. 

Throughout the learning process, it is important to keep in mind that the broad goal 

is to establish an accurate conceptual mode1 of performance, rather than to merely 

shape performance. 

The four content areas of domain knowledge, heuristic strategies, control strategies, 

and leaming strategies provide the foundation of the cognitive apprenticeship 

framework Together they serve as a guide for the practitioner to articulate and 

begin to formulate a conceptual overview of a teaching knowledge base that includes 

both content knowledge and how that knowledge can be learned and taught As 

Shulman (1 987) has pointed out, the teacher "must understand the smctures of 

subject matter, the principles of conceptual organization, and the principles of 

inquiry that help answer two kinds of questions: What are the important ideas and 



slàlls in this domain? and How are new ideas added and deficient ones dropped by 

those who produce lcnowledge in this area?" @. 9). 

E r H O D  

Shulman's (1987) questions are important for the practitioner to consider because 

they speak directiy to the kinds of tacit knowledge that guide expert practice and 

lead the practitioner to question how he/she might make that knowledge explicit to 

the preseMce teacher. "A key goal in the design of teachùig methods should be to 

help students acquire and integrate cognitive and metacognitive strategies for using, 

managing, and discovering knowledge" (Collins et al., 1989, p.480). Cmaal to the 

acquisition and use of these sirategies are the interactions among the individual's 

current knowledge and beliefs, the social and physical environment in which the task 

takes place, and the local &tails of the task itself, as it unfolds. It is for these very 

reasons that student teachers report that the most valuable aspect of their education 

program has k e n  their stu&nt teaching experiences - the only context in which aii 

of the essential conditions for leaming are present. Those who have k e n  fortunate 

to have had not only an effective classroom teacher as a cooperating teacher, but 

someone who is aiso an effective supervisor for their student teaching experîence, 

have k e n  given a head start in their ability to become effective classroom teachers. 

They WU more quickly n1l the 'expert' position in their community, rather than 

remain a 'novice' for an extended period (Collins et al., 1989). 



While articulation of the components inherent in one's discipline lcnowledge is 

diffïcult for the expert, the articulation of the nature of teaching is even more 

difficult, since teaching tends to occur in isolation From one's peers and, therefore, is 

not comrnonly discussed. The lack of articulation, according to Shulman (19871, has 

led to a practice which is devoid of a history. Without a system of notation, "the 

next steps of analysis, interpretation, and codification of pnnciples of practice are 

hard to pursue" (p. 12). 

Collins et ai. (1989) present six methods in their cognitive apprenticeship Framework 

to assist the practitioner not ody  to articulate the components but also to teach 

preservice teachers how to use their content knowledge to think like teachen. The 

six teaching methods fail into three groups. Tlie first three methods - modeling, 

coaching, and scaffolding- are the core of cognitive apprenticeship, and are designed 

to help students acquire a n  integrated set of cognitive and metacogniave skills 

through processes of observation and guided practice. The next two methods - 

articulation and reflection- are methods designed to help students focus their 

observations of expert practice and consciously access and conaol their own practice 

strategies. The final method - exploration - is aimed at encouraging learner 

autonomy, not only in canying out expert teaching practice, but also in defining and 

formulating the tasks to be perforrned. Each of the six methods - modeling, 

coaching, scafEolding, articulation, reflection, and exploration - is furîher denned 

below. 



Modeling "im-olves an expert carrying out a task so that the student teacher can 

observe and build a conceptual model of the processes that are required to 

accomplish the task" (Coilins, et al,. 1989, p. 48 1). In cognitive domains, this 

rnodeling requires "the extemalization of usuaiiy intemal cognitive processes and 

activities - speàfically the heuristics and control processes by which experts make 

use of basic concepnial and procedural knowledge" (p. 481). For example, the 

cooperating teacher might model a method of greeting students as they walk into the 

classroom and demonstrate this method for settling and engaging students for the 

period's work. While students are workhg on a task, the cooperating teacher may 

take a few moments to discuss why and how he/she accomplished this task with the 

student teacher (who rnay have observed the behaviours without appreciatïng their 

relevance). rhereby making the expert's taat knowledge explicit to the novice. 

Novice teachen can be helped in identifying salient aspects of classroom interaction, 

as demonstrated in the case of Emily, a cooperating teacher, studied by Kagan and 

Warren, (199 1) who reported that she would: 

rnak a student teacher watch me establish class routines and rules, 
particularly in the faLI semester. 1 give a student teacher a list of questions 
that he/she must answer by watching me: e.g., How do 1 cal1 roll the first 
few days of school, and how do 1 change the procedure subsequently? How 
do 1 quiet a class? What rules do 1 establish? What other forms of 
organization do 1 provide? What do 1 always write on the board? How do 1 
have the students arrange their social studies notebooks? (p. 14) 

By giving these specific questions to the student teacher, E d y  is beginning to 

support the development of what Sternberg and Horvath (1995) cali  heuristic 



Coaching "consisu of observing a -&nt teacher whde he/she caries out a task 

and oKering hinu. scaffolding, feedback, modeling, reminciers, and new tasks aimed 

at bringing the snident teacher's performance doser to expert performance" (Collins, 

et al,. 1989, p. 18 1). Coaching May serve "to direct the student teacher's attention to 

a previously unnoticed aspect of the task or simply to remind the student of some 

aspect of the task diat is b o w n  but has been temporarily overlooked" (p. 48 1). This 

phase focuses on the enactment and integration of skills in the service of a well- 

undentood goal through highly interactive and highly situated feedback and 

suggestions; the content of the coaching interaction is immediately related to specific 

events or problems that arise as the student attempts to carry out a target task For 

example, the student teacher may have difficulty in settling the class and getting the 

students' attention to be@n the lesson. As a result, he/she mns out of ame to 

complete the lesson and will have to complete it the next day. The cooperating 

teacher cm record the snident teacher's experience and offer alternatives to meeting 

the same h d s  of issues with the students or alternatives to presenting a more 

interesting way of delivenng the lesson to secure the students' participation in the 

future. Coaching would also be demonstrated by having the cooperahg teacher sit 

dunn nith the student teacher at the end of each day and Esten to h i d h e r  think 

through tomorrow's lesson. The cooperating teacher would make suggestions and 

reminders while helping the novice to operationalize the daily lessons (Kagan & 

Warren, 1991). 



Scaffolding "refas to the supports the teacher provides to hdp the student teacher 

cany out a task k e  supports can either take the form of suggestions or help, ... or 

they can take rhe t o m  of physical supports" (Collins, et al., 1989, p. 452) When 

scaffolding is proli&d by the cooperating teacher, it requires him/ her to c q  out 

parts of the overd rask rhat the student cannot yet manage. "It involves a 

cooperauve problzm-solving effort by the cooperating teacher and stu&nt teacher in 

which h e  express intention is for the stu&nt to assume as much of the task on 

his/her oan as possible" (p.482). For example, the cooperating teacher and student 

teacha could team plan the lessons for the class and then team teach the class w-kh 

the cooperating teacher assuming less and less responsibility as time goes by. This 

gradua1 reduction in responsibility by the cooperating teacher is called fading. 

Fading is an integai part of both scaffolding and the larger cognitive apprenticeship 

process. since scaffolding may take place at any time during the leaming process. 

Articulation includes any method of getting the stu&nt to articulate his/her 

"howledge, reasoning, or problem-solving processes in a domain" (Collins et al.. 

1989. p. 482). Collins et af., have identined several different rnethods of articulation. 

First, "inquiry teaching is a strategy of questioning students to lead them to argculate 

and refine prototheones" (p. 482) about the four kinds of teacher laiowledge 

enumerated earlier. For esample, the cooperating teacher may systematically 

question the student teacher to evaluate a series of evaluation schemes for a unit that 

they are designing together in order to facilitate the student teacher in articulating 

his/her reasoning behind choosing one method over another. Second, the 



cooperating teacher might encourage the student teacher to articulate his/her 

thougha as they carry out a task For instance, while planning the evaiuation 

schemes for the unit, the cooperating teacher would encourage the smdent teacher to 

think out loud while planning the steps. Third, the cooperating teacher might have 

the student teacher assume a critical role in cooperative activities and thereby lead 

the student teacher to formulate and articulate his/her knowtedge of the planning 

and evaluation procedures for &veloping a unit in a specinc content area. 

Regardless of the form of articulation, facilitating the student teacher in describing 

his/her thinlring is critical to supporthg the leap fkom thinking like a student to 

thinking like a teacher. 

Reflection enables the student teacher to compare his/ her "own thinking processes 

with those of an expert, another student, and ultimately, an interna1 cognitive mode1 

of expertise" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 482). This stage is enhanced by the use of 

various techniques for reproducing or replaying the performances of both expert and 

novice for the purposes of cornparison. Reflection may take the form of keeping 

journal notes on a daily basis or may be as elaborate as video-taping a lesson, which 

would then be critiqued by the student teacher and cooperating teacher, or by two or 

more sudent teachers. Interaction with others is an important stimulus for 

reflection. One of the features of cognitive apprenticeship is the use of and 

dependence on multiple models of expertise and multiple models of varying degrees 

of expertise. It is a worthwhile exercise to have student teachers o b s e ~ n g  other 

student teachen to enable them to leam as a group from each other, rather than 
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leam io isolation Fsom one anorner. Nolan and Huber (1989) suggest that the 

primaq aims of supeMsion should be to engage the preservice teacher in a process 

of reflern'w khaviour u-hile foctering critical inquiry into the process of teaching 

and Iearning. Consequently, the preservice teacher's understanding of teaching 

practice is increased, and the repenoire of images and analogies the p r e s e ~ c e  

teacher cm cali on to deal nith problems becomes broader and deeper. This kind of 

understanding parallels Sternberg and Horvath's (1 995) prototype clusters of 

efficiency and insight where reflective practice is critical to expert development. The 

expert r e f l e c ~  on past experience and accumulated knowledge to selectivdy encode, 

combine and ultimately compare al1 of his/her acquired information to the problem 

at hand Similariy, Zeichner and Liston (1987) distinguish between reflective action 

and rouMe amon, focusing on the need for reffective action rather than action 

guided by tradi8on, external authority, and circumstance. Nolan and Huber (1989) 

also emphasize the important role of reflection throughout a teacher's career: 

"Reflective reachers consisten- assess the origins, purposes and consequences of 

their worY (p. 129). Brookfield (1987) refers to this reflection in action as 'praxis' 

and suggests that it is central to effective facilitation. A continual process of activity, 

reflection on that activity, collaborative analysis of the activity, foliowed by new 

activity mfth further reflection and analysis, is essentid if a teacher is to become an 

expert practitioner within his/her community. 

Exploration involves snidents moving to a level where they perform teaching tas ks 

independentiy. Requiring students to enter the exploration stage is critical if they are 



to leam to kame teaching oppominities/situations that they can implement 

successfull-. "Exploration is the natural culmination of the fading of supports. It 

involves not oniy fading in the cask but fading in the task setting as well" (Collins et 

al,. 1989. p. 133). Fading in the task would include behaviours such as not 

nigges~g hints or contributing ideas during the planning of a unit, or lesson. 

Fading in the task s e h g  would include behavioun such as not k ing  present in the 

classroom during roll cali or during the opening portion of the class. But student 

teachers u X  not lmow how to function productively at the exploration level unless 

exploration strategies are taught For example, the cooperating teacher does not 

team plan or team teach uith the student teacher any more. Rather, he/she leaves 

the studenr teacher to 'fly solo' with the class. Emily, the cooperating teacher in 

Kagan and Warren (199 l), required the student teacher to design a unit on hislher 

own and show her a rough draft of the unit She then evaluated the unit by asking 

the snidenr teacher a series of questions such as "What are your objectives? How do 

you combine factual Iearning m i t h  higher Ievel thllzking? What other resources will 

you use besida the text? Do you provide a balance of high and low energy 

activities? How does the unit teach students to function effectively in today's 

world?" (p. 15). This required articulation of decisions and thought processes 

compels the sm&nt teacher to think like an expert teacher. The implication of this 

questioning process reinforces an earlier argument that "most of a teacher's 

professional skiil is non-observable" (Kagan & Warren, 199 1, p. 15). 
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These SLS rnethods of modeLing. coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection and 

exploration c m  k Iikened to a procedural set of instructional techniques. This 

procedural ser \bill assist cooperating teachen to transmit the enculturated 

laiowIedge of reaching to student teachers. Kagan and Warren (1991) remind us 

that cooperaag reachers are ofien selected on a basis of their m g n e s s  to 

participate in snident teaching programs, rather than on their ability to articulate the 

nature of teachùig. These rnethods assist the transmission of howledge by providing 

a communication fiamework on which conf'erenckg between expert and novice 

teachers CM be baseci. 

SEQuETm-G 

Lave (1988) has suggested that research emphasis on early skill acquisition has 

resulted in a failure to recognize the changing leaming needs of snidents at different 

stages of skiIl acquisition. Consequently, cooperating teachers often fail to sequence 

and structure marerials and activities appropriately for those intermediate stages. 

Those n-ho plan learning expenences aIso need to understand that the integration of 

local or s w c  ski.lls into a more cornplex, global environment is dependent upon 

opportunities to participate in interactions in ways that succeed over a broad range 

of situations (Anderson et al., 1996). This need for integration irnplies consideration 

of both the specific situation in which learning and deveropment are viewed, and the 

more general progress dong ûajectories of participation and growth of professional 

idendty (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Methods and sequence of instniction are not only 

instruments for acquiniig s u s ;  they also are practices in which students Ieam to 



participate. In these practices, students "develop pattern of participation that 

conmlute to their identities as leamers, which include the ways in which they take 

initiative and responsibility for their learning and function actively in the 

formulation of goals and criteria for their success" (Greeno, 1997, p. 9). 

The s~ategies for sequencing these highly complex processes to meet stu&nts7 

individual developmental needs are as folIo~s (Collins et al., 1989): 

Increasing complexity refen to "the construction of a sequence of tasks and task 

environments where more and more of the skills and concepts necessary for expert 

performance are required" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 484). There are two methods for 

helping the novice to manage increasing complexity. Fint, "efforts should be ma& 

to control task complexity" (p. 484). For example, helping the student teacher plan a 

lesson as opposed to planning a whole unit, would be one way to connol task 

cornplexity. A second snategy is the use of scaffolding. This enables a student to 

hande a complex set of activities needed to cany out any task by supporting the 

decision-rnaking process necessary to complete the task. Using the exarnple above, a 

cooperating teacher may help the student teacher decide where in the unit a 

particular Iesson belongs or identiw what other support materials or Iessons will be 

required to complete the unit. 

Increasing diversity refers to the "construction of a sequence of tasks in which a 

wider and wider variety of strategies or s m s  are required" (Collins et al., 1989, 



p.484). Although it is important to practice specific strategies or skills repeatedly, as 

each skdI becomes well leamed, ". . .it is also important that tasks requiring diverse 

skilis and suategies be introduced so the student learns to choose and combine 

appropriate s trategies to CO mplete cornplex teaching tasks in different contexts" (p. 

484). For example, after the snident teacher has planned the lesson for a particular 

class, it may be useful to plan the same topic for a class operating below or above the 

level for which the initial lesson was pianned. Another example would be to plan 

the assignment for a lesson and then modify the assignment to meet the needs of a 

speciai education smdent in the dass. As students leam to apply skills to more 

diverse problems and situations, their strategies becorne fkeed fkom their contextual 

bindings and they acquire a richer set of contextual associations. 

Global before local skills is a strategy for "sequencing lessons so that students 

have a chance to apply a set of skills in consmcting an interesting problem solution 

before they are required to generate or remember those skills" (CoUins et al., 1989, p. 

485). Rather than fint appreciating the task as a whole, there is a bias toward 

supporthg the lower level or composite skills that students must put together to 

cany out a complex task. The chief effect of the global to local sequencing principle 

is to allow students to build a conceptual map before attending to the details of the 

terrain. This strategy is also supported by expert modeling. When the learner is able 

to carry out ody a portion of the task, having a clear conceptual mode1 of the overall 

activiq both helps him/her make sense of the pieces that apply to a target task and 

provides a clear goal toward which to strive as he/she takes on and integrates more 
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and more of the pieces. For example, a student teacher may not be able to design an 

entire unit of m i -  for the class. buc he/she may be able to develop one particular 

lesson nith the cooperating reacher's help. Knowing where the lesson fits into the 

unit, and honiog what has corne before this lesson and what will immediately 

follow, na allcw h e  student teacher to incorporate parts of the previous lesson 

(perhaps in the forrn of review exercises) into the introduction of the present lesson, 

and to include parcs of the mxc Iesson in the summary portion of the present lesson. 

The presence of a clear conceptual modd of the overall target task acts as a guide for 

the leamer's performance, thus improving his/her ability to monitor his/her own 

progress and to develop attendant selfcorrection skills. Having an understanding of 

the purpose of the acquisition of sp+cific skiils cm also senre to prevent students 

from deveioping "bugs" in the acquisition of individual composite skius. 

Thus, sequencing student tacher activities according to complexity, divenity, and 

global or local applicabiiity helps the snident teacher to develop an understanding of 

the purpose of the various sHIs and to dari@ the conditions under which they are 

applicable, th& composite elements and their relationships to other processes. One 

of the difficulties student teachers face in the pedagogical application of newly 

acquired tacit teacher knowledge is trying to figure out where the composite parts 

fit. By presaiting the stu&nt teacher with the global picture first, and by stmcniring 

oppominities for the complexity and diversity to increase at a gradua1 pace, the 

cooperating teacher wiU be able to provide the sniâent teacher with leaming 

oppormnities that the student teacher will be able to incorporate and maintain in not 



only lesson planning within a unit but in the execution of those lessons and 

eventually into unit design. The foregoing discussion of sequencing demonstrates 

that many decisions need to be made throughout the planning process. Hou. those 

dedsions are made and how decisions afTea the execution of the plans are 

determined by the culture in which the practice takes place. 

SOCIOLOGY 

The sociology of the learning environment is dso m a a l  in decisions about 

cumculurn and pedagogical practice and the ways these decisions affect leaming. 

Apprentices I em skills in the context of their application to realistic problems and 

within a culture focused on and defined by expert practice. They conbually see the 

skills they are leaming being used in a way that clearly conveys how they are 

integrated into patterns of expertise and their efficacy and value within the 

subculnire. "These characteristics - the ready availability of models of expertise-in- 

use, the presence of clear expectations and learning goals, and the integration of skdl 

improvement and social reward - help motivate and ground learning" (Collins et al., 

1989, p. 486). Certain aspects of the social organization of apprenticeship encourage 

productive beliefs about the nature of leaming and of expemse that are significant to 

the leamer's motivation, confidence, and his/her orientation toward problems that 

are encountered as he/she leams. Smcturing the social context to encourage the 

development of these productive belief's sets the stage for the development of 

cooperative leaming styles and of coiiaborative ski11 generally. Because of the key 

beiief that expert knowledge is not concentrated in any single person, skilled 



coilaborators are more likely to be open to and seek help and input nom others. 

Collins et al. (1989) suggest that there are five critical characteristics ~ e c t i n g  the 

sociology of learning: 

Situated learning is a critical element in fostering leaming and involves students 

ca-g out tasks that "reflect the multiple uses to which their knowledge wili be put 

in the future" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 487). 

Studencs corne to understand the purposes or uses of the knowledge they are 
l e d g  ... They learn by actively using lmowledge rather than passively 
receiving it. ... They leam the different conditions under which thei. 
knowledge can be applied ... Leaming in multiple contexts induces the 
abmadon of howledge so that students acquire laiowledge in a dual form 
(P- 487) 

in which knowledge is associated with the specific contexts of it uses and is 

generalked to be available for use independent of any pamcular context. This kind 

of leamhg appears to be one of the primary reasons for placing student teachers into 

departments in schools (where departments exist), rather than with one particular 

teacher for the duration of their snident teaching experience. ln a department, 

students will have a vanety of teaching experïences within their content area and 

will observe and work wiîh a number of models of expertise. 

Culture of expert practice refers to the "creation of a leaming environment in 

which the participants actively communicate about and engage in the s u s  involved 

...in the practice ... of carrying out tasks in a domain" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 488). A 

culture of expert practice helps situate and support leaming in several ways. A 



culture focused on expert practice provides leaming with readily available models of 

expertise-in-use. "A leaming environment in which experts simply solve problems 

and carry out tasks, and leamers simply watch, is inadequate to provide effective 

models for leaming, particularly in cognitive domains where many of the relevant 

processes and inferences are tacit" (p. 488) and covert The act of e x p l i c a ~ g  tacit 

knowledge by the expert is critical to fostering the 'thinkulg-like-a-teadier' 

behaviour so crucial to a successful exploration phase of student teacher 

develop ment (Kagan & Warren, 199 1). 

Lntrinsic motivation is also "related to the issue of siniated Iearning and the 

creation of culnires of expert practice" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 489). Lepper and 

Greene (1979) and Malone (1981) discuss the importance of creating leaming 

environments in which students perform tasks because they are i n d i c a l l y  related 

to an interesting or at least coherent goal, rather than for some extrinsic reason. The 

methods of rnodeling, coaching, and fading "support i n a i c  motivation insofar as 

they promote the acquisition of integrated skills in the seMce of a coherent overall 

activity" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 489). 

Exploiting cooperation "refers to having students work together in a way that 

fosters cooperative learning [sic] " (Collins et A., 1989, p. 489). Many opportunities 

for cooperation already exist in school. For instance, vertical team planning in 

content areas is a popular planning strategy in schools where students WU rem& in 

the same building for a period of several years during their education. Vemcal 



planning in any one content area involves designing curricula as a continuum across 

grade levels. This saategy is employed by expert teachers to maintain continuity in 

programming and to gain insight into their colleagues' programming structures and 

sBategies. A collaborative wsticaI teaming experience could also be arranged for 

several student teachers if one department has several student teachers across its 

grade levels. This strategy is a "powerful rnotivator and a p o w e f i  mechanism for 

extending leaming resources" (Collins etal., 1989, p. 489). Cooperative leaming 

provides participants (whether expert or novice) with an additional source of 

scaffolding in the form of knowledge and processes distributed throughout the group 

of student teachers. Despite its advantages, one cruaal aspect of collaborative 

vertical teaming with which students may have difficulty is the multiple roles that a 

participant must play to carry out a cooperative task successfblly. To help meet this 

challenge, cooperative leaming can foster the situated articulation of processes and 

concepts, thus providing support for snidents to gain conscious access to and control 

of cognitive and metacognitive processes and the ways these employ conceptual and 

facnial howledge. 

Another way to exploit cooperation in a student teaching experience, is to hold 

regular seminars with groups of student teachers, the seminars k ing  led by a teacher 

in the school who may possess 'expert' knowledge on a topic of interest. These 

seminars would provide generalizable insight, while fostering cooperative ventures 

for scaffolding and sharing leamed insights among the student teachers. 



Exploiting competition refers to the strategy of giving a nurnber of students the 

same task to carry out and then comparing the responses generated by each student. 

"One of the important effects of cornparison is that it provides a focus for students' 

attention and efforts for improvement by revealing the sources of strengths and 

weaknesses" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 490). For this phase to be effective, 

"cornparisons m u t  be made not between the products of student efforts, but 

between the processes" (p. 490). For example, a seminar session could be hdd  in 

which the shident teachers share discipline snategies and compare how their 

strategies proved effective or ineffective in a variev of situations. 

The five critical characteristics affecting the sociology of learning, -situated learning, 

culture of expert practice, inûinsic motivation, exploithg cooperation and exploiting 

competition- permit novice teachers to l e m  expert teacher skills in the context of 

their application. As Schon (1987) has pohted out. " the problems of real-world 

practice do not present themselves to practitionen as well-formed structures. 

hdeed, they tend not to present themselves as problems at al1 but as messy, 

indeterminate situations" (p. 4). To prepare student teachers to be effective, 

consideration needs to be given to "the cornpetence and artisûy already embedded in 

skillful practice" (Schon, 1987, p. xi). When expert teachers are faced with unique 

situations, experience grounded in the context of the culture guides the decisions 

made on how to proceed next as they &aw on their repertoire of understandings, 

images, and examples to amve at new ways of framing problems and new 

possibilities for solutions. For stu&nt teachers, leaming to make effective and 



situationally-appropriace decisions means that the unique situations must be present 

for Iearning and practice to be effective. For cooperating teachers, the arrangement 

of classroom esperiences for student teachers must reflect unique situations and be 

presented to &monsuate and connect how expert teachers make their choices. 

The cogniuve apprenticeship mode1 encourages reflection on the differences between 

expert and no~ice performance and the development of self-monitoring and 

correction s M s  through analysis of both the taet and explitit skills associated with 

expert teacher practice. The modd grounds leamhg in the culture of expert practice 

to protide the learner with a context of use. Student teachers leam to become expert 

teachers not only through research-based coursework but by k i n g  irnmersed in the 

cuhre Born u-hich the research was derived. The four global categories of content, 

rnethod sequencing and sociology provide the cooperating teacher with a means for 

teaching and provide the student teacher with a framework for understanding the 

diverse range of knowledge and skills associated with expert practice. At the heart 

of the mode1 is the need for clear communication between the snident and 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher to make the tacit knowledge inherent in the model's four content 

areas of domain knowledge, heuristic strategies, control strategies, and leaming 

saategies explicit Sequencing learning oppominities From simple to cornplex, 

specific to diverse, and global to local in the context of their use requires a 

methodology that provides the cooperating teacher with as many oppominities as 

possible to mansrnit the expert knowledge so the student teacher can engage in 

meaningful leamhg situations. The methodology in the cognitive apprenticeship 



model is iilusuated most effectively through the confkrencing which takes place 

between student teachers and cooperating teachers during the student teaching 

experience. As expert practitioners, our understanding of the stu&nt teaching 

experience must be as complete as possible if we are to help novices become experts. 

The cognitive apprenticeship model provides a framework for student teachea, 

cooperating teachers and faculty advisors to teach and evaiuate the leaming which 

takes place dunng the student teaching experÏence. 

PREWOUS RESEARCH ON STUDENT TEACHING AND STUDENT 

TEACHER SUPERVISION 

Despite the importance of the student teacher experience in teacher education, there 

is a pauàty of existing research. Generally, the research focus has k e n  on 

theoretical coursework to prepare stu&nts to begin the student teaching experience, 

not on the experience of leamhg how to teach in the professional culture in which 

they will be imrnersed or on the roles of their cooperahg teachers. Kagan (1992) 

suggests that for professional growth to o c i r ,  pnor beliefi and images must be 

modified and reconstmcted. She says that student teachers approach the classroom 

with a critical lack of knowledge on a variety of levels. "The availability of role 

models, seasoned teachers who question and refl ect on their own pedagogical 

beiiefs ..." (Kagan, 1992, p. 142) is necessary to hdp m o d e  pre-exkting images and 

beliefs on the part of the snident teacher. From the perspective of the cooperating 

teacher "classroorn teaching appears to be a peculiar form of self-expression in 

which the artist, the subject, and the medium are one" (Kagan, 1992, p. 164). Too 



ofkn it is assumed that good teachen automatically rnake good cooperating 

teachers. "The transition from teacher to cooperating teacher was anythuig but 

automatic" (Clarke, 1995, p. 1). His research suggests that universities have recently 

begun to offer professionai development programs on the nanire of s u p e ~ s i o n  and 

a variety of procedures for supervising a student teacher effectively. 

In Clarke's (1995) research, the t e m  'coaching' is used to denote the rather intimate 

relationship that exists between a cooperathg teacher and student teacher in a 

practimm setting. The institution of a "coaching practicum" is used deliberately to 

underscore the need for cooperathg teachers to know how to provide learning 

opportunities that honour three important characteristics of laiowledge generation: 

that it is personaiiy constnicted, socially mediated and inherently situated One of 

the most fiequent themes in Clarke's (1995) snidy was the importance of establishing 

a safe, non-threatening environment for the s tudent teachen. Other salient themes 

were the realizations by cooperating teachen that first, observation required more 

ski11 than they originally assumed; second, effective supervision demanded flexibility 

in coaching styles; third, a priori preparation for conferences with their snident 

teachers was essential. Clarke's research demonstrates that for many of the same 

reasons that preservice teachers are required to complete a practicum, potential 

supervison of those s ~ d e n t  teachers should complete a practimm before king 

engaged as the cooperating teacher. 



M d n ~ ~ e  and m a n  (1987) examined the training needs of cooperating teachers by 

determining the e f f m  of training based on a needs analysis. They then compared 

the effécts of the uained cooperating teachers versus untraïned cooperating teachers, 

and the eEsct of that training, on instructional activities of early field experience 

snidents. Their resulu indicate that preservice teachen assigned to tnined 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers were significantly more involved with students and received 

more feedback from their cooperabg teachers than did their counterparts who were 

not assigmd to trained c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers. 

In an efFort to describe more effectively the complex and challenging task of student 

teacher s u p i s i o n ,  Guyton (1989) suggests that there are eight major categories of 

interaction nhich occur between the cooperating teacher, student teacher and the 

teacher educa tion institution These categories are: planning, observation, 

communication and conferencing skills, reflection/analysis/synthesis, evaluation, 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher goals, student teacher goals, and teacher education program 

goals. h o u @  the conferencing sHls are listed here as a separate category, Guyton 

reminds us dia1 the primary medium through which the expert teacher lmowledge in 

the other categories is taught, is during the conferencing episodes. 

In contrast to Guyton's conceptualiza tion of the eight research categories, the 

present research is designed to specifically explore a more comprehensive 

conceptualizahon of the conferencing process and how student teacher supeMsion 

cm be enhanced through the use of the cognitive apprenticeship fiamework during 



conferencing. Previous research illusuates that conferencing between the expert and 

novice typically is based around a variet/ of interactions such as planning, 

o b s e ~ n g ,  reflecting, artkulating, synthesizing and goal sening and modification 

(Goldhammer et al., 1980; Collins et ai., 1989; Guyton, 1989; Kagan & Warren, 

1991 Garland & Shippy. 1995). By modeiing the lhinking skills ofa teacher. a 

stu&nt teacher will be able to observe those skills and kgin to form a conceptual 

map of the knowledge required to teach effectively. Conferencing provides the 

opportunity for the cooperating teacher to continue to mode1 hislher thinking 

processes for the student teacher. The expert thinking process modeiing, in mm, 

encourages the student teacher to articulate his/her thinking processes and decision- 

making skills while discussing the nature of planning, o b s e ~ n g ,  reflecting, and so 

on. The c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher can then encourage reflection through hislher 

narrative and ha l ly  help the student teacher to explore new topics and ideas. 

Gradua1 provision for independent practice is provided to the student teacher as 

classroom situations allow for increasing complexity and diversity. As demonsnated 

by the research of Kagan and Warren (1991), this process will support continued 

exploration by the student teacher to plan, monitor and selfcorrect as the siudent 

teaching experience continues. 

Existing research on the student teaching experience suggests that two areas of 

cognitive apprenticeship research would contribute to an enhanced conceptual 

framework to gui& the studait teaching experience: the six dimensions of Collins et 

al. (1989) rnethodology for cognitive apprenticeship, (modeling, coaching, 
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scaffolding, articulation, reflection and exploration) and the four levels of content 

knowledge of the cognitive apprenticeship framework (domain knowledge, heuristic 

strategies, control strategies and leming strategies). These major innovations in 

current cognitive research could be applied to formulate expliatly the strateses and 

skills underlying expert cooperating teacher practice and rnake this knowledge a 

legitimate focus of teachuig in Faculties of Education. This knowledge can also 

provide a focus for establishing supervisory programs for ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teachen to 

allow those highIy effective classroorn teachers to also become highly effecbve 

supervison for student teachas. In most communities of practice, transmitting the 

four levels of content knowledge of the cognitive apprenticeship framework (domain 

howledge, heuris tic strategies, control swtegies and learning strategies) and using 

Collins et al., ( 1989) six teaching methods (modeling, coaching, scaffolding, 

articulation, reflection, and exploration) happens, for the most part,intuitively and 

inconsistently. The focus of this research is to determine the extent to which 

cognitive apprenticeship is represented in a particu1a.r community of practice, and to 

explore the feasibility of stmcturing the conferencing experience according to a 

cognitive apprenticeship framework so that effective student teaching experiences 

occur more frequentiy by design. 

Considering the cognitive apprenticeship fiamework for the design of student 

teacher leaming environments provides a critical lem for evaluating the strengths 

and weaknesses of different leaming environments and teaching methods. This 

approach has potential implications for the design of teacher training programs, and 



for training in supe~s ion  for cooperating teachers. One of the most mtical 

components of the cognitive apprenticeship framework is that the cognitive skilis are 

taught in a setting in which a community of practitioners c m  demonstrate their 

fiinction in the culture. Conversation and narratives that derive fiom the culture and 

the experiences of a communiry of practitionen are crucial to the transmission of the 

culture of expert practice (Collins et al., 1989). Conferenchg between the 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher and the student teacher is a natural part of the culnire in which 

the narratives play such a critical role. Using those narratives as the vehicle for 

transmitting the culture to the student teacher can be procedu~aiiy organized around 

the typical interactions that occur between the cooperating teacher and the student 

teacher. 

The situated leaming explored in the present study is that part of leaming to be a 

teacher that is embedded in the community of teaching practice: the student 

teachuig expenence. Within a Framework of cognitive apprenticeship, îh is  research 

seeks to identi@ and to describe conferencing behaviours on the part of the 

cooperaàng teacher which appear to be effective in supporthg this situated leaming 

process for preseMce teachers. It is proposed that the procedural methods of Collins 

et al., (1989) cognitive apprenticeship framework for teaching applies to creating 

more effective conlerencing between cooperating teachers and student teachen. The 

specific aspects of teaching typically explored in confèrencing are planning, 

observation, communication, reflection/analysis/synthesis, evaluation, cooperating 

teacher goals, student teacher goals, and the teacher education program goals 



(Guyton, 1989). The methoâs by which these aspects of teaching can be leamed in a 

contextuai setting can be fiamed withh the six methods for teaching through 

cognitive apprentices hip: modeling, coaching, scaffolding , articulation, refi ection 

and exploration. 

Apprenriceship is the way we leam most naturally. It characterized learning before 

there were schools, and it is ilIustrated in contemporary examples ranging fiom 

leaming one's language to leaming how to drive a car. The cognitive apprenticeship 

framework developed by Collins, Brown and Newman (1989) helps to point the way 

toward the redesign of student teacher supe~sion so that students may better 

acquire expertise and an improved abiIity to continue to learn throughout their 

careers. 



THE QUESTIONS 

Based on an anasis  of previous research, the present research is designed to explore 

how the p ~ t i p l e s  of cognitive apprenticeship are reflected in the conferencing 

experiences of cooperaîing teacher - student teacher pairs, with particular emphasis 

on the teaching methods that cooperating teachers use during conferences. The 

folloniing questions gui&d this exploratory snidy: 

1. Are the global elements of content, methods, sequencing and sociology of the 

cognitive apprenticeship framework refiected in the conferencing experiences of 

student teacher and cooperating teacher pairs? 

2. What other factors emerge as important to facilitahg the development of 

presemice reachers during the snident teaching experience? 

3.1s the cogitive apprenticeship mode1 an effective tool for understanding or 

enhancing the leaming that takes place in conferencing beîween cooperating teacher 

and studait teacher pain? 



C W T E R  3: 

METHODOLOGY 

nie  meùiodology chosen for the present study was designed to investigate the 

following questions: Are the global elements of content, methods, sequencing and 

sociology (and their specific elements) of the cognitive apprenticeship fiarnework 

reflected in the conferencing experiences of snident teachen and cooperating 

teachers? What other factors ernerge as important to facilitating the development of 

preservice teachers during the sni&nt teaching experience? 1s the cognitive 

apprenticeship mode1 an effective tool for undentandhg or enhancing the learning 

that takes place in the conferencing between cooperating teacher and student 

teacher pairs? In choosing a methodology to investigate these questions, it is 

essential that the saategies chosen for data collection and analyses can contribute to 

an understanding of the meaning of events and interactions to the participants in 

the conferencing situation. Making implicit teacher knowledge explicit to the novice 

is part of immersion in a practice culture and requires the use of dialogue and 

reflection. Cognitive and metacognitive sûategies and processes, such as decision- 

making, self-monitoring and problem-solvuig skills, are the tools through which 

various absmaa concepts, facts, technical sHls and af5ecîive elements are 

manipulated. Conversations between the expert and novice must be encouraged, 

not inhibited, if access to the implicit expert teacher knowledge is to becorne 

transparent to the novice. These data seldom will be generated independent of a 

particular teaching context, and care must be taken to illustrate the subjective nature 

of peoples' behaviour and to recognize that many behaviours will be context 



dependent Since behaviour and language will change due to the context and setting 

in which they occur, searching for patterns and themes relative to the cognitive 

apprenticeship framework wiil always involve an interpretation of human 

interaction that combines didogue and conrext (Bogdan & Biklen, 2982). Therefore. 

the methodology chosen should have the potential to generate a rich description of 

the interactions that take place during conferences between student teachen and 

cooperathg teachers and should capture the persona1 and situational contents that 

influence conferenang behaviours. In capniring amal  aspects of the conferences 

£Yom the perspectives of both the cooperathg teacher and the student teacher, the 

present research is designed to provide rich descriptions of conferencing experiences 

that rnight be usefiil in i d e n t w g  ways to facilitate more effective conferencing 

between cooperating teachers and student teachers and ways to enhance the situated 

leaming that takes place. 

The complexity of the conferencing phenomenon cannot be accessed through a 

single data source. To capture the complex interactions among people, processes 

and context in the conferencing experience, a three-pronged methodology was 

developed The three elements of the methodology included collecting 1) audio- 

tapes of selected conferencing episodes; 2) written reflections from individual 

cooperating teachers and snident teachers on these same conferencing episodes; and 

3) focus group data fkom the perspectives of cooperating teachers and student 

teachers on the student teaching experience. These three data sources provided 



different, but complementary, data on the substance and contexts of the 

co nferencing elrperience. 

The primary data source in the methodology was the audio-tapes of selected 

conferencing episodes. By audio-taping conferences between the cooperating 

teacher and student teacher pain, it was possible to "reproduce the data as tiiey 

becorne evident ... in the field" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 240) preserving both the 

fidelity and smicture of each episode. The recorded episodes provide a detaiIed 

account of the interaction between the pairs in the participants' own words and, as 

such, provide actual glimpses of the experience against which other data sources can 

be referenced. 

Although verbatim records provide high fidelity reproductions of an episode, there 

are multiple ways of interpreting these experiences regardless of whether one is 

observing those experiences or interacting in thern. It is the meaningof our 

experiences and the culture in which they occur that constitutes our reality. Given 

that the interactions capmred during the audio-taped conferences rnay have multiple 

meanings dependent on context, it wili be important to collect points of view from 

the participants to help define, interpret and elaborate those meanings. The 

collection of the cooperating teachers' and student teachen' reflections on the taped 

conferences as a second data source permitted those context-dependent points of 

view to be illustrated and explained at a lower level of inference on the part of the 

researcher. These reflections Born the participants, dong with audio-taped 



conferences, supported the notion that ''qualitative researchers are concerned with 

process rather than simply with outcornes or produa" (Bogdan & Buen, 1982, p. 

28). It is important to consider how meanings and understandings between the pairs 

of ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teachen and stuclent teachers have k e n  negotiated, how certain 

notions become known as 'common sense' or blsdom' to the participants and how 

these notions may or may not be illustrated in the teaching methods used by the 

'expert' to help the 'no~ice' move towards expert practice. The partiapants' written 

reflections conaibuted to the interpreiation and elahration of the verbatim records 

by providing data on the context for coaferencing interactions. 

As a third data source, focus group data are usehl for e l abo ra~g  the interactions 

which took place during conferences. In assembling groups of people with common 

qualities (in this case, a group of cooperating teachers and a group of snident 

teachers), it is possible to use group interaction to g3in insight intc why and how 

people who are situated in a particular context hold the beliefs and opinions that 

they do. A focus group is a "carefully planned discussion designed to obtain 

perceptions on a defined area of interest in a permissive, non-threatening 

environment" (Knieger, 1988, p. 18). Establishing a comfortable physical and 

emotional environment among the investigator and participants is important if trust 

and credibiliv between ail participants are to be dernonsaated. The focus group 

approach to data collection permits discussions to begh with Limited assumptions 

and remain more open-ended than traditional structured i n t e ~ e w s  or surveys. This 

O pen-endedness alIo ws the socially cons tructed, context-dependent reali ty of the 



participants to surface more fkeely, especially since this process uses the natural 

setting of the participants and provides for flexible probing by the investigator. This 

process also has hi@ face validity for participants as it serves to confirm experiences 

across a group. 

Group interaction during a focus group tends to enhance the richness of the data. 

First, participants use their own words to respond to the investigator's questions. 

Second, group interaction provides dynamic discussion as new ideas are brought to 

the surface by the participants - ideas which individual participants may not have 

thought if not cued by another participant Third, group discussions also provide a 

divenity of perceptions which rnay be importanr to codirm and elaborate the first 

two data sources of audio taping and reflective notes. Though the cognitive 

apprenticeship mode1 provides for guidrd leaming, its rnethods lean towards guiduig 

Iearner discovery of knowledge and its application rather than king excessively 

directive during the discovery. The focus group procedure is consistent with this 

approach in that it depends on group dynamics to provide a usehl venue for 

explonng how people regard an experience, idea or event Since the nature of this 

research is to explore how a cognitive apprenticeship mode1 rnay support pamcular 

aspects of the interaction beîween cooperating teachers and stu&nt teachers, this 

method was chosen to aUow the investigator to get a glimpse of reality from the 

points of view of a larger number of cooperating teachers and student teachers. 



Ln addition to these three data sources, a reflective journal was kept by the 

investigator d u ~ g  the course of the snidy. The journal allowed the investigator to 

explore her own feelings and insights as the study unfoldeci. It was used to question 

and analyze new directions for investigation as they arose and to idenm na- 

themes and patterns as data was collected The journal allowed, for example, an 

examination of the time of day and the atmosphere in which the sessions were heId 

m e r  r e f I ec~g  on the physicd senip of the f i s t  session, the researcher did change 

the seaîing order for the student teachen next session to try to get the more hesitant 

or timid students to feeI more cornfortable and to speak more in the second session. 

A seating arrangement change was made in the second session for the cooperatïng 

teachers too, to resolve a similar problem. Sections of the journal included a daily 

log, logistics of progression (those deasions which influenced the methodology, 

particularly if there was a change in direction) and a personal diary. Items recorded 

in the persona1 diary section were events which occnirred during the data collection 

that affected the researcher's progress and the deasions made thereafter. The 

logistics of progression section contains items which affected the choice of the types 

of questions to ask each of the groups. Statements or themes which came directly 

out of the recorded conferences tended to have the greatest influence on these 

progression decisions. Together, these elements of the journal provided the record 

of the decision path which guided the reserach. 

One of the six teaching methods of the cognitive apprenticeship modd is a reflective 

component. Without reflection on events or ideas as they unfold, growth and 



leaming -becorne contracteci. Reflection "enables st~~dents to compare their own 

[thinking] processes with those of an expert ... and ultimately an internai cognitive 

mode1 of expertise. Refiection is enhanced by the use of various techniques for 

reproduMg or 'replaying' the perfomances of both expert and novice for 

cornparison" (Collins et. al., 1989, p. 482). Used in this sense, the refiective journal 

is one method for the investigator to demonsîrate movement towards expertise as an 

investigator. It was important to this investigator to leam as rnuch as possible From 

this research opportunity, and, in keeping a reflective journal, she should be able to 

demonstrate that learning. If the purpose of research is to provide irisight into a 

topic for pamcular field practitioners (in tems of the content and methods which the 

research may illustrate), it is reasonable to exped the researcher to provide the sarne 

kinds of insight for an investigator practising in the same field. 

RESEARCH SITE 

This research \vas conducted at a large suburban secondary school which serves the 

educational needs of approximately 1000 snidents in grades 7 - 12. The snrdent body 

is culturally and socio-economically diverse. This school has served its commun.@ 

through a wide variety of programs for 35 years. Diverse programmulg at all grade 

levels includes regula. and advanced academic subjects, advanced placement 

programming at the senior high level, indusaial technology, human ecology, a large 

special education department ( i u d i n g  autistic and multiple handicapped 

programs), a flexible leaming program which is exemplified by its multigraded 

classrooms (grades 7,s and 9 in one dass) and thematicaily organized curriculum, 



fine and performing arts. and a wi& variety of sports and physical education 

prograins The school also offérs programming for teen mothers who wish to retum 

to hi@ xhool ro complete their education. Programmuig is non-semestered at the 

middle school levels (grades 7 and 8), parcially sernestered for Senior 1 (grade 9) and 

semestered for Senior 2 LO %Senior 4 levels (grades 10 - 12). 

The school is administered by three principals: a head principal, and one vice- 

principal each for middle and hi@ school affairs. The staff complement of t e a c h g  

and non-teachg personnel is approximately 110 pesons (55 teaching personnel 

and 55 clerical staff.. teaching assistants, and custodial personnel). 

SAMPLE SELECTIOX 

Ln qualitaeve raearch, the selection of an adequate and appropriate sample is 

critical. If quantitative methods for sample selection are used in a qualitative study, 

"the research may be placed in 'double jeopardyr ", violating both the quantitative 

principle of adqua- of sample size to achieve representativeness and the 

qualitative principles of purposefil sampling (Le., selecting the best informant to 

meet the informational needs of the study) and of selecting a "good" informant (Le., 

one who is articulate, reflective, and willing to share with the interviewer) (Morse, 

1989, p. 117). 

The sample was chosen for this snidy by purposehl sampling. With this method of 

sampling, the investigator chooses potential participants and requesü that they 



volunteer to share their expertise uith the investigator. This method depends on the 

investigaror haking pnor knowledge about the qualities of an informant, induduig 

the informant's kvel of expertise, ability to be reflective and critical, and the 

infonnanh wilkgness to share the information with the investigator. As the 

inves tigator has ken a member of the school's staff for nine and one-half years , she 

is knowledgeable about which staff members could provide relevant data for the 

study. This smdy \vas designed to find evidence of conferencing skills between 

cooperating tachen and student teachers. Prior lcnowledge about which staff 

rnernbers would be good inforrnants was, therefore, an asset. 

Good informants must be "howledgeable about the topic and experts by vimie of 

involvement in specific Me events and/or association" (Morse, 1989, p. 121). A 

good informant m u t  also be someone who has "undergone or is undergohg the 

experience and is abte to reflect and provide detailed expenential information about 

the phenornenon" (Morse, 1989, p. 12 1). Good inforrnants must be W i n g  and able 

to critically esamine the experience and their response to experiences, and must be 

willing to share die experience with the investigator. Therefore, in the researcher's 

choosing of nine individuals fiom various departments and grade levels, it was 

important that the cooperating teacher sarnple and the corresponding student 

teacher sample \vas both adequate and appropriate for data collection methods. 

When one of the cooperating teachers chose to remove herself from the study and 

three student teachers dropped out of the student teacher program, and another 

srnent  teacher chose to continue her practicum at another school, these five 



informanrs xere not abie to provide the necessary data. They were dropped from the 

smdy, and a secondary sampling method (the snowball technique) was employed to 

preserve the sample according to the sampling criteria established for the study. 

A potential outcorne of purposeful sampling is that it can result in a set of data that 

is biased in a pamcular direction. Bias contro.ol has been a concem from the outset of 

th is  rescarch due to the in~estigator's employment at the site. To control for bias in 

the sample, the investigator deliberately sought out negative cases and informants 

with abpical experiences. Seehg out negative cases was done to ensure that the 

analysis not distorted towards a single perspective. Since this research is 

designed ro idennfy coderencing practices, negative cases and atypical experiences 

should provide sufficient ei-idence to control for sample bias towards a certain style 

of smdent teacher supenision. A second strategy for minimizing bias was to 

optirnile variation in the data. Variation was enhanced by using thick descriptions 

to e'rplain concepts, pattcns, and themes as they emerged from the various data files 

and the final data set. Finally. preliminary research findings were shared with the 

pdcipanrs co confirm the accuracy from the participants' points of view of the 

investigator's interpretations of the data on file. 

ENTRY PROCEDURES 

Before any volunteers were sought, the investigator met with the head principal to 

elicit his support for the research (Appendix A). Once the project was granted 

approval, by both the university and school division ethics cornmittees, the 



individuai teachers n-ere approached by the investigator. The investigator set the 

coope ra~g  teacher pdcipation aitena as foiiows: minimum of five years of full 

tirne teaching experience and a minimum of three consecutive yean experience in 

wor6ing nith a student teacher. The proposed research was outlined in detail during 

a presentacion at a regular staff meeting. At the end of the presentation, interested 

teachen u-ere asked to leave a note in the mearcher's mail box if they wished to 

volunteer. î h e  researcher then contacted potential participants individually to 

anwer their questions about the research project and to explain more fully, the focus 

and rnethods for the research. 

Eight cooperahg teachen were initially identified by the investigator as potential 

candidates for this snidy. The investigator identiffed eight individuals to allow for 

the fact that noc ali potential candidates may want to volunteer. In addition, not all 

of the volunteen would necessarily have student teachers in the fall of 1996, and of 

those who would. some may have student teachers who did not wish to participate 

in the research project. The design of the study required that only five pairs of 

student teachers and cooperating teachen be formed. Additional staff memben 

required for focus group data collection were drawn from those volunteers who were 

unable to pmicipate in the full data collection procedure. 

The investigator presented a research proposal to the school staff at a monthly s t f l  

meeÊting. This presentation informed the staff about the study in general, elicited 

their support for the study, and sought other volunteers for the research, should any 



of the previously selected volunteers not be able to participate when the research 

commenceci. StafT were asked to write a short note to the investigator iridicating 

their willingness to participate and place these notes in her mailbox. Those who 

were selected to participate, based on the samphg criteria described earlier, received 

a consent letter to sign and retum to the investigator (Appendix B). 

The student teachen who were invited to participate in this study were part of a pilot 

project program for certification year secondary Stream Faculty of Education 

snidents at a large Canadian university. This finai year of study includes a large 

component of smdent teaching as part of the provincial teacher certification process. 

Al1 secondary seeam education students at this institution who are in their final or 

certification year have the option of participahg in the pilot project as long as they 

meet the project's eligibility requirernents. Students apply for the program in 

February of their third year in education or in February of their first F a r  in the M e r  

Degree program. Upon application for the program, sudents must provide a short 

history (beginning with their Iast year of high school) of educational attainments and 

activities which support the educational program goals of the pilot project. Once 

screened, those who are selected for this program are presented with a list of eight 

secondary schools, and are asked to indicate their first through third choices for 

placement during the s t u d e n t  teaching portion of their certification year. 



In March, principals (or their represaitative vice-prinapals) and the Iead teacher 

(Appendix J) from the respective schools meet to review the stu&nt teacher 

applications. Representatives then select the stu&na for their schools according to 

the number of students each school could accommodate and the students' stated 

choices. At the site where the research is to take place, fourteen students were 

recpested by the departments; eight students were selected by the vice-principal and 

lead teacher- These selections were made based on the number of students each 

department could accommodate and the specifïc academic major ancilor minor of 

the applicants. AU students selected by the school where the research was canied 

out were uiformed of the potential for their involvement in the study at the time they 

were selected (Appendix C). 

Potential student teachers were invited to an orientation meeting in the s p ~ g  of 

1996. Tnis orientation meeting is a typical event with pi10 t project students in this 

school. Part of the agenda of the meeting was to outline this research project. 

Students were made aware that their participation was wholly voluntary and 

choosing to participate would in no way affect the outcomes of their student 

teaching experÏence in the school. After the presentation, students were given a brief 

written description of the study to consider through the summer. Those who chose 

to participate signed a consent letter in the fa (Appendix B). In the event that one 

of the student teacher informants proved to be a poor informant, or if an inadequate 

number of snidents volunteered, or if volunteers left the snident teaching program, 



then student teachen who were present at the site on similar placements, but who 

were outside of the pilot project, would be asked to pdcipate  in the study. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Following the sampling and entry procedures desdbed, five pairs of cooperating 

teachers and student teachers were reauited to pdcipate  in all phases of the 

research. The cooperating teacher sample is summarized in Table 3. The student 

teacher sample is surnmarized in Table 4. The pairuigs for each of the student 

t eachg  bloda are summarized in the Table 5. Unless otherwise noted, these pairs 

partiupated in all data collection processes. Note that pairs are indicated by the 

numbers used in Tables 3 and 4. 

In addition to the core of eight cooperating teachers and seven student teachers, four 

additional teachers (who met the entry criteria) volunteered to pamcipate in the 

focus group data collection process, and three additional student teachers 

volunteered to participate in the focus group data collection process. Therefore, the 

total number of cooperating teachers who participated in the study w-as twelve, and 

the total number of student teachers was ten. 

PILOT STUDY 

The two data collection meîhods of audio taping the conferences, and the reflective 

notes of stu&nt teachers and cooperating teachers were tested with a cooperating 

teacher/student teacher pair in the spring of 1996. This preliminary exploration of 



the methodology indicated rirst. the strong potential for the individual 

methodologies to provide r ich data on the nature of the conferenckg experience and 

second the complementaq- nature of the data sets produced across data sources. 

This complemaitari~ proiided difEerent kinds of idormation on the same 

conferencing e - r i e n c e .  For example, in a discussion about a chemistry lab, the 

cooperaMg teacher was pointhg out the need to mod@ some of the lab's contents 

to accommodate a n-ealier group of students. 

CT: . .. another thing you might have done, is done the lab one &y 
and if you aant them to do something, um, a little more complex in 
the analysis is you could just tell them, weii, we'll go over some of the 
analysis and application qyestions, Say, the next day.. . 

ST: ... 1 was thinking about doing that and then 1 wasn't sure if I 
should do that, fie, 1 didn't want it to be too easy ... 

This sewent of the taped conference demonstrates coaching, and encouraging 

exploration by the cooperaMg teacher and articulation and reflection by the stu&nt 

teacher. The 32 minute conference between this pair frequently demons~ated the 

six teaching methods of the cognitive apprenticeship mode1 throughout the episode. 

Written refledons from the cooperating teacher confirmed the frarnework and the 

need for effective communication between cooperating teachers and stu&nt teachers 

1 feel that this kind of dialogue is important [The student teacher] 
needed to know that labs are an evolving kind of experience and the 
way in which they are carried out and the expectations of students 
may change. 1 also change the way I do labs and try to leam from 
each experience. 



Table 3 

Summarv of Cooperating Teacher Demo 

Coupera t . g  Teachers Gender 

F 

F 

F 

F 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

Grade Level Subykct Taught 

fI exibIe leaming prog 

L.A., English 

Biology 

Human Ecology 

Art 

Industrial Arts 

L.A., social studies 

Chemisw, physics 

A.P. Chem, gen science 



Table 4 

Smdent Teachers -- Gender -- Maior M'nor 
1 - F Biology Chemistry 

F Biology Chemisny 

3 F Englis h Histov 

4 * F Englis h Theatre 

5 A F Math Geograp hy 

6 M Physics Chemistry 

7 M Geography Englis h 

8 -  M Geograp hy History 

Family Studies Foods 

- indicares mrdenr lefi toe m d m t  teachingprogram in December 1996 
* hdicares nudent volunrady mWIkh&ew fiom tbe study 
A hdrdrarzs  -dent lefi the school in November 1996 
** hmkarzs sfude~r lefi tbe student teadkg program in Oaober 1996 
gu ItdrEares replacement studmr reacher - e n q  into study in January 1997 



Table 5 

Summary of Cooperatine Teacher (Cm - Student Teacher (Sn Pairs * 

F h  BZock (Mov-Dec 96) Second Block (Mar-Apr 9i3 

CT/ST CT/ST 



The student teacher wrote : 

[The cooperating teacher] reinforced the fact that as a teacher you 
need to constantly think of ways to irnprove your teaching. vhe 
cooperating teacher] told me that he always reflects after he performs 
labs. He analyzes his labs to to discover thhg that may help to 
improve them. This reassured me îhat as a teacher you never stop 
leamhg and growing. This interview showed me the importance of 
evaiuation and reflection- 

The student teacher also wrote that she felt more cornfortable with her cooperating 

teacher afier experiencing this conferencing episo& as it provided her with "the 

opportunity to get to know him a Little bit better". The pilot study illusmated that the 

complementary use of multiple data sources provides both richer data about a 

conferencing episode and opportunities for hangulaiion among data sources. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The complementary use of audio tapes, reflective notes and focus group methods 

was chosen based on preliminary informal investigation because, together, they 

elicited the necessary data co answer the research questions. They aIso would be the 

least obmive  during actual data collection in that they capitalized on existing 

processes and would create a minimum amount of extra work for the participants. 

As the investigator is a member of the schoo17s teaching staff, she was concemed 

about invading the participating teachers' physical and personal space and adversely 

affecting wellestablished, positive relationships between herself and mernbers of the 

staff. During the informa1 methodology test, it was found that cooperating teachers 

were already spending tirne with the student teachen discussing aspects of their 



preservice teaching abilities. Teachers were making notes about those discussions 

for themselves as record-keeping &vices and future-direction documents for 

pIanning the next phase of the student's expenence. As part of their program 

coursework, student teachen must keep a reflective journal while they are in the 

school during the snident teaching expenence. Therefore, the specific data sources 

chosen within the three-pronged methodology included: 

1. Audio-Taped Conferences - An audio-tape of one conference per week between 

the cooperating teacher and student teacher during each week of the five week 

student teaching block was submitted to the investigator. Pairs chose which 

conference they would submit for each of the five weeks. Since conversations 

between cooperating teacher and student teacher pairs c m  become very personal in 

nature, the pairs had the choice of which conference would be taped and submitted 

for the investigator to use as a data source. It was not the intention of the 

investigator to collect data of a personal nature, but to collect data on the 

conferencing skills of the pamcipants. On collection, each tape was identii7ed by 

the researcher by means of a code which maintained the anonymiiy of each 

participant. 

2. Reflective Notes on the Taped and Submitted Conference - These notes were 

written by the participants immediately after the conference took place and were 

collected regularly fsom the cooperating teacher and the student teacher. Reflections 

included the perceived value of the feedback, persona1 responses to giving and 

receiving feedback, andlor things to be considered d u ~ g  the next conference. 

Participants were dso invited to comment on how they felt data coiiection efforts 



affected their confaencing. The inves tigator requested that participants submit 

copies of their reflections with the tape. These notes were identifed by the 

researcher by a code to maintain the anonymity of each participant and to match the 

refiective notes with the submitted tape. The notes were retained for analysis. 

3. Focus Groups - These sharing sessions took place three times throughout the 

duration of the study. The fmt took place near the beginning of October 1996, the 

second at the end of the fist student teaching block (December 1996), and the last at 

the end of the second student teaching block (April 1997). These sessions were 

approximately one hour in length, and each group had between five and ten 

participants. The people who participated in the audio-taping portion of data 

collection participated in the focus groups. Other experienced cooperahng teachers 

who were not participating in the full data collection procedure were also invited to 

participate in the study at this time. Student teachers who did not wish to participate 

in the audio-taping poràon of data collection, or who were in the school outside of 

the pilot program, were also invited to participate in the focus groups. These 

volunteers were invited to participate in the focus group sessions at this time to 

replace participants who had withdrawn fiom the study. These sessions were held 

separately with groups of cooperating teachers and with groups of student teachers. 

The focus group sessions were heId independently but occurred within one week of 

each other. Focus group data was coiiected by a recorder independent to the 

research snidy. The recorder was present during the sessions, and her primary 

responsibility was to record verbal and non-verbal responses to the questions 

presented by the investigator (Appaidùt F). In addition, the recorder noted 



secondary observations, such as the perceived mood of the group, the group's 

apparent comfort level with the process and/or the questions, and other data judged 

relevant to the interactions of the group. The results of the focus group discussions 

were summarized by the researcher without reference to individual participants. 

For each of the six focus group sessions, participants were arranged in a semi-circle, 

with the researcher sitting in front of the group. The recorder was sitiïng off to the 

side of the researcher, facing the participants, but out of the pdcipants' direct fine 

of sight. To help the researcher establish the context fiom which the participants 

were beginning the session, for each of the six sessions, the recorder was asked to 

note participants' behaviour as they entered the roorn. Name car& were arranged 

around the semicircIe of tables so participants would sit in specifc seats. This 

s e a ~ g  arrangement was preplanned so that any participants who had k e n  observed 

to be less participatory in other group sechng in the past could be seated directly 

across from the researcher so she rnight be able to encourage their active 

participation in this group setting. Ln the second focus group sessions, the seating 

order of the participants was rearranged somewhat to support the researcher's goal 

of actively engaging al1 participants in the discussion. In the third focus group 

sessions, the seating arrangements rernained the same as in the second focus group 

sessions. 



DATA PREPARATTON 

The tapes were transcribed, verbatim, in short lines (45 characters or las) to 

facilitate coding. The manscriptions indude notations indicating laughter, audible 

non-verbal communications such as, aeaking chairs, interruptions by students or the 

public address systern, and any other sounds which may have k e n  picked up by the 

recording device. The data collected from the taped conferences was used as it 

existed, except for the editing of any references which might idenfi@ individu& in 

the setting. Each transcript was identified by participant codes, the date, and total 

length of the conference. 

The focus group data recorded were summarized accordhg to the questions asked 

and the responses which those questions elicited Responses to each question were 

grouped by content and the nurnber of respondents indicating a partirular response 

was noted. Secondary observations, such as comfort level, mood on entry to and 

exit from the session, discussion topics before and after the session, were 

summarized in a sirnilar fashion, noting categories as they applied 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The data were andyzed using the constant cornparison method Briefly, the 

constant cornparison method is a procedure used for coding data and simultaneously 

comparing ai i  of the collected incidents. This categorizing and comparing of 

incidents was ongoing throughout data collection. Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

demonstrate options in this system as foilows: 



smct inclusion - X is a kind of Y 
spatial - X is a place in Y, X is a part of Y 
causeeffect - X is a result of Y, X is a cause of Y 
rationale - X is a reason for doing Y 
location for action - X is a place for doing Y 
function - X is used for Y 
means-end - X is a way to do Y 
sequence - X is a step (stage) in Y 
at&iibution - X is an atmbute (characteristic) of Y (p. 340) 

However categories are derived, data is initially grouped on a 'feels right' or 'looks 

right' basis. 'The investigator should not fail to draw on his or her tacit knowledge 

in making these judgments; errors made as a result of using such knowledge are 

correctable on successive review, but incidents recognized tacitly, once eliminated, 

are ~imial ly  impossible to recapture" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 341). The 

individual codes that constitute the coding grid were developed based on their 

ability to describe major themes expressed in the data. 

As data collection and this type of analysis c o n ~ u e d  throughout the snidy, two 

kinds of categories emerged: those based on the congruency between the data 

collected and the literature on cognitive apprenticeship, and those which emerged 

spontaneously or naturally fkom the data Nes. This approach to developing the 

coding grid allowed data analysis to be linked to the previous research on cognitive 

apprenticeship but to remain open to new insights and findings grounded in the 

data. Thus, this process "stimulates thought that leads to both descriptive and 

exploratory categories" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 141). The descriptive categories 

are of two kuids: global and specinc. The four gobai elernents of the cognitive 



apprenticeship model-content, methods, sequence, and sociology-were used ftrst to 

group the data across the data files. A nfth global category, 'other', was included to 

allow for data specific emergent categones. When the global categones appeared to 

be rich in evidence, coding stopped temporady so the investigator could begh 

wriMg mernos on each category. The purpose of memo w r i ~ g  was to uncover the 

properties inherent in each category. In this research, the inherent properties were 

the specitic characteristics in each of the global elements in the cognitive 

apprenticeship mode1 (see Figure 1). However, other characteristics also emerged 

f?om the data. ïhese emergent characteristics were labeled as anafysis continued. 

The data were then re-examined to see if they exhibited the specific characteIistics 

inherent in each of the four global elements and to derive the specific emergent 

characteristics within the 'other' category. 

As the data began to fiil each of the cognitive apprenticeship categones, the specific 

emergent categories were developed more clearly. This coding and analysis process 

provided a distinct integrative advantage over other analysis methods as it permitted 

the researcher to retain the elements assoaated with the enculturated nature of the 

study and to alleviate fideiity and bias issues. The words used by the partiapants in 

their specific setting were critical to maintain the highly situated nature of the data. 

By using this anaIysis method, all of the evidence gained by the researcher couId be 

used and coded across the data files without Iosing the nchness of the data in the 

participants' own words, including the focus group summaries and participant 

reflective statements. This analysis method alIowed for the integration of many 



points of view while comparing the data to each other, the a pnon'and emergent 

categories, and the methodology employed by the cooperating teaders while 

conferencing with the snident teachers. 

The produa of this analpis method was a coding grid n-hich identified themes and 

patterns in the data. The patterns and themes identified are summarized in Figure 

1, the Concepmal Representation of the Coding G n d  The identification of patterns 

and themes was an ongoing process during data collection and coding grid 

development, and the final coding grid is based on the entire data set. This coding 

grid was then applied to each data file and data set to ident@ themes and pattems 

across the entire body of data. A 'data set' refers to the entire set of transcribed 

audio-taped conferences for any one c o o p e r a ~ g  teacherhtudent teacher pair 

participating in this study. A 'data file' refers to any one transcribed audio-taped 

conference in a data set. Four or eight data nles could comprise a data set, 

depending on whether the cooperating teacherhtudent teacher pair remained the 

same from the first snident teaching block to the second snident teaching block. 

Two of the three data collection rnethods provided preliminq evidence that the 

teaching methods of modeling, coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection and 

exploration in the cognitive apprenticeship framework are present and effective for 

communica~g during conferencing episodes. The addition of focus groups and the 

mearcher's refl ective journal to the audio-taped conferences and reff ective notes 

served to confirm and ~angula te  the preliminary findings. This rnethodology is 





consistent with the cognitive apprenticeship fiamework in that it provided for leamer 

discovery of new knowledge with a high levd of activity during the learning in the 

culture in which the novice is seeking to develop expertise. 

CODING GRID DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION 

Dweloprnent of the coduig grid (Appendix E) for the transcribed audio-taped data 

files was a two-staged process. The initial grid was established by the global and 

specific a pdca tegor ies  derived from the cognitive apprenticeship mode1 of 

Collins, et al. (1989). The initial coding of the data files was carried out accorduig to 

these dennitions and was fairly straightforward For example, when a cooperating 

teacher was offenng hints or suggestions about a particsular pomon of a task 

performed by a student teacher, those lines of data were coded as M:C - 'M' for the 

global category Method and 'C for the specific category called coaching. 

The development of the grid required clear definitions of the a pnofi categones. 

These definitions were further clarified by the identification of a prototype example 

of each category. As clear examples of the categories were found in the data, these 

examples were transferred into the coding grid to illustrate the definitions of the 

category. As coding conthued, some of the examples were replaced by other 

examples from different data files so that the grid would clearly illustrate how the a 

pnoricategories applied across al i  data files. Each example was identined with the 

appropriate cooperating teacher/student teacher pair numbers, the conference 



number. the smdent teadiing block in which the conference was taped, and the line 

numbers fiom the specific data Ne. 

As suaighdonvard as the coding appeared with the a pn~~categories. there rvere 

instances where the codes could not be applied, necessitating ; second stage of 

coding grid developmenr These portions of the data were left uncoded and were 

maintnined in a separate file unal nich time as a pattern or new categoy emerged. 

mese emergent categories became apparent to the researcher approxirnately two- 

thirds of the a-ay through the transcribed data. These emergent categories were 

initidly gcouped together under a global category of 'Emergent'. As these 'Emergent' 

specific caregories began to define themselves more clearly according to similar 

themes, it became clear that the larger global category should be split into two 

subcategories: one which contained specific categories that applied to cooperating 

teachen ody. and one ahich contained specific categories that applied to the 

snident teachers only. These emergent categories were included in the coding grid 

following the a p~o~categor ies  and were similarly defined and illustrated with 

protoe-pe examples. 

Since the Zmergent' specific categories were not fully developed until approximately 

two-thirds of the data were co&d, the researcher completed coding the last third of 

the data files mith both the a pnonnand emergent codes, and then retumed to the 

first data Ne to analyze and look for applications of the emergent categories 



throughout the data to the point where the emergent categories were fuUy 

developed 

This two-staged development of the coding grid allowed an analysis based on the 

cognitive apprenticeship framework to test the usehlness of this framework for 

understanding the leaming that took place during the conferencing between 

cooperating teachers and student teachers. It also aliowed additional issues and 

saategies to emerge from the data to e ~ ~ h  the description of conferencing 

behaviours. 

D u ~ g  data analysis, some of the global categories overlapped other global 

categories, and, similarly, some of the specinc categories within a global category 

overlapped each other while coding some specific passages. For example, this 

statement from cooperating teacher 2 was coded CT: T/F and M:A. "[snident 

teacher 31, rve talked about some of the things that were going on this moming - do 

you want to respond to those?" (2/3;3;1;2465-2467)' The first code, Cî:T/F, is an 

emergent code which identifies the passage as a Cooperating Teacher initiated Tone 

and Focus statement for this conference. The first part of this statement sets the 

aûnosphere for the remainder of the conference. It was also coded M:A which 

identified the passage as an aprionMeth0d.s: Articulation passage. The last part of 

the cooperating teacher's statement was spoken to elicit a response from the student 

' The information in parencheses following each illusûation is a &a file refaezlce code : (2/3;3;1;24652461) means cwperathg 
-cher 2 / student teacha 3, (the pair code numbers used in the rderences in this chapter and the coding grid ma& the pair 
code numbexs in Table 5); confèrene 3; srildent aeaching block 1; data lines 2.165-2467. 



teacher about h a  bowledge, reasoning and problem solving processes in regards to 

the issue from the dass in question. An example of how the codes could overlap 

utthin a global category is illustrated by student teacher 7. This passage is coded 

Se:IC and Se: W. ".. .whenever I wasn't, uhh, tamg to them or discussing 

something with them, 1 was writing d o m  notes for them and they were, they also 

had to take d o m  these notes so they were always busy.. ." (7/7;2; 1 ; 1547- 1 55 1). The 

fmt code, Se:IC, refers to an a prion code which identifies the passage as 

Sequencing: Increasing Complexity. This category is reflected in the statement 

because the student teacher is r e f ' g  to the number of teaching rnethods he used 

to capture his smdents' attention during the cf ass. The second code, Se:ID, refers to 

another specific category within the same global category and identifies the passage 

as Sequencing: Increasing Diversity. This category is reflected in the statement 

because the student teacher refers to the different kinds of teachuig methods he 

employed to capture his students' attention during the class. Many other examples 

with similar code overlaps could be found in the data. 

ANALYSIS OF THE SECONDARY DATA SOURCES 

The secondary &ta sources, the student teacher and cooperating teacher reflective 

statements and the focus group data, were analyzed to idenw major themes within 

the data. 



R&emcave Statanents 

An open-ended refl ective staternent was generated by each coope ra~g  teacher and 

each student teacher following each of the audio-taped conferences. These reflective 

statements were analyzed in ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teachdsnident teacher pairs to determine 

emergent patterns across data sets and within data sets. The fïrst round of analysis 

was conducted across data sets for each conference to see if common themes existed 

relative to R-herher the reflective statements were d e n  for the first conference or 

the second conference, and so on. During analysis of each pair of reflective 

statements aaoss data sets, emergent themes were separated into subcategones 

similar to the emergent categories from analysis of the audio-taped conferences: 

those which applied to the cooperating teacher reflective statements, and those 

which appiied to the student teacher reflective statements. In the second round of 

analysis, reflective statements were re-analyzed within the data sets to see if patterns 

emerged as the relationships between specific cooperating teachers and student 

teachers evolved from conference 1 to conference 4 in each teaching block. In the 

third round of analysis, the reflective statements were reexamined across snident 

teaching blocks to see if pattern emerged across the fint teaching block and the 

second teaching block. 

Focus Group Data 

The data generated fTom each of the six focus group sessions were summarized by 

the researdier. Themes and patterns were noted dong with the number of 

participants who agreed or disagreed with the statements made by the other 



participants. The summaries of the data generated during the focus group sessions 

were analyzed to determine the major themes emerging from each session. Emergent 

themes from the fint pair of focus group sessions, together with analysis of the first 

few audio-taped conferences and reflective statements, provided themes for further 

investigation in the szcond pair of focus group sessions. S idar ly ,  emergent themes 

from the second pair of focus group sessions, and furttier analysis of the audio-taped 

conferences and reflective statements, provided themes for fùrther investigation in 

the third pair of focus group sessions. For each session, the researcher had prepared 

four to five questions to ask each group. The questions were similar in theme but 

were altered in perspective dependkg on whether they were k ing  asked of the 

cooperahg teachers or stu&nt teachers. During several sessions, statements made 

by one or more of the participants led to additional questions k ing  asked by the 

researcher. For an example of a focus group session summary, see Appendix F. 

me Rule of tbe Secon- Data Sources 

Thematic cornparisons were made beiween and among the secondary data sources. 

based on an analysis of the cognitive apprenticeship framework, to test the 

usehlness of this framework in examining the coderenhg  experiences between the 

cooperating teachers and student teachers. The reflective statements and focus group 

sessions e ~ c h e d  the andysis of the audio-taped conferences by providing 

illustrations of the tacit knowledge and thought processes of the participants in 

regards to the conferencing episodes and the cooperating teacherhtudent teacher 

relationship. The reflective statements served to situate the conferenc-hg episodes in 



the context of the pamcipants' perception of their experiences, while the focus group 

summaries sen-ed to explicate those perceptions and confirm and evaiuate thoughts 

and concems across the individual groups of participants, relative to the 

confèrencing episodg. 



CHAPTER 4: 

RESULTS 

The results presented in this chapter illustrate the four global elements of the 

cognitive apprenticeship fkamework: content, method, sequencing, and sociology. 

These global categorks and their individual specifïc categories constinited the a 

pnolipomon of the coding grid In addition, descriptions and illustrations of the 

specific emergent categones, giobally grouped as 'Emergent - Student Teacher' and 

'Emergent - Cooperating Teacher' in the coding grid follow the presentation of 

results based on the a prion' categories. This reporthg format refiects the 

organization of the coding grid. 

CONTENT 

Three of the four speàfic content categories, domain howledge, heuristic strategies 

and control strategies were clearly demonstrated in al1 data sets. The exception, 

ieaming strategies, was demonstrated in four of the eight data sets. 

Domain knowledge was illustrated regularly throughout aii data files. "Domain 

knowledge inclu&s the conceptual and factual knowledge and procedures explicitly 

identified within a particular subject" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 477). Domain 

knowledge was paxticularly evident during confkrences one and two in each data set. 

For example, in a discussion about course content dunng the first conference in this 

data set, cooperating teacher 2 illustrated domain knowledge with "...particularly 

when you're teaching [subject x]. The more you can relate to other things they may 



have read, the easier it is to get the message across." (2/ 3; 1; l ;7  19-722)'. 

Cooperating teacher 3 illustrates this same category during a discussion of a 

dissection in the fourth conference with "...look inside and look at the layers and 

I've made them cut open the trachea so that they can actuaily see them ..." 

(3/2;4;2; 6008-6009). 

Heuristic strategies also appeared throughout all data files and across ail data sets. 

"Heuristic saategies are generally effective techniqyes and approaches for 

accornplishing tasks" (Collins et al., 1989, p. 478). They tend to be acquired tacitly 

through immersion in the community of practice. For example, in a discussion 

revolvuig around a minor discipline issue, cooperating teacher 7 articulates heuristic 

strategy binowledge with "That's when they're causing trouble. When you begin a 

class, you should give your instruction within 30 seconds of coming into the room." 

(7/7; 1; 1; 108-1 10) Heuristic strategy knowledge was also illustrated by cooperating 

teacher 4 in a discussion about when to schedule a test for a partïcular class. "...the 

high school is having a test. That's the last day before spnng break - they're not 

going to like that." (4/9; 1;2;3441-3442). In both of these examples, the tacit 

knowledge arkulated by the cooperating teacher about student behaviour was 

leamed by the cooperating teacher as a result of k i n g  immersed in the culture of 

practice. 

- --- 

2 The informatkm in parenttiesg foltowing each iiiusaacion is a &fa fïic reference code : (2/3;1;1;719-722) means cooperating 
aeacher 2 / scudent tracber 3, (the pair code nurnbers used in the references in this chapm and rhe coduig grid match the pair 
code numbers ia Table 5); conference 1 ; smdent tcaching block 1; data lines 719-722. 



Control strategies appeared across all data sets but were less frequendy evidenced 

than do main bow-ledge or heuristic snategies, and did not appear in each data He. 

Control strategies refer to the level and type of awareness of the process of carrying 

out a task. They are the management systems for conceptual and factual knowledge 

and their application in future situations. Coopera~g  teacher 2 clearly illustrates 

the importance of leaming conmol strate* in a discussion about the apparent 

disorganization of her student teacher during a partïcukir class. 

The one thing 1 would suggest you really need to do sorne work with is-1 
shouldn't Say organization, but the impression of organization. You quite 
often look Like you don't h o w  what you're doing next And that could be 
that you don't know what you're doing next or it could be that you're just not 
giving the impression. The more you can present to the students that you are 
organized, the more credibility you will have with them (2/ 3; 1 : 1 ; 75 7-764). 

C 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher 8 Uustrates this same snategy in a similar discussion about his 

student teacher's inability to create smooth transitions during a lesson. 

What you would do, for example, is be talking about something and then, 
ahh, it's like, you know, like you're thinking about what to do next or looking 
at something on the tables though you're looking for what's the next step in 
the lesson and the kids are just sort of not sure what to expect at that point 
(8/6; 1; 1; 1147-1 150). 

In both examples, the cooperating teacher was painting out how important control 

strategies are both for organizing the information to be taught and for choosing and 

monitoring the processes used to teach that uifomation. 

Leaming strategies were the least frequent category of specific content categories 

found in the data Files, and did not appear across ali data sets. Leaming strategies 



refer to bnowledge about how to leam. The strategies range from generai sû-ategies 

for acquiring new knowledge to locai strategies for extending or reconfiguring 

knowledge for nansfer to a new situation. During a discussion about goal setting 

and action plan formation, cooperating teacher 4 med to drive home the point that 

even experienced teachers who wish to continue to grow and develop to becorne 

better teachers need to k aevare of their goals - whether short os Iong tem. "The 

reason I'm saying it is that teaching is not necessarily something you excel at when 

you're finished! " (4/9;2;2;3 733-3735). Cooperating teacher 8 illustrated this same 

strategy when he was providing his snident teacher with a means to help smdents 

'learn to l em '  when they answer questions inconectly. 

... so what I would've done is write the equation out - @en scratches on paper, 
and there are pauses as he is writing and modeling the process for the snident 
teacher) ammonia + water gives ammonium ion + hydroxide ion and then 1 
would persist with her. 1 would've said WeU, the ammonia - is it acting like 
a base or an acid?' and you ask her that and she has a 50-50 chance of getting 
it ri&t (both are laughing now). I thuik in that case she would've said 'base' 
and then with the water - 'If the ammonia is acting like a base, then what is 
the rvater acting as?' and then she would probably Say 'acid' and then you're 
next comment would be to enthusiastically cheer her 'Way to go! Way to go!' 
(borh are chuckling again) (8/6;2;2;6469-6478). 

This format of insmction continued for the other side of the equation under 

discussion. It is the way in which this ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher approached 

operationalizing this tacit instructional technique for the student teacher that 

qualifies it as a leaming strategy. In t h i s  way, an example of how to teach students 

how to leam also becomes an illustration of teaching the student teacher how to 

leam. Not only was he explaining a technique of instruction for the student teacher 

to use, but he was modehg the process for the student teacher to make the 



instruction clearer. The injection of a littie collegial humour helped the student 

teacher see how to use th% instructional process in the future. 

METHOD 

Five of the six specific method categories-modeling, coaching, scaffolding, 

articulation and reflection-were demonstrated across afl data sets. The exception, 

exploration, did not appear in a data set untif the second student teaching block, and 

then only in three &ta files. 

Modeling was evidenced in all data files under a variety of conditions, but 

particularly when a cooperating teacher was aying to draw attention to an implied 

aspect of his/her own insûuctional techniques to a student teacher. Whiie 

constnicting an outIine of a weekly plan, cooperating teacher 4 demonstrated why 

she had written her own outlines in the way that she had, not onfy by drawing 

attention to physical examples but by this passage: "...should be writing in pend 

because well probably be changing it again because of inseMces and sniff and that's 

why 1 Say outlines are just a guide and then things happen in between" 

(4/9; 1;2;3455-3458). In a discussion about what to do about snidents who skipped a 

lab activiv, cooperating teacher 3 modeled both the tone and words she would Iike 

the student teacher to use to establish her authoriv in the class. "Yup, 1 would just 

say, 'Sony, you rnissed your lab marks and thafs it. It's going to be reffected in your 

unit mark and maybe next time you do a lab you might show up' " ( 3/2;3;l; 1683- 

1686). This portion of the dialogue took place because the student teacher was 



feeling Like she had k e n  taken advantage of after she had waited through her lunch 

hour for the students to make up their missed lab. 

Coaching was the easiest category to recognize and was the most frequent category 

throughout aii data sets. Coaching could range fiom one or two words of gentle 

encouragement to drawing direct attention to a rnistake and suggesting a better way 

to accomplish the task. In a discussion about adapting some actitities from a book 

to a specific class, cooperating teacher 9 is careful to rernind his snident teacher to 

highlight the connections between what was taught theoretically and the activity that 

the students would be performing. "You'U want to emphasize that as you go 

alongV(9/2; 1 ;2;t289). While tryïng to help his snident teacher find a way to 

convince his dass to do homework for him, c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher 7 suggests 

... once they can do 5, 10, 15 minute assignments in the time you've allotted 
and hand it in and once they can do that on a regular basis without any 
problems, then maybe we can start saying, 'OK, here's some additional 
questions we expect you to do on your orvn at home.' (7/7;3; 1;2348-2353) 

Ln both examples, the cooperabng teachers provided the student teachers with 

suggestions about how to make the most of their teaching experiences in their 

respective classrooms. 

Scaffolding was evidenced in al1 data sets, but not in ai l  data files. It tended to 

coincide with either implied or direct s t u h t  teacher activities as the -&nt teacher 

may have expressed some hesitation in performing a task without support from the 

cooperating teacher. In this discussion about starting a new unit near the end of the 



first teaching block, the student teacher had expressed her concems about her la& of 

content knowledge in the area to be taught. Cooperating teacher 2 responded with 

"...maybe we can do it together even if 1 sort of run it, we c m  work together on it" 

(2/3;3; 1 ;2732-2 753). During a discussion about physicaiiy setting up a lab to 

accommodate a dissection activity, cooperating teacher 3 was trying to mode1 how 

to efficiently cover the material while orchestratkg the actual activity. cooperating 

teacher 3, realizing at a point during this discussion that the student teacher may not 

be able to handle completing this activity in the shortened class period offered, "No, 

it does work - honest I'ii just show them if you want, with one example when it 

cornes to that point in the class and then the rest c m  just do it cuz itrs not hard to do. 

" (3/2;4;2;5947-5950) In both examples, the cooperating teacher intended to use a 

team approach to teaching the material with the student teacher. 

Articulation was demonstrated in al1 data sets and al1 data files. Marty rnethods 

were used by the cooperating teachen to elicit student teacher bowledge, reasoning 

or problem solving processes in their particular domain. These rnethods ranged 

fiom simply asking direct 'What do you think' questions, to a more subtle snategy of 

not finishing a sentence with the hope that the student teacher would offer his/her 

thoughts. Dunng this opening statement to a conference, a cooperating teacher 

offered the direct approach "...fïrst is to ask you to give your impressions of how the 

lesson went and especiaiiy emphasize the positive points. " (8/6;3; l;2O98-29OO) A 

more subtle example was illustrated in the data when cooperating teacher 3 probed 

to find out whether her student teacher redized that during a srnail group activify 



some individual group memben did not copy d o m  some test results nom the lab 

they perforrned: "...is what it amounts to so it'Il be intereshg to see the results 

(chuckling while talking) he cornes up with ..." (3/2;1;1;336-337). In both of the 

examples, the cooperating teacher's intent was to provide the student teacher with an 

opportunity to express his/her laiowledge, reasoning or problem solving processes 

regarding the decisions he/she ma& during the classroom activities. 

Refiection, though evidenced across all data sets, did not appear across ail data 

files. Reflection was unlikely to occur in early conferences, although it did appear 

sporadically. When questions or comments fiorn the cooperatuig teachers did not 

elicit reflective responses from the student teachers, cooperating teachers tended to 

stop asking those types of questions in early conferences. Reflective statements were 

made by the student teachers in direct response to reflective questions during the 

fourth conferences in the first teaching block. Moreover, more frequent episodes of 

reflection appeared in the second teaching block than in the first teaching block 

conferences, particularly where the cooperating teacherhtudent teacher pair 

remained the same fkom the fint student teaching block. An exarnple of where the 

student teacher was unable to respond in a reflective marner occurred when, in their 

first conference, cooperating teacher 7 asked "...what criteria are you using to corne 

to that conclusion? "(7/7; 1; l;71-72) after the fist reflective question failed in an 

attemp t to eiicit a more comparative response than Tt went well'. During a large- 

scaie scaffolding exercise related to developing a unit test, cooperating teacher 9 

asks, " so you're thinking about what to put on [the unit test] and also how to ask? " 



(9 /2;2;2;49564957) to check if his student teacher had given any real thought to the 

stnimre and format of the test In both exampIes, the cooperating teachers were 

trying to elicit responses from the snident teachers which would compare rhe student 

teacher's thinking processes with that of an experïenced teacher. 

As mentioned in the introductory paragraph to this section, exploration did not 

appear in direct statements fÏom the cooperating teachers under many 

circumstances. It appeared mainly in the second teaching block, and two of the 

thxe occurrences were with the same pair in the same data fie. For example, in a 

direct question from cooperating teacher 9 about the possibility of canceling a field 

trip, he asked the student teacher, " So what do you think youll do? " (9/2;3;2;5006) 

hoping that she had a back-up plan in case the field trip had to be canceled. An 

example from the other data file where this category appeared is during a discussion 

around a dissection activity when cooperating teacher 3 med to find out how much 

of the task her student teacher was willing to attempt on her o w .  "So what did you 

have in mind for a dissection Iab?" (3/2;3;2;5862) It was not surprising that there 

was littie exploration in the est student teaching block, since exploration implies 

independent practice. It was surprising, however, that it did not occur more 

frequently in the second student teaching blodc. When it did occur in the second 

student teaching block, it occurred between cooperating teacher/student teacher 

pain which remained together from the first smdent teaching block 



SEQUESCING 

Though episodes of ail three specific sequenang categories-inaeasing complexity, 

increasing diversity and global before local skills- were evidenced across al1 data sets, 

the sequencing of events appeared more often as an implied series of outcornes of 

classroom actiiities rather than direct statements. According to the cognitive 

apprenticeship model, the c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher should direct tasks and task 

environments to gradually change in complexity and diversity to reflect the changing 

skill levels of the snident teacher. In the conferencing episodes analyzed, it was 

usually through an 'articulation' narrative by the student teacher that evidence of any 

of the specific sequencing categories took place during the student teadiing 

experïence. 

hcreasing Complexity was demonstrated in one data file d u ~ g  a discussion 

about hoa the snident teacher could pace a lesson so that the transitions within the 

lesson would create continuiv for the students. Cooperating teacher 8 said, "Yeah 

while thejJre n-orking, think ahead about what you want to do next so that there 

isn't that spot that they're not doing something." (8/6;2; 1; 1360-1362) In an instance 

where scaffolding was involved in changing the complexity of a task, cooperating 

teacher 2 suggests, "rnaybe we can do it together even if 1 sort of run it, we can work 

together on it-" (2/3;3; 1;2752-2753) In both examples, the cooperating teacher was 

suggesting tha t the student teacher s hould incorporate more skills and process 

knowledge to accomplish the teaching task. 



Increasing diversity was evidenced in a conversation between pair 9.'2. Student 

teacher 2 was 'thinbing out loud' about options for how she might wrap up the 

section she was teaching at the time and connect it to the next section " Aepending 

on how much time I have, I could stan going into the next part which is Big Change 

Big Web. or maybe 1 should start taiking about the decomposition pan, you know, 

the composting and applications and that?" (W2; 1;2;4380-4384). During the fourth 

and final codaence between pair 7/7, the student teacher was asked to reflect on 

the positive and negative aspects of his student teaching experience. In attending to 

one positive aspect in leamhg to keep the micide school class on task. he credits the 

variety of activities in any one class as h a m g  a positive impact on the Iearning for 

both the students and himself 

1 chink that was a big part of it, uhh, another big part 1 think was getting a lot 
of varïety in there - there were a lot of different tasks. One day I would work 
n3.h the overhead and have them working with me and copyiog down the 
same notes, so they were kept busy that way. Whereas another day we 
would do questions - where they would do a worksheet looking through the 
textbook for answen to the questions on the sheet. Another time we would 
be doing the same sort of thing but with a video. I think the variety also kept 
them busy, whereas they werentt doing the same task every single day , getting 
bored with it (7/7;4; 1;2861-2872). 

In both examples, the student teachers were implying that incorporating a variety of 

options, related skills, content knowledge, and heuristic strategies had created a 

ncher leaming environment for their studmts and themselves. 

The strategy of global before local skills was demonstrated during a discussion in 

which the cooperating teacher had asked the student teacher to reflect on his five 



week student teaching block. The refleccion was requested in t e m  of skills gained 

and then skills yet to be acquired. In describing one of the skills he s u  needed to 

work on. the student teacher talked about planning. He seemed to feel he was 

competent in planning the larger cornponents of a unit and how those items fit into 

the unit plan, but he was stiU having ciifficulty planning for the individual items 

within the components of the unit 

... the planning cornes to min& I know that sometimes ... at the beginning 1 
was M M ~  out everythmg ail the time and as 1 got close to the end, 1 wasn't 
doing that as much ... and some things 1 tended to get a little lost myself, ... 
(8/6;4; 1; 3053-3058). 

A rare example of a cooperating teacher-directed reference to gemng the 'big 

picnire' first, was illustrated by cooperating teacher 4 while discussing the necessity 

of assumuig students know absolutely nothing about the safety issues involved in the 

course. "What might be a good idea, uhh, when you do this one is to set up a lesson 

plan and we'll talk about how to set up a lesson plan, for both labs and for a lesson" 

(4/9;1;2;3348-3551). ln both examples, the focus was on acquiring an o v e ~ e w  of 

the skills and processes to be learned in order to develop a conceptual map for the 

task as a whole. Specific skills for executing the processes would be taught after the 

student teacher had developed such a conceptual map. 

SOCIOLOGY 

Three of the five specinc sociology categories, situated leaming, culture of expert 

practice and in-ic motivation, were illustrated across data sets. Exploiting 

cooperation and expioiting cornpetition were not evidenced anywhere in the data. 



Situated leaming was illustrated in at least three out of every four data files in each 

data set. Situated learning occurs when student teachers carry out authentic tasks in 

an actual practice setting, reflecting the multiple uses to which their knowledge will 

be put in the funire. As student teachers became more familiar with the culture in 

which they were leaming, they began to articulate more and more situations where 

present or past leaming would be applied in the future. During a conversation 

regarding the need to make the theoretical coursework more conaete for a lower 

level class, student teacher 2 offered a response to a question from her cooperathg 

teacher about what she had leamed from the expenence: "...but 1 try to do as much 

visual [teaching] as possible, but I thought that was visual enough and now 1 realize 

you need more. " (3 /2 ;  1; 1 ;446-448) From the same pair, during the first conference 

of the second teaching block, evidence of situated learning was illustrated again but 

with a different point of application. The student teacher was a m c u l a ~ g  how she 

dealt with a school week of only two days instead of five but still managed to get 

through the core material to meet curricular needs. "1 think more than anything 

what 1 did is I gave them more homework, more textbook reading, 1 didn't give them 

as many notes, I didn't go through as much material myself with them" 

(2/3; l;2;5444-5447). In the first example, the student teacher suggests that, if faced 

with a similar situation, she will do things differently. In the second example, the 

student teacher did do things Werently after experiencing a similar situation in the 

previous week. Both are illustrations of leaming that took place through active 

participation in practice. 



Culture of expert practice was demonstrated across aii data sets and tended to 

appear by the end of the fint conferences. Culture of expert practice is expressed 

when student teachen ". . .actively communicate about and engage in the skills 

involved in.. " (Collins et al., 1 989, p. 488) the practice of carrying out tas ks in the 

domain. h & n t  teachers were asked to articulate (in one way or another) 

something thac may have taken thern by surprise during the course of their early 

experiences in the class. During this conference, the cooperating teacher (who had 

been away for the past two &YS) asked if thuigs went 'OK' in her absence because 

the substimte had not left many detaiIs. It seems that the student teacher had a 

trying expenence with a group of snidents because of her attitude towards hying to 

control their behaviour. 

... I was resolved to corne back the next day, be lighthearted, and have fun 
and not try and control everything so much and have everythmg under my 
finger and it worked! 1 trusted them and they husted me nght back! 
(&'9;2;2;3809-38 13). 

In an early conference, student teacher 3 was concerned about how to deal 

efiectively with the tardiness of a large nurnber of students in one particular class. 

She seemed to be confused about who was supposed to be controlling the class - her 

or the students. " This group, you're not even sure when to begin because there are 

so many drifting in here and there" (2/3; 1; 1;664665). In both examples, the student 

teachers were communicating about issues that could only be shaped by the culture 

in which they existed. These portions of the conferences do not have contextual 

meaning outside the practice teaching setting. 



Intrinsic Motivation was evidenced across the data sets; however, rarely was it 

illustrated before the third conference in any one set. Moreover, when it was 

illustrated, it xas seldom demonstrated more than once in a data file. Zn the first 

teaching block it appeared more so in relation to discipline issues. In the second 

teaching block. it was evidenced in relation to global cumcular issues. For example, 

after having been taken advantage of one too many tirnes by a partkular class, 

student teacher 3 ha l ly  gained c o n ~ o l  over the issue by demanding assertively that 

homework be turned in by a certain date or no marks would be granted "1 get the 

impression that they felt they could get away with stuff they couldn't get away with, 

with you, so I thought That's it! End of story!' " ( U 3 ;  1; 1;686-688). The goal here 

was for students to produce evidence of the leaming that should have k e n  taking 

place, if for no other reason than the stu&nt teacher needed to be leaming he~eif .  

An example fiom the second teaching block was illustrated when stu&nt teacher 2 

was trying to articulate how she was going to tie a number of concepts together to 

develop a larger theme within a unit. 

The most important thing is for them to understand these main concepts 
there of. where is it, decomposers, consumers, producers, predaton, 
autouophs, that1s the main idea so that's what 1 want to key them hto, so, I 
mean, Ill read it over in more detail but if I can get these i&as aaoss by 
doing something like well then, al1 the better.. . (9/2; 1;2;4492-4498). 

The objective in this second example was closer to the definition of the category. 

The purpose of tying the concepts together was to provide the students with their 

own conceptuai map. In this case, the motivational factors were an appreciation of 



the roles of m-3- living thing in the environment and how skewing any one of those 

things affectr clie He cycle of eveqthing else. 

As stated in thc introduction to thïs section, no direct evidence was found to support 

the exploiting cooperation and exploiting cornpetition categorks, perhaps 

k a u s e  there u e  few forma1 oppomnities for student teachers to work together in 

the school seniag. How-ever. during the third conference in the second teaching 

block benir-een pair 9/2, a statement was made by the cooperating teacher that 

implied he had learned how to apply some teaching techniques in his content area 

that he would not have considered had he not seen the student teacher have so much 

success with them. He said he wouid continue to use the 'alternative' techniques 

afcer the student teacher had completed her student teaching block. Cooperative 

learning and process cornparison did take place, just not between student teachers. 

Lnstead. it occurred to a certain degree berneen a cooperating teacher and a student 

teacher. 

EMERGEKT CATEGORIES 

The emergent caregory codes are grouped in two sections in the coding grid The 

first group corresponds to categories which relate specifically to student teachers. 

The second group corresponds to categories which relate specificaIIy to cooperating 

teachers. 



Studènt Teachen 

Five categories emerged during data analysis and were present across data sets. The 

specific categories were; clarification, self-redization, articulation, reflection and 

exploration. The articulation, reflection and exploration categones used here are 

different dian those incorporated into the apnon' global Method category of the 

coding grid kcause these passages tended to occur without the appropriate 

p r o m p ~ g  h m  the cooperatïng teacher. For example, a cooperatuig teacher may 

have asked a student teacher a question which should have elicited a refleaive 

response. The response from the student teacher did not match the inten&d 

outcome of the question. In many cases during analysis, articulation, refleaion and 

exploration, comments were not made by the studenc teachers as a direct result of 

cooperahg teacher initiated questions or cornments and, therefore, reff ected not a 

teaching mechod, but a student teacher-initiated section. 

Clarification tended to emerge in Iater conferences (usually in the third conference) 

in each data set, and it occurred more Frequently in the second teaching block than 

in the fint teadiing block. Clarification was illusûated whenever a stu&nt teacher 

asked for more information about a particulas issue during a conference. During the 

first conference between pair 3/2, the student teacher asked for clarification. " Yeah 

. . .I wasn't sure about that ... cuz I was wondering about that. ..(cooperating teacher 

cuts her off)" ( Y 2 ;  1; 1;294-295). During a conference about student presentations, 

the cooperating teacher was trying to explain how to challenge students more during 

this type of activity by asking them different kinds of questions . The student teacher 



\vas unsure about how to w r d  the questions and, she said, "So are you saying ... " 

(912; l;2;4623). In both examples, the same student teacher is speaking, but with 

differenc cmperating teachers. Moreover, the Werence in her level of confidence 

while asking for clarification in the fint teachhg block compared to the second 

teaching block is notable. 

The self-realization category appeared across al1 data sets. Its fint appearance in 

each data set  vas accompanied by some 'negative' emotion, whether this emotion 

was demonmated by the tone of the student teacher's voice or by the sudden change 

in speech partem or by heaq- breaths or sighs. There appeared to be a collision 

b e n - e n  the student teacher's initial confidence Ievel and the realities of practice. It 

was as if. at that exact moment. the student teacher had the wind knocked out of 

his /ha sails. M e r  this initial instance of emo tional self-realization, selfevahation 

episodes h m e  very matter-of-fact. For example, during a long assessment of 

some discipline issues in his smdent teacher's class, the cooperating teacher was very 

direct about die problems and oKcred some possible solutions. The snicient teacher's 

only responses during the lenbghy assessrnent consisted of 'yeah' or 'mm-hmm' untii 

the cooperating teacher was hished assessing the snident teacher's skilis and 

behavioun. In the final response, the student teacher began with a deep breath and, 

upon exhalùig. said, "OK" (7/7; 1; 1; 152), as if to finaiiy concede that he stili had 

some skills to acquire. During a different pair's conference, in one long passage, the 

cooperating teacher was explainhg to the student teacher how her subject matter 

LaiowIedge and questioning techniques were not going to improve ovemight. The 



student teacher responded with "OK. (very meek - almost deflated)" (2/3;2; 1; 1972) 

By the time the student teachers were beginning their second teaching block, their 

ability to be selfkritical became more a matter of course. In this conference, the 

cooperating teacher asked the student teacher to talk a littie bit about his impressions 

of a pamcular class. D u ~ g  the student teachefs xticuIation of the events, he said 

he was having some dificul ties and even offered a reason for why the difficulties 

existed. "...therefs just sometimes when I think, when rm aslang questions that they 

aren't r d y  responding - I think that might be because I'm asking too many 

redundant questions." (816; 1;2;6 187-6 190) In the later example, the assessrnent of 

the performance is just chataitical self-assessrnent and not a generai am& on the 

self. 

Articulation appears across aii &ta sets and typicaIly was evidenced in each data 

file. nie k t  esamples of this category appear in early conferences in each data set 

as a response to the first attempts of the cooperating teachers to elicit reflective 

statements from the stu&nt teachers. The articulation responses from the student 

teachers seem to be a necessary part of the progression towards reflection. For 

example, in an early conference, cooperating teacher 3 asked about a particular 

student's work habits during a class and the shident teacher provided a 

straightfonvard response. "...and then 1 realized after, you h o w ,  that he wasn't 

doing it even though he was in the group." (312; 1; 1;332-333) In later conferences, 

articulation passages began to incorporate the elements of situated leaming as the 

stu&nt teacher moved towards refiection about his/her action and tasks in the 



classroom. In this example, cooperating teacher 8 had asked for the student 

teacher's opinion on which of his sWs he had improved over the five week teaching 

block, and the student teacher's response illustrated how he was beginning to see the 

leamed skiIls as having a place in future situations. " 1 med to keep the Iesson going 

and get the kids to work instead of putthg something on the board I had them do 

the work instead of answering the question myself." (8/6;4;1;3014-3017). In both 

examples, the student teacher provided a synopsis of classroom activities. The 

second example incorporates an irnplied staternent of how skills leamed in the past 

were applied to a new situation. In both cases, the student teachers' responses were 

not prompted by a question or comment from the cooperating teacher specincdy 

designed to elicit an articulation response. 

Reflection appeared across aii data sets, though not in each data File. During the 

first teaching block, reflection was evidenced most frequently in later conferences. 

For example, when asked to do some 'quick thinking' to summarïze what he had 

learned through the five week teaching block, student teacher 7 responded with, "...I 

think the progression was there as weil - the same sort of thing, as you rnentioned 

many times, it's just a matter of keeping them busy.." (7/7;4; 1;2851-2854) as he 

compared his performance to what he saw his cooperating teacher do. Reflection 

was evidenced chroughout most data files in the second teaching bIock as the student 

teacher often compared him/herseif to observed expert behaviour. Cooperating 

teacher 9 asked a question about a series of activities the snidents performed, and the 

student teacher's response included a cornparison to expert thought processes about 



the purpose of those activities. "That was for habitat - for them to discuss the 

ciifferences for habitat and niche - cuz it's realiy easy for them to get those two 

concepts confused" (9/2;2;2;4727-4729). In both examples, the student teacher 

compared his/her thought processes for the task he/she had performed to those of 

an expeh Ln both cases, the student teachersr reflective statements were not 

prompted by a question from the cooperating teacher which, by design, wouid have 

elici ted a reff ective response. 

The last emergent category, exploration, was evidenced in ail data sets but was not 

present in every data file. In the f k t  smdent teachhg block, it appeared ody during 

the fourth conference in each data set. Frequentiy, exploration was evidenced when 

there were two or three classes Ieft in the first teaching block and the student teacher 

was looking for quick activities to experiment with before Christmas holidays. In a 

discussion between pair 2/3 about what to do in the last feu. classes, cooperating 

teacher 2 said that she would just begui the next unit if student teacher 3 finished her 

unit before the last &y of the teaching block. Snident teacher 3's response was, 

"Actually 1 ~voutdn't minci qcing that - I havent had much expenence with it [the 

new unit subject]." (2/3;4; 1;27542755) In the second student teaching block, this 

category \vas considerably more stu&nt teacher initiated. Exploration of a part of 

the curriculum was usuaiiy about t e ~ ~ g  a previously untried teaching technique. 

The cooperating teacher asked the student teacher to articulate her planning for the 

next section of the curriculum, and the snident teacher responded with, " have you 

ever done a lung dissection? 1 saw it done in one of my courses, and I thought it was 



fascinating!" ( 312; 1;2;5545-5547). In both examples, the stu&nt teacher requested 

new task exploration. In both cases, the student teacher's request for a new task or 

teaching stra tegy was not prompted by the cooperating teacher. 

Coupera ~g Teacher 

Four categones emerged during data anaiysis with respect to the cooperating teacher 

role. The specific categorks were goals: humour, tone and focus and discovery. 

Two of the four categones, humour and tone and focus, were present in ail data 

sets. 

Goals and roles regarding the cooperating teacher-snident teacher relationship and 

the snident teachulg program were outiined by two of the four coope ra~g  teachers 

in early conferences during the first student teaching block For example, ". . .another 

thing 1 see my role as, is helping you to select materiai and give you some ideas ..." 

(2/3; 1; 1;633-634). Goal discussion during the second student teaching block took a 

slightly different focus. Cooperating teachers supported student teacher devdoped 

specific goals to work towards, particularly when the cooperating teacher/student 

teacher pair remained the same fiom the k s t  teaching block to the second teaching 

block. "That's one of the major things 1 want you to work at this second tirne 

around. " (8/6; 1 ;2;62 1 1-62 12). In the first example, the cooperating teacher began a 

discussion about goals and roles within the context of the cooperating 

teacher/student teacher relationship. In the second example, the cooperating 

teacher drew attention to a specific sicili that the student teacher had difficulty 



learning in the fint teaching block In both cases, the cooperating teacher initiated 

the discussion about goals. 

Humour was Uustrated in al1 data sets but not in aii data files. In the first student 

teaching block it was used by the cooperating teachers to sofien critical comments 

about obsemed student teacher performance. In this example, to provide sorne 

comic relief to the criticism, the cooperating teacher began the critical analysis by 

exaggerating the outcome of some discipluie probIems in the class to emphasize the 

point that the student teacher must fbd a solution to the problems. The tuid 

statement in thir nanative eiiàted a chuckle from the cooperating teacher as he was 

explainhg what he had observed. 

... sometimes you wiii start taiking to die group and it's clear that you dont 
have everyone's attention. In fact, the radio might even still be playing 
(chuckling). So, turn off the radio, close the door and make sure you've got 
everyom's attention before you give the introduction (s till chuckling). 
( 8/6;2; 1 ; 1406-141 1) 

Humour was evidenced in a more 'collegial' fashion across al1 data sets in the 

second snidenr teaching block. It was illustrated during a long and somewhat 

animated narrative about specific procedurd domain knowledge between pair 3/2. 

" ... invariably they do not know because the atria are that tiny. The ventricles are 

that big and so they're looking for the atria down by the ventricles ( hearty laughter 

from both)" (3/2;4;2;5968-5972). Using humour as a teaching tool and to relieve 

tension during discussions when aitiasms could have k e n  rnisinterpreted by the 

student teachen became usefbl to al1 of the cooperating teachers. Unfomuiately, 



oniy four of the eight cooperating teachen were able to experience the 'coliegiai' 

form of this category. 

Tone and focus statements were evidenced across aii data sets and files and 

typically were made at or near the beginning of each data file. These statements set 

the atmosphere for each conference. The statements were more general in early 

conferences than in late conferences. Cooperating teacher 7 illustrates the general 

format w-ith "How did you feel about to&y's Iesson?" (717; 1; l;X). Cooperabng 

teacher 8 illustrates a later, more specific statement "The main topic of the class was 

acid nomenclature and formulae and the use of KA'S in solving problems. So 

[student teacher 61 if we cm focus on the acid nomenclature part of the class." 

(8/6; 1;2; 6 108-6 1 1 1). The tone and focus statements became quite general again in 

the fourth conferences of the second t e a c h g  block. "First we're going to talk about 

the unit test tomorrow and then generdy review the past five weeks." 

(9/2;4;2;3287-5289). The tone and focus statements helped to keep the conference 

participants focused on the topic(s) which needed to be discussed. 

Discovery !vas only present in two data files, each of which was part of a diaerent 

data set. The first instance of discovery occurred when cooperating teacher 7 was 

o b s e ~ n g  his student teacher and participating in an activity with the students in the 

class. He learned sornething about one of the students which took him by surprise. 

"Uhh, so 1 wouId nudge [student A], and 'oh' and he would think back and he had a 

fantastic memory. ..I couldn't believe id" (7/7; 1; 1 ; 177-1 79). The second illustration 



occurred in the second smdent teaching block with a Merent coopera~g  

teachedstudent teacher pair. This exampie involved a point of discovery about 

using 'alternative' or non-traditional teaching methods in this particular content area. 

Ln an eariier conference between pair 9/2,  the cooperating teacher spoke several 

times as if he n-as in a state of shock that his student teacher was going to use 

methods x, y and z to teach the content in the first place. In the third conference 

between the pair, the cooperatuig teacher made these comments: 

... the esperience on the Intemet and you've had them up 2 or 3 times giving 
presentations and 1 think that's good 1 noticed today that they weren't 
fussing about having to do presentations like they were the fï.rst time you said 
they were going to. Thab good They've gotten into a Little bit of a habit 
there - i'm going to and keep that going. (9/2;3;2;5267-5274) 

and, at the end of their fourth conference, "1 just want to Say officially. on tape, that 

I'm reaiiy glad you were here chis semester, and I think the kids really enjoyed your 

teaching." (9/2:4;2; 5403-5405)- It would seem that the collective learning expenence 

was beneficial to everyone. 

The emergent smdent teacher categoriesclarification, self-realization, articulation, 

reflection and exploration- and the ernergent cooperating teacher categones-goals, 

tone and focus statements, humour and discovery-support and help to simate the 

global and speafic a prion'cognitive apprenticeship categories in the context of their 

use. The situated and contexnial nature of the coderencing is iiiustrated further by 

the secondary data sources, the cooperating teacher and smdent teacher reflective 

staternents, and the focus group data. 



Majr themespresent in tbe c o o p a a ~ g  teacher r d e d v e  statements 

The reflective statements provided by the coope ra~g  teachers for each audio-taped 

conference typically included a tone and focus statement and a paragraph 

summarizing what was discussed in the conference regardless of teaching block or 

conferencing episode. The tone and focus statements made in the reflective 

statements were consistent with the tone and focus statements present in the 

conference data files. For exarnple, "...ab of discussion - organizahon of the fab - 

physical set up, ways to improve, instnictions, follow-up ..."( 3/2; 1; 1)'. This 

statement is consistent with the discussion between pair 3/2 during the first 

conference in the First teaching block The cooperating teachers' reflective staternents 

across teaching blocks and across data sets showed concern for student teacher growth, 

iisted suggestions to assist student teacher ski11 acquisition and performance, and stated 

that the conferencing episodes were beneficial e-xperiences to both the cooperating 

teachers and student teachers. Two of the four cooperating teachers continuousiy referred 

to themselves and their student teachers in plural form when reflecting on the conferences. 

For exarnple, one of the two cooperating teacher's reflective statements always began with 

"What we did" (717; 1; 1). It was notable that this 'team' approach to supporthg the 

growth and deveiopment of the student teacher in each of the two pairs, was consistent 

with the two student teachers' reflective statements - they aiso referred to themselves and 

their cooperating teachers as a 'tearn', or 'we did ....'. These two pairs of cooperating 

Refleaivc statemcnt rcfcrcncc codc: 3R den to the cooperating tcachcr/student teacher pair, rnatchcd 
from Table 5: 1 rcfers to the reflectivc statcmcnt from confcrence 1; 1 rcfers to teaching block 1. 



teachers and snident teachers also wote positive comments about the rapport between 

them as early as the b t  conference refl ective statements. 

EarIy conference reflective statements were charactenzed by surnmaries of what was 

discussed in the first and second conferences, and particular emphasis was placed on 

the strategies that cooperating teachen were trying to convey to the student teachers 

during the conferences. For example, "We discussed organization and time 

management. She seemed receptive to rny suggestions and I have seen an 

improvement, a real attempt to incorporate the suggestions I've made" (2/3; 1; 1). 

Generall y, reflective statements from subsequent conferences had foilow-up 

statements which referred to the s trategies imparted in previous conferences. When 

cooperating teacher reflective statements were analyzed within data sets, the 

conferences appeared to have refl ective 'comective tissue'. The s u p e ~ s o r y  process 

had a certain directed nature - the reflective statements read Like iesson plans, and 

the data sets took on the appearance of unit plans. 

Attention ro the effects of audio-taping also characterized early reflective statements. 

Oddly, only two cooperating teachen mentioned the tape recorder in the first set of 

reflective statements in the first teaching block One found it "intimidating" 

( 7 7 ;  1 ;  and felt that the discussion between him and his student teacher sounded 

umatural as he was listening to himself during the discussion. The other 

cooperating teacher thought the presence of the recorder was "sirange" (3/2; 1; 1). 

Reflective statements submitted for subsequent conferences during the first teaching 



block made reference to the tape recorder, but the presence of the recorder was 

becoming l e s  intimidating. By the third and fourth conferences in the first t e a c h g  

block and throughout the conferences in the second teaching block, no mention of 

the recorder was made even by the cooperating teachers who were not part of the 

audio-taped data collection process during the first teaching block 

Rdective statements subrnitted for the third and fourth conferences during the first 

teaching block were shorter than the othen. A wide variety of comments were made 

in these statements ranghg from the positive aspects of their student teacher's 

growth and the skius he/she stiil needed to achieve to statements about reassuring 

their student teachers in moments of near nisis. Cooperating teacher 2 expressed her 

concem about how the reality of practice was causing her student teacher undue 

stress and the difncuity she was having hying to relieve her snident teacher of some 

of that stress whiIe still presenting her with the realities of practice. Cooperating 

teacher 7 made a positive statement about how a discussion with his student teacher 

about the difficulties of working with middle school students and the necessity of 

teaching the students so many other things besides coune content led him to 

discover that they both needed to "re-evduate our ideas on what motivates snidents 

and how we can get them to want to work" (7/7;3; 1). The diverse nature of the 

topics discussed during the third and fourth conferences was reflected in the 

cooperating teachers' statements. 



In the reflective statements submitîed for the thud and fourth conferences d u ~ g  the 

k t  teachhg block, three of the four cooperating teachen apologized to the 

researcher for not noticing that the tape recorder ran out of tape during their 

conferences. This was made in reference to the greater positive rapport which had 

developed benveen the cooperating teachers and their student teachers and how they 

really enjoyed rallcing with one another. The positive rapport statements also 

characterized the cooperating teachen' reflections in early conferences who referred 

to themselves and theh student teachers as a team more so than the rdective 

statements made by those c o o p e r a ~ g  teadias who did not refer to themselves as a 

team. The cooperating teachers also made statements about how their respective 

student teachers seemed to notice their own growth, rather than as cooperating 

teachers having to point it out to the student teachers. " I believe he was very honest 

with his evaluation and 1 would expect a nurnber of changes in his teaching 

approach for next term " (7/7;4; 1). Two of the four cooperating teachers made 

statements about how formafization of the conferencing experience forced them to 

corne to the discussion prepared, organized and focused. Participation in this format 

made the conferencing experience rewarding for the cooperating teachen. 

Overall, 1 feel that the teaching expenence was a positive one, and this 
interview process was good It allowed us to reflect and to focus in a more 
concentrated way on important issues (8/6;4; 1). 

The cooperating teachers found themselves appreciating the leamïng that had 

occurred due to the nature of one aspect of their supervision advities: the prepared 

and focused nature in which they entered the conferencing experiences. The 



cooperating teachen were able to measure the growth of their student teachers 

according to objectives which were developed by the cooperating teacherlstudent 

teacher pair before. during and afier the conferences as a result of preparing to 

conference. The cooperating teachers were also able to assist the student teachers to 

leam how to measure their own growth. 

The cooperating teacher reflective statements fiom the second student teaching 

bIock, particularly those submitted for the first two conferencing episodes, had little 

in common with each other across data sets. The statements were very specific to the 

situations surrounding the relationship and the teaching Circumstancpc for each 

cooperating teacherhtudent teacher pair. However, the first and second refl ective 

statements of nvo of the 'new' pairs of c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers and student teachers 

were similar to each other and to the early conferences from the first tcaching block. 

In these statements, the emphasis was aven to summarizing the topics discussed 

during the conference and the strategies the c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers were trying to 

impart to their student teachers. 

For the two pairs who remained the sarne from the first snident teaching block, 

cooperating teacher refl ective statements for the first and second conferences 

mentioned that the rapport had shifted from just 'good', or 'cornfortabte' to 'collegial' 

in nature. "1 enjoy talking with [student teacher 21 because of her enthusiasm and 

she takes suggestions so readily" (3/2;3;2). Positive rapport was also dernonstrated in 

the conference data Mes for these pairs when the pairs shared a humourous moment 



in relation to the content king dismsed Since there are exceptions to every 'nile', 

it was not nuprishg that one of the 'new' pairs of cooperating teachers/student 

teachers was also experiencing very positive rapport with one another, and the 

reflective statements from this particular cooperating teacher stated that the rapport 

between him and his sni&nt teacher had ken very positive fkom the beginning of 

their relationship. By the third conference reflective statement for this 'new' pair, the 

cooperating teacher stated that the rapport was dso becoming very coflegial in 

nature. 

The reflective statements for the third and fourth conferences were diverse in their 

topics and, Like their first teaching block counterparts, were shorter than the 

reflective statements for the earlier conferences. The cornmon themes for these 

conferences centered on achowledging the student teachers for al: their hard work 

and in appretiating the efforts and accomplishments of the student teachers, 

pamcularly in the statements from cooperating teachers who remained paired with 

their student teachers from the first teaching block. The cooperating teachers also 

acknowledged their student teachen for explorhg the cumcula with unique teachhg 

rnethods and for developing into cornpetent beginning teachen. There was an 

implied sense of pride in these statements both about the visible growîh of their 

student teachers over the term or for two pairs, the year, and about themselves for 

having an important role in providing the student teachers with the supports, 

smctures and opportunities to develop into competent beginning teachers. For 

example, one cooperating teacher expressed his pnde by writing, 



. . .I fdt iike I was dealing with a fellow teacher (an equal), and not as a 
"cooperating teacher" guiding a beginnuig teacher. (1 hope that makes sense). 
[Shident teacher 21 has expressed an awareness of the amount she has yet to 
l e m  as a teacher, but 1 am encouraged by her obvious competence already 
(9/2;3;2). 

In a finai coflerence reflective statement, this cooperating teacher wrote, 

The process of carrying out the interviews , 1 beliwe, has k e n  beneficial. It 
helped us to focus our thoughts, and perhaps provide a better vehicle for the 
student teacher and the cooperating teacher to discuss important issues in the 
snident teaching experience (8/6;4;2). 

After describing similar positive aspects of the experience, another cooperating 

teacher summed up his fourth conference reflective statement with "Negative aspects 

of this experience - None!" (7/7;4; 1). 

Ma/or Iaemes Present io the Student Teacher ReDectve Statements 

Student teacher reflective statements typically included a summary of what was 

discussed in the conference and, in particular, tended to summanze the coaching 

cornments fiom the cooperating teachers. A comment about whether the conference 

was 'good or 'positive' overall was also included regardless of teaching block or 

conferencing episode. 

Ln the reflective statements From the Cirst and second conferences in the first teaching 

block, snident teachers showed concem for their success in the classroom, mentioned 

the tape recorder (though only one of the four student teachers mentioned that the 

presence of the recorder was in any way intimidating), and each student teacher 

made reference to the format in which the conference was conducted For example, 



three of the four student teachen wrote that they appreciated that the conference 

begm with a synopsis of the positive aspects of their performance in the cIassroom. 

These three student teachers also noted in the first conference reflective statements 

that the rapport benveen themselves and their cooperating teachers was good. These 

three student teachers continued to make positive comments about the rapport with 

their cooperathg teachers in later conference refldve statemenü. One of the four 

student teachers did not have the sarne experience. Tnough she mentioned that each 

of the four conferences were 'useful' or 'benefiaal' for positively affecthg her 

teaching performance, she mentioned throughout her reflective statements that the 

conferences were focused on her mistakes. 

However, I felt that my mistakes were the focus of the conference. I chink it 
is necessary, as weii, to discuss what goes weU in the class. This is extremely 
[important] so I can make a conscious effort to continue the positive aspects. 
I felt this was absent, and felt a little disheaztened after the conference. I am 
confident and b o w  I did things well, but felt that I needed to hear it as well 
(312; 1; 1) 

in the reflective statement from student teacher 2 about the fourth conference in the 

first teaching block benveen pair 312, student teacher 2 made reference to the fact 

that she 'finally' heard positive comments about her teaching abilities. It was not 

until the fourth conference reflective statement from cooperating teacher 3 that 

reference was made to the student teacher's positive abilities. 

Ln the third and fourth conference reflective statements, student teachers made 

statements that impiïed a recognition of self-growth and of their own limitations 

throughout the teaching experience. They also made statements about skills still 



requiring deveIopment and that they would make a conscious effort to improve 

those skiIls next term. For example: 

I need to laiou- what is wrong and fast so that 1 can fix it. I really 
appreciated the fact that if 1 had sat down and wTitten what I thought would 
be on my [progress] report, it would have k e n  very close to what was 
actually written. The one doubt expressed was my ability to work with 
Middle Yean. I need to be a bit clearer in rny organization in order to be 
successful w-ith that grade level. This means, I suppose, that 1 need clearer 
introductions and to be less abrupt when changing gears in class. (2 /3;4; 1) 

Along with statements about growth and skiils yet to be achieved, student teachen 

were typically complimentary to their cooperating teachen in these fourth 

conference reflective staternents, particularly those who would not be paired with 

their first term cooperating teachers during their second teaching block. 

Refiective statements submitted for the second teaching block conferences typically 

illustrated progressive movement towards expert practice over the four conferencing 

episodes, especiaily for the student teachers who were paired with their first terni 

cooperating teachen. This growth was evidenced by statements and examples 

which described and illustrated personal growth or achievement and statements of 

selfevaluation coupled with ideas for improvement For example, stu&nt teacher 6 

stated, "1 felt cornfortable both at the board and the overhead" (8/6; 1;2) and in the 

same conference, as a note to himself, stated, "1 should watch asking multiple 

redundant questions" (8/6; 1;2). In the reflective statement fiom the third conference 

in the second teaching block, student teacher 6 stated several items which he was 

perfomiing successfully and again noted items which required his attention. Each 



successive reflective statement provided evidence that leamed skilis were being 

retained, issues were being resolved, and new leaming was contiming to take place. 

It is important to remember that, although there were four c o o p e r a ~ g  

teacher/student teacher pain part ïc ipa~g in the research during this second student 

teaching block only three student teachers were involved in the primary and 

secondary data coliection processes. Student teacher 2 was paired with cooperating 

teacher 3 during the first and second student teaching blocks, but was also paired 

with cooperating teacher 9 (who did not participate in the audio-taped conferences 

or the reflective statement data collection processes during the first teachuig block) 

during the second teaching block. The reflective statement ofstudent teacher 2 

illustrates the same common quaiities as did the other nvo sni&nt teachers'; 

however, her statements were also comparative of her cooperating teachers. She 

was very clear in her reflective staternents about the qualities that her 'new' 

cooperating teacher exhibited regarding his active Listening during conferences and 

his asking for her interpretation, understanding, ideas, and impressions more often 

and regularly throughout the four conferences. She also was quick to mention in her 

reflective staternents from the first conferences in the second teaching block, that she 

had experienced 'excellent' rapport with the cooperating teachers when they had 

exhibi ted those quali ties. 

The reflective statements diverge in content at the second conference of the second 

teaching block, much like the conferences themselves. Convergence exists again in 



the reflectib-e statements for the fourth conferences. The three student teachers 

positively acbatowledged the value of the conferencing process and achowledged 

the dedication of the cooperating teachers to the development of snident teachers. 

One of the three student teachers did oot begin her student teaching experience as 

successfuiiy as she n-ould have Iiked Her ikst reflective statement spoke of feeling 

controlled during the conferenàng experience. Her second conference reff ective 

statement spoke of the conference in negative tems. She was mistrated about not 

pleasing h a  cooperating teacher and, in the same instance, was concemed that 

perhaps she was just unable to "take consrnctive aiticisrnfr (4/9;2;2). She 

achowledged that she had a negabve attitude during the conference and that she 

felt like a 'pupil' rather than a 'coiieague'. Her cooperating teacherrs refl ective 

statement for the second conference also spoke of the conference as k i n g  'temble' 

overall. The third conference reflective statement was a self-diagnostic statement: 

the snident teacher had used the reflective witing process as a means for sorting out 

her own issues and problems within the cooperating teachdstudent teacher 

relationship and finished with a positive statement. "Mer the interview, 

[cooperating teacher 41 gave me many compliments about how I am doing and this 

will really help me through the times when our communication isn't the greatest and 

when I am feeling nega tive about our relationship" (4/9; 3;2). It seems that clear 

communication was an important issue to this student teacher, as it was to al1 of the 

s tudent teachers. 



Mdor memes Present & h e  F u m  Group Data 

The fint pair of focus group sessions, held in early October 1996, focused on goals 

and action plans to achiwe the goals. The cooperating teachen were in agreement 

%<th each other and veq- clear about their goals as c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers and clear 

about their perception of what the student teachers' goals should be while in the 

school, their departments, and individual classroom. As each cooperating teacher 

stated one of hisiher oan  goals, the other cooperatùig teachers would nod in 

agreement and then conmbute a goal which no one had yet stated Cooperating 

teacher goals included creating an overview of classroom procedures, how to deliver 

good lessons, providing a variety of experiences, classroom management strategies 

and transmitting the practical 'how tors ' of teaching. They also knew exactly how 

they were going to achieve those goals and how they were going to help their 

student teachen achieve their goals. Cooperaring teachers would mode1 

expectaticns, promptlcue the student teachers when required, fade in the classroom 

to create independence and teach selfevaluation skills to create independent 

thinkers. Their perceived goals for the student teachers included whole school 

knowledge (culture, ciimate, structure of teams and departments and the 

interconnedon and dependency of the staff), the role of the adminisûation and 

support staff, how the school's divenity is a reflection of the community and the role 

the school piays in the community. In their individual departments, they perceived 

the student teachers' goals to be to get the benefit of several points of view on 

actually teaching and to get content-spe&c knowledge on how to teach. In the 

classroom, they would expect the student teachers' goals to be to leam to execute a 



lesson with al1 of the dassroom dynamics at play, learn how to fix mistakes, leam 

how to "feel the mood of the room and know how to proceed" (CT 2; FG l)', 

evaluate lessons and make improvements and gain a "sense of maturisr" (CT 7; FG 

1). This last perceived goal was made in conjunction with a comment about the 

unique diild/adult role of a student teacher. The cooperating teacher concluded his 

statement 1~4th a comment about the need for the student teacher to use the time in 

the classroom to make the transition From decision-follower to decision-maker. 

Student teachers were fairly clea. about what their goals were while in the practicurn 

semhg. GeneralIy, they agreed with one another while giWig individual examples 

that dealt w-ith aying new things, getting ne\- ideas, leaming new knowledge, 

gettùig direction from the cooperating teacher when making mistakes, and looking 

for teacher resources. The mident teachen did not know how they were going to 

achieve those goals. One student teacher offered "trial and error" (ST 8; FG 1)'as a 

method to achieving her goals and the rest of the group agreed. This was their ody 

action plan. 

The cooperating teachers had great difficu1ty deciding what the goals of the teacher 

education program were. Two of the participants offered general statements about 

helping student teachers function as independent teachers and providing student 

teachers with the necessary skilis to get a job, but beyond this, no one knew. 



The student teachen wre very dear about the Faculty of Education's goals for 

them. They spoke of the Faculqfs goals in terms of the student teaching portion of 

their program and ail a g e d  uith one another when they offered the following: to 

help us realize our goals. ro broaden our points of view, to give us knowIedge and 

i&as to start with, and to discover what works for us. 

During the discussion about the program goals, one of the cooperating teachers 

ma& a comment regarding his perception of a theory/practice disjuncnire within 

the Faculty of Education. Ali of the cooperating teachen agreed with him. When 

the researcher asked for him to elaborate on his point, he said, "Theory taught in the 

university or college s e h g  and staged teaching situations fall short of reality in the 

dassroom. They [snident teachers] get here [practicurn setting] , and they can't do 

what they did there." (CT 6; FG 1) When the group agreed with his comment, the 

researcher asked if the cooperating teachers saw anythng within the university 

program smcture which contributed to this disjuncture. The participants suggested 

that it n-as due to unrealisuc Cumculum and Instruction course assignments. The 

cooperating teachen said that their student teachen had prepared lesson plans and 

unit plans in the curriculum and instniction courses which worked weli for them in 

the university setting, but, when the student teachers used the same unit or lesson 

plans in a grade level appropriate classroom, the lessons and their teaching ability 

failed. One of the cooperating teachers suggested that to heIp correct this 

disjuncture, student teachen should spend more t h e  in the schools in smder, more 

fkequent blocks of time. He suggested that more experience in the practicurn setting 



would aüow the student teachers to test the theories they had leamed more 

reguiarl y. 

The student teachers had some dieiculty with the question about their perception of 

the cooperathg teacher's goals in the school and in their departmentS. They did 

offer a few ideas about whar the teacher's goals would be in the school but were not 

sure of the departmental connecrion within a school. They were quite clear about a 

teacher's goals within a classroom. For example, students should leave the course 

more knowledgeable than when they entered, the teacher should develop a good 

relationship with the students, develop We-long leamers and make a merence in 

the students' litres. 

The second pair of focrus group sessions were held at the end of the first teaching 

block. The questions were designed to elicit the student teachers' and cooperating 

teachers' opinions of how the experience went, both for themselves and their 

perceptions of the how the experience went for the other group. The student 

teachers were asked to express hoiv they felt about one positive episode and one 

negative episode which occurred during their teaching block They were then asked 

to state what they felt they had leamed from each episode. The positive experiences 

were related to establishing a positive rapport with their students, either with the 

class as a whole or with individu& in the classroom. The student teachers had 

difficuly expressing what they might have learned specifically nom the positive 

experience, but the comments were about feeling an increase in their own seIf- 



confidence. Negative expenences were related to classroorn management issues and 

making errors in content whiIe teaching. Articulating what was leamed from these 

instances \vas much easier for the student teachers. Lessons learned revolved 

around king 'over-prepared' with content activities for the students and making 

more accurate notes to teach f?om so as not to get caught in a content error. 

The cooperating teachers spoke of their positive experiences in terms of the successes 

of their student teachers - those moments when the "light bulb went on over their 

heads" (CT 7; FG 2). Some examples included in this discussion were "approaching 

the classes with the selfconfidence to believe they [student teachers] were capable of 

doing the job" (CT 9; FG 2) , designing a lesson that was appropriately paced, had 

good content, used a variecy of teaching methods, maintained high interest levels 

from the students, and used good questionhg techniques and designing a "top 

notch" (CT 6; FG 2) module after only k ing  given an idea to work with for the 

initial design. None of the cooperating teachen could articulate what they might 

have leamed From these experiences. When speaking of the negative episodes which 

occurred, most spoke of 'total disaster' classes where the student teacher was either 

ill-prepared or, through poor management swtegies, lost the class somewhere 

during the lesson and no sûuctured leaming occurred. A11 cooperating teachers said 

that it was very hard for them not to step in and rescue their student teachers. They 

leamed that they needed to discuss things more thoroughly with the student teachers 

both kfore and after lessons. 



When the snidenc teachm were questioned about strate- that their cooperating 

teachen had provided for them before, during or after the positive and negative 

experiences they had jut shared, the student teachers said they got a lot of support 

with methodology items such as using diagram in specific places when teaching a 

lesson that had a lot of rheory in it. using media &vices to help explain the content 

and sta-g sloaly n-hm teaching new content items. Three of the six student 

teachea also said that the 'mini' conferences with theïr cooperating teachers after 

each lesson and then the formal, longer conference each week helped them to see 

how to do things more effectively with each class. 

The most important ard beneficial saategy that the cooperating teachers provided 

for the smdent teachers u-as the conferencing, whether it was for five minutes right 

after a class or the 'fomalized' conferences some of the participants were having 

each aeek. Other s~aregies included having prepared their classes for the amval of 

their student teacher and observing the student teacher frequently to provide 

accurate feedback, modehg and assisting the student teacher in maintaining class 

conaol if necessary. 

Given the varied experiences of the student teachers, the group was asked if there 

were supports that the2 prograrnming at the university could have provided to better 

prepare them to teach. This was the fïrst time that the researcher had difnculty 

g e h g  the group to stop talking. AU of the stu&nt teachers stated that the 

cumculum and instruction counework needed to change to reflect the cumcula 



k i n g  used in the schools. They di commented that they were going home every 

night and teaching themselves the necessary content to get Ehrough the next &y's 

classes. All of the stu&nt teachers stated that they did not receive enough practical 

strategies for manamg classes - not just for behaviour issues but for pacing a lesson 

appropriately, content information and in~oduction/conclusion structures for 

lessons, to name a few. One of the student teachers mentioned at the end of the 

discussion that she found cornfort in the fact that she was "not the only one 

ff oundering" (ST 5; FG 2). On the other hand, the one thing that the student 

teachen did leam from their observation experiences is that no teaching plan is 

k e d  Lesson and unit plans ileed to be flexible in content and structure to 

accommodate al1 of the unexpected interruptions, whether the interruption was a 

last minute student ininated activiq, or the c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher finding it necessary 

to elongate or shorten a topic between the student teachers' visits. 

Cooperating teacher cornments echoed the responses of the student teachers to the 

univeniiy programming supports question. The cornments were almost identical. 

The cooperating teachers mentioned a few examples that the student teachers did 

not: the need to teach long term planning, and the need for the faculty to set up a 

screening process of some kind or provide earIier long term contact in the schook so 

that the student teachers would not have to wait u n d  their fourth year of university 

to find out that they either could not teach or did not want to teach. 



When asked what additional supports could be put in place in the school to support 

their experience, the student teachen suggested that immediate feedback from the 

cooperating teachers was crucial to their leaming (this was happening most of the 

tirne; they just wanted to emphasize how important it was for them). Any feedback 

fiom the cooperathg teachers should kgin with positive comments first and include 

clear CO munication of expectations &oom both cooperating teachers to student 

teachers and from student teachen to cooperafing teachers. They also suggested 

that having o d y  one cooperating teacher in the fint teaching block instead of two 

would have been better for the two student teachen who were feeling overwhelmed 

by the preparation required to teach in two content areas so soon in their practicum 

experience. 

Both the c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers and the student teachers felt that the Friday 

'observation' days during the eight weeks prior to the commencement of each five 

week block became increasingly fhsû-a'atùig to both the cooperating teachers and 

student teachers. Cooperating teachers found it difficult to plan rneaningful 

experiences for the student teachers which could logistically unfold, and the snident 

teachers found themselves becoming increasingly bored with the observation task 

because of the changes to the plans which would occur fiom one week to the next. 

Participants also reported that Fridays are also very poor days to send the student 

teachen to a schooI for observation. Fridays are days when the week is king 

summarized, not when new information or techniques are king taught. Fridays are 

days when school- based activities, like extended lunch-hour dances, or pizza sales 



to fund student council activities occur, or school spirit activities which interrupt the 

'normal' flow of a &y. Cooperating teachers and student teachen would prefer to be 

involved in obsen-aaon advicies on Mondays or Tuesdays when the week is just 

kginning. and tspically more of the formal teaching takes place in classrooms. 

The c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers n-ere in agreement with each other and with the snident 

teacnen when they suggesred ba t  clear communication between the cooperating 

teachers and their sm&nt teachers was essential to the student teachers' success, 

They felt that consistent espectations among the school stafTwho are in the position 

of king a cooperating teacher would be beneficial to both the cooperating teachers 

and the snident teachers. They felt, though, that guidelines about or a role definition 

of a ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher u-ould be necessary and that the direction for development 

of such guideluies or definition should corne fkom the Faculty of Education. They 

also aii suggested bat,  as a group, they rieeded to clearly define their expectations of 

the student teachers and then share those expectations with the student teachen. 

The third pair of f m  group sessions were held at the end of the second teaching 

block. The questions were &signed to elicit reflections on the year's experience. 

The student teachers Fvere asked to reflect on their experience and highlight five 

things which they felt were the most influential on their growth throughout tke 

experience. They were asked to discsuss these five items in texms of advice they 

would gÏve to new student teachers. Ali of the student teachers spoke of leaming 

classroom management techniques, having wrinen goals, the portfolio process, clear 



communication of their expectations to cheir students, having realistic consequences 

planned if students did not meet their expectations, k ing  prepared psychologically 

for the challenges and snesses of the teaching profession, finding and maintaining a 

posiuve attitude, s e e h g  out a staff member with whom they could talk when 

personally taxed. \-orking as a team in their department ( s h a ~ g  i&as and 

resources), and g e b g  to ho\v the school's culture and how that culture Bts with 

their personai philosophies of teaching and education. 

When asked to compare the advice statements with their goals from Septernber, the 

student teachen felt rhat their goals were similar to their statements but fell short in 

terms of the degree to whkh they found thernselves actively engaging in experiences 

to reach their revised goals as their practicum experiences progressed. Their 

perceived impressions of the teaching profession did not match their actual 

experiences. 

When ashd to reflea on what surprised the student teachen the most from their 

experiences, they generally agreed with each other, but each identified his/her own 

specific issue. For one student teacher, it was the large number of classroom 

management issues. She felt she was completely unprepared for the many instances 

where she had to &al with students under these circurnstances. Another student 

teacher's goal was to collect paper resources while in the school, and she was 

surprised by her dependency on her 'colleagues' for information. She did not realize 

how important the people in the school building were going to be to her. A third 



student teacher Bted his surprise at the work load of preparation for classes and the 

task of teaching. He had expected to spend more of his 'prep' tirne rnarbg student 

assipnents, not preparing to teach. A fourth s ~ d e n t  teacher was surprised by how 

littie she knew and how- ill-prepared she was for teaching in general. And the nfth 

student teacher was surprised by the influence of school policies and procedures on 

teaching in the school and how losing class time under any circnimstances (s tom,  

school perfomiing arts productions, and floods) could create enormous time 

pressures. Since this stu&nt teacher raised the point about coping with lost time, the 

researcher asked the student teachers to comment on how they managed under the 

circumstances. The responses were simiIar in that they made themselves available 

outside of regular classtime for the students who needed to catch up and 

pho~ocopied class notes for other shidents who could not attend 'make-up' classes. 

The cooperating teachers were asked similar reflective questions in their third focus 

group session. When asked what advice they would give to a first-time cooperating 

teacher, they al1 agreed with each other's comments and offered their own specific 

examples. Some of the suggestions were: to communicate expectations clearly to the 

shident teacher, discuss the smdent teachers' goals and expectations so the 

cooperating teacher can support their development, teach lesson and unit planning 

s~ategiees as soon as possible, work with the student teacher to develop assessrnent 

s~ategies, be fair but candid during regular evaluation of the student teacher's 

performance, explain the school culture and philosophy and its role in conducting 

daily business withh the school, observe student teacher performance with a plan 



and discuss the plan uith the student teacher before and afier the observed 

performance and discuss strategies uith the student teacher for achieving both the 

student teacher's and the cooperating teacher's goals. When asked to compare the 

advice for the 'new' c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher to theu goals from September, the 

cooperating teachen felt that they were the same. 

To elicit more specific information about the value of the conferendg experience to 

the c o o p e r a ~ g  teachen, the researcher asked them to reflect on their feelings about 

their experiences. Most agreed that they were initially uncomfortable with the tape 

recorder, but that they slon-ly grew to ignore it. For the cooperating teachers who 

were still participahg in the audio-taped conferences during the second teaching 

block, the recorder became just another 'prop' d u ~ g  the discussion. One 

~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher said that the recorder forced him to focus more, and it forced 

him to follow-up on sratements or suggestions he had made to his student teacher. 

"It was a pain in the butt. but it was a good pain!" (CT 7; FG 3)). As a follo~v-up 

question to this statement. the researcher asked the cooperabng teachen to reflect on 

what they leamed from this experience. 

The cooperating teachen said that the 'formal' process of arranging a time to sit 

down and discuss their student teacher's periormance in the classroom and king 

recorded helped the cooperating teaches to focus on the salient features of 

conferencing. One of the cooperating teachers was relatively inexperienced in the 

cooperating teacher role and found that pamcipating in the research study overall 



was a valuable experience. He said that he did not really discuss issues uith his 

student teachers in the past like he did this year, and he felt that the conferenfing 

experience made a difference in his abilities to provide his student teacher with the 

supports that she needed to renne her teaching skills. He also said thac writing the 

reflective statements afier each conference helped him to understand more about his 

role in the c 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher/student teacher relationship and to consider what he 

needed to do to help his srudent teacher achieve her goals. All of the cooperating 

teachers found the focus group meetings very helpfui for sharing ideas, voicing 

opinions and learning from th& colleagues who were experiencing simiIar 

situations. The cooperating teachers said that they would Like to continue meeting 

as a group in the next school year to discuss similar issues, as long as someone 

would facilitate the sessions. They also requested that the researcher produce a 

summary of their recommendations and discussions so that they could share the 

information that \vas generated in the sessions with their coiieagues and have a 

resource for thernselves. 

The following chapter wiil incorporate the results from the audio-taped conferences, 

reflective statements and focus group data to discuss patterns, themes and both the 

expected and unexpected results. Implications for the behaviour of s u p e ~ s i n g  

student teachers and recommendations for the supervision of student teachers based 

on the data will also be discussed. 



C W E R  5:  

DISCUSSION 

The preceding chapter presented the patterns and themes identified in the audio- 

taped data files, and in the analysis of both the secondary data sources. In chapter 5 ,  

the f o w  shifts from repo&g detailed results to the discussion of more global 

patterns and themes observed across data sets. The chapter is organizrd in sections 

which elaborate the emergent patterns and themes observed across and between the 

first and second sn>&nt teaching blocks, discuss the implications of the patterns and 

themes observed for understanding the nature of the supervision of stu&nt teachen, 

address the research questions which guided this study, and make recommendations 

for the supe~s ion  of student teachen based on the research Findings. 

PATTERNS ACROSS COTUFERENCES IN THE FIRST TEACHING BLOCK 

This section revien-s the patterns and themes which emerged from the first student 

teaching block. First, early conference files, the reflective statements from the early 

conference files and the data generated From the fint set of focus group sessions are 

reviewed in cornparison to one another. Second, conference files which occurred 

later in the first teaching block, their respective reflecîive statements and the second 

set of focus group sessions are reviewed. These late first block conference files are 

subsequently referred to as transition conferences. The term 'transition' is used to 

refer to these conferences because they form a bridge to the second teaching block 

conferences, particularly for those cooperating teacher-student teacher pairs who 

remained together throughout the practicum. 
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Eady Conferences 

Generaliy speakuig, the first conferences between the c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher and 

student teacher pairs were very teacher-centered compared to later conferences 

between the pairs. Conversations were directed towards and focused on content, 

particularly the areas of domain howledge, heuristic strategies and control 

strategies. Modehg was espetially evident as cooperating teachers tried to illustrate 

and exemplm their teaching behaviours and the relationship berneen what they 

said, how they said it, the subject matter k ing  taught, the grade level of the material 

and the antiüpated outcornes of the teachhg behavioun. Many questionhg 

techniques were employed by the cooperating teachers in these early conferences to 

elicit reflective statements from the student teachers in regards to their own 

behavioun as compared to their observations of expert behaviours, bur: to no avail. 

Criticisms of the student teachers' behaviour and teaching ski& were wically subtle 

during this early formation of the cooperating teacher/student teacher relationship 

and included humourous references or anecdotes to help soften the critical 

references. Much encouragement and support was provided to the student teachers 

in the forrn of coaching and scaffolding in the early conferences to support the 

development of an image of themselves as capable and competent begirming 

teachers. 

Refiective statements provided by the cooperating teachers and student teachen for 

these first two conferences described similar issues, although they were presented 

from different perspectives. Cooperating teachers and student teachen were 
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concemed about the studenc teadiers' growth and development, and, where 

coope ra~g  teachen made reference to their relationship with the student teacher 

and the a a  of supen-ision in terms of a team effort between individuai pairs, the 

student teachers responded v e -  positively. Student teachers were also clear about 

rhe importance of beginning the conferences with positive comments in regards to 

their teaching, foilowed by items requinng improvement 

The early conference patcems of teachercentered and content-directed supe~s ion  

fit weii with CoUins, et al. (1989) cognitive apprenticeship framework description. 

The fint three methods used in the cognitive apprenticeship kamework- modeling, 

coaching, and scaffolding- provided solid techniques for guiding the cooperating 

teachen through the hi@? complex task of imparfing the content knowledge 

required to teach. In this smdy, these three methods seemed to occur quite naturally 

since they were methods used by the cooperating teachers to teach their own 

students on a regular basis. Where these processes were used in a planned and 

focused fashion during conferencing with the student teachers, snident teacher 

growth was clearly demonstrated. Where the supe~sion tasks were not planned 

and little time was spent by either the cooperating teachers and student teachers in 

preparation to conference ni th  one another, evidence of little or no learning was 

evidenced in the corference data files or refiected in the refledve statements 

submitted by the participants. Planning to conference was an important factor for 

cooperating teachers and student teachers throughout the research study. 



The strcng emphasis on planning also underlined the importance of focusuig on key 

issues, especiaily d u ~ g  the early conferences. Cooperating teachen stated in both 

the reffective statements and the focus group sessions that the 'formalization' or 

scheduhg of the conferencing process forced them to plan. This planning focused 

their discussion on key issues surroundhg the snident teachers' performance over the 

course cf the week. By focusing on the issues, the conferencing was not ody more 

efficienr but much more productive in terms of helping the stuclent teacher to leam, 

grow and &velop self-monito~g skills early on in their practinirn. According to 

Kagan and Warren's (1991) research on the nature of supervision in early clinical 

experiences, the focus of the supe~sion should change as the learning needs of the 

stu&nt reacher change. This change in focus was demonstrated by the cooperating 

teachers in early as well as in later conference data files, especially when the 

coope ra~g  teachers had planned the topic, format, and content for the conference 

to be able to monitor and respond to the student teachers' needs. The changing 

needs of the student teachers were also reflected in the conference data files by the 

cooperaung teachers' willingness to coach, scafTold or fade in the supervisory 

p rocess. 

The focus on the leaming needs of individual student teachers demands effective 

communication between cooperating teachen and snident teachers. According to 

Brown, et ai. (1989), communication is essentid for leaming and growth to ocnir in 

an apprenticeship model. Many statements were made by the pairs during al1 

modes of data colfection with regard to the importance of clear communication. 
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Brown, et al., (1989) srate that learning nithin any context or culture is dependent 

upon the exchange and modification of ideas and the development and 

appropriation of belief systems. To faditate the development of belief systems, 

conversation and narratives must be promoted, not inhibited. This principle is 

reflected in the data from early conference data mes which centIe around narratives 

by the cooperaiing teachers (experts) as the cooperating teachers tried to provide the 

srudent teachers (novices) with provisionary concepnial maps to the complex and 

enculhxrated nature of teaching. Sternberg and Horvath's (1995) prototype view of 

what constitutes expert teachhg is ananged around three clusters of expert-novice 

differences - domain howledge, efficiency and insight. The first cluster, domain 

knowledge, is clearly illustrated in the early conf'erence data files as the 'experts' 

model, coach and scaffold the student teachers through the early phases of learning 

content, pedagogical and practical bPow*ledge within the domain of teaching. These 

early narratives provide content information while situating the information in its 

socioIogica1 contest within the school's community, within the school itself, within 

the departmental subject areas, and finally within the classroom, lending credence to 

the cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) framework category of teaching 

global before local s kilis. 

A specific aspect of communication which emerged from the early conferences, 

refiective statements and focus group sessions was the importance of establishg 

goals and reformulating those goals as growth and development occurred During 

the fkst student teacher focus group session, it was clearly evidenced that the student 
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teachen' collective lack of direction and lack of knowledge about the complex nature 

of t e achg  would be the source of much frustration during their student teaching 

experience. The cooperating teachen clearly articulated their own goals for the 

supenision task as well as their perceived goals for their student teachers. They 

were also v a y  clear about how they would achieve their goals and the ways in 

which (for the most part) they would help the stu&nt teachers achieve thein. The 

misrration knveen the pairs seemed to surface here when the cooperatïng teachen' 

perceived goals for the student teachers did not match the student teachers' actual 

goals. Xdding to the mimation was the lack of student teacher-developed action 

plans for achieving the few goals that they had developed Based on these 

observations, it seems imperative that a discussion about clearly defined goals and 

action plans for achieving those goals be included in early conferencing between 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers and student teachers to support student teacher growth and 

deyelopment toward competent practice. 

Another characteristic of communication unique to these early conferences was that 

each student teacher experienced a self-realization moment where the reality of 

his/her observed performance in the classroom did not match his/her own 

perception of his/her performance in the classroom. Each instant of self-realization 

was precipitated by the cooperating teacher speaking at considerable lengîh about 

those aspects of the student teacher's performance which were in need of irnmediate 

correction. Cooperating teacher dialogue passages were much more nurturing until 
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important to have a clear understanding of the other's expectations, reasoning, and 

applications of their k h a ~ i o u r  fiom the outset. The patterns observed suggest that 

effective communication during conferences begins with the positive aspects of 

performance to encourage retention of those skills for further development and 

refinemen~ Those aspecrs of the stu&nt teachers' performance which require 

improvement should be clearly defined and Uus~ated using an assessrnent strategy 

which is honesr and fair. The strate@ which were preferred, and had the greatest 

impact were to provide replar and frequent feedback, to illustrate the specific 

behavioun in need of correction with examples of classroom performance, and to 

describe and compare the preferred method of performance with examples of 

anticipated outcornes as a result of the comcted performance skills. Modeling was 

used both in the conferences and in the classroom by the cooperating teacher to 

demons~ate the effects of poor performance versus the more effective performance. 

By eliciting ideas/solutions for improvement or correction From the student teacher 

and by proiiding ideas of his/her own, the cooperating teacher supported the 

developmenc of selfevaluation skills. During subsequent coderences, the 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers would refer to these dernonstrated examples and then plan to 

sequence future student teacher classroom experiences to provide them with 

oppominities to practice the desired sklls. 

The six teachllig methods in the Collins, et ai. (1989) cognitive apprenticeship 

Framework got a real 'workouf from the first three conferences in the first teaching 

block. Cooperating teachers used multiple teaching methods to steer student 



teachers through the cornples processes of learning the specifics of content whiie 

managing the events in the dassroom. The teaching methods were used d u ~ g  

conferences to draw attention to events to point out what should have k e n  leamed 

by the experience and to recreate certain events to reinforce the expected outcomes 

or to create ne]- experiences to prornote fbrther growth and development. In alI 

instances, it was critical that the leaming experiences of student teachers remained 

simated in their sociological context. 

Traosiaon Conferences 

A pattern observed later in the first teaching block was that there were changes in 

the behavioun of both cooperating teachers and student teachers. Towards the end 

of the second conferences and into the third conferences, the conferencing style used 

by the cooperating teachers shifced from k ing  more teacher-directed to becoming 

more studentîentered The narratives From the snident teachers became longer, 

articulation passages bordering on reflection began and the cooperating teachers' 

role shified to that of 'facilitator'. Modeling, coadiing and scaffolding still occurred, 

but more in relation to moving student teacher thought process towards becoming 

the decision-maker in the cIassroom, rather than the decision-follower. During these 

nansi tion conferences, stu&nt teachen began to 'explore' a variety of teaching 

techniques and to develop their own heuristic and control strategies whiie 

progressing through the content Stu&nt teachers asked for assistance with new 

ideas, whereas in earlier conferences they were content to simply follow directions. 

Student teachen began to compare their thought processes and basis for action to the 
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behaviours they had observed from th& c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers. cooperating teachen 

respondzd in 6ind by providing the necessary supports to assist the exploration, 

fading as SUS kcarne more dzveloped and the student teachers were able to 

perform tas& ;son their on-n. During these transition conferences, student teachen 

demonsnated chat they were beJinning to perform teaching tasks relative to some 

intrinsically motivated goal and that this performance was the direct result of having 

had che c o o p e r a ~ g  teachen xquence events and teaching opportunities hst, 

global1 y, and then mth inneasing complexity and diversity. The research of Kagan 

and Warren (199 l), Collins. et ai. (1989), Goldhammer, et al. (1980), Guyton (1989) 

and Garland and Shippy (1995) support the cooperating teachers' supe~s ion  

strategies which promoted the development of these positive results. Conferencing 

in a planned and focused fashion provided the cooperating teachers with the 

oppominiy ta continue modeling their thinking processes and, at the same time, to 

encourage student teachers to arciculate and reflect upon their thinking processes 

and decision-making s l d s  wr-hile discussing the nature of planning, observing, 

reflecting and so on. The cooperating teachers gradually provided opporhmities for 

independent practice as classroom oppominities allowed for increasing task 

cornple.ufity and diversity. 

There were also transition points for cooperating teachers. By the third conference 

in the first teaching blo& three of the four cooperating teachers were beginning to 

see the benefits of planning to conference with the student teachers and made 

statements to that effect in their refl ective statements. Focus group sessions at the 



end of the first student raching block provided ckar direction for the cooperating 

teachen and snident teachen about their direction through the second student 

teaching block. Cooperating teachers who w o ~ l d  be paired with the same stu&nt 

teachers through the second terrn had a clear sense of the goals which needed to be 

achieved wth their snident teachers, and those who were relinquishing their student 

teachers made statemena about their satisfaction with the progress their sudent 

teachers had made throughout the fist teaching blodc 

In conuasr to the general satisfaction with student teacher growth during the fist 

student teaching block, cooperating teachers stfl expressed concems about how U- 

prepared the student teachers were for this practïcum experience. During the 

student teacher focus group session, similar statements about their lack of 

preparedness were ma& by the student teachers. However, the student teachers 

were more emphatic abour their lack of preparedness for the teaching experience and 

expressed resentment toward the Faculty of Education in regard to the hstration 

they had experienced. The student teachers were reminded that, during the first 

focus group session held early in the practicum, they were very clear about what the 

Facul@s goals were for them during their practicurn. During this second focus 

group sasion, the snident teachers questioned why the Faculty had not prepared 

them to achieve those goals. Suggestions for improvement to the pre-practicum 

coursework included changing the nature of the cumculurn and instruction 

coursework to betîer reflect the needs of a beginning classroom teacher and to base 

those changes in the provincial cumcula used to teach the content in the various 
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subject ueas. The cooprating teachers were qcite dear during their focus group 

session about i n p r o \ - e ~ n n  that could be made to the pre-practicurn programming 

to kner  prqare snid+ni teachers. They too, felt that priority should be given to 

providing content insmi~zon nhich takes its direction from the provincial 

cumculum guides. Mary cornplaints were registered from both cooperating 

teachers and mident teachen about how unrealistic cumculum and instruction 

coursen-ork was for preparing the student teachers for the cIassroom experience. 

During thc second focus group session for cooperating teachers, one teacher spoke of 

the mident teachen' perception of a theory-practice disjuncnire. Cooperating 

teachen and mident teachers, alike, believe that the perceived lack of relevant 

programming and preparation at the university level continues to fuel this 

disjuncnire relative to techuig techniques, classroom management strategies, 

preparation strategis and comected knowledge about and between the sociological 

envïronments whers leaming to teach begins (the universis.) and leaming to teach is 

realized (rhe practicurn semng). 

In this respea. the cognitive apprenticeship framework provides not only a critical 

lem for evaluating and s t n i c t u ~ g  supe~s ion  snategies and programming for 

student teachers in the practicum setting but also a critical lem for designing and 

delivering post-secondaq preparatory coursework and experience throughout the 

four or five year degree program for the student teachers. Cooperative and 

collaborative teaming structures between the preparatory institutions (the schools 

and the universities) would provide powerfûl motivators and mechanisrns for 



extending the learning processes of all of the participants in the supervisory process. 

namely, the cooperating teachen, the faculty advisors, and the student teadien. 

Clearly defined roles, responsibilities and expectations of and by the partnered 

instiîutions with a strong methodology in place for achieving the goals of all of the 

partiapants would provide communication foundations upon which solid 

connections between theory and practice could be built. The cognitive 

apprenticeship framework, applied in a directed manner, could help provide this 

communication smcture. 

Conferences, reflective staternents and the f m s  group sessions illusBated that goal 

setting and effective Communication strategies were critical to the student teacher 

leaming process. Structure for the goal s e h g  and communication strategies was 

provided by planned and regularly scheduled conferencing between the ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  

teachers and snident teachers. Goals and expectations should be established as soon 

as possible in the practicum experience so that communication strategies can be 

effectively employed through the conferencing smcture. Goals should be revisited 

and modined regulariy to provide a means for evaluating student teacher growth 

and cooperating teacher practicum management t e c h ~ q u e ~ .  Though early 

conferences were more teacher-directed, it appeared that this teacher-directed format 

was necessary for the student teacher to becorne familiar with content issues 

regarding do main howledge, heuris tic s tra tegies and control strategies . Teaching 

methods used by the cooperating teachers in these early conferences were dominated 

by the methods of rnodeling, coaching and scaffolding as teachers tned to 
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demonmate die connedons between the content howledge and its application to 

classroom teaching situations. Cnticaf to the aspect of communication was the need 

for the m i h t  reachers ro reach a point of seIf-realization. This self-realization 

juncture v-as wcessary for the student teachers to tmly begin the progression 

towards expert practice. 

Along nith &-elophg the necessary content sliills towards achieving expert 

practice. transirion conferences set the prelirninary stages for the development of a 

concepnial map. A conceptual map of the situated and complex nature of teaching is 

the foundation upon which the student teachers would develop their specinc 

teaching skills. Cooperating teachers and student teachers felt that preliminary ski11 

development muld be supported more effectively if pre-practicum or CO-practicum 

counework v;as more closely linked to the cumcula taught in the schools. The 

cooperahg teachers and student teachers suggested that the forum for examining 

provincial cumcula as it is taught in the schools and for including sorne of the 

generai teachg strategies such as lesson and unit planning as it applies to specific 

curricula, could be achieved through the cumculum and instruction courses. 

The transition conferences also illustrated a shift in the nature of the communication 

seategies used during the conferences. Cooperating teachers becarne facilitators in 

the conferencing process while, on a regular basis, encouraging student teachers to 

articulate, reflect on, and explore the variety of teaching situations in which they 

were immened Reference to the contextual nature of teaching was articuIated, 
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refiected on, and explored by the student teachers as a result of their expenences to 

this point in the practicurn experience. 

PATTERKS ACROSS CONFERENCES M THE SECOND TEACHING 

BLOCK 

The conferencing process ïilus trated some unique characteris tics during the second 

student teaching block The most apparent of those characteristics was the 

demonstrated growth of the snident teachers who rernained with their first term 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachen. Early conferences between these pain exhibited similar 

qualities to the late conferences in the first student teadiing block. Initial 

conversations began with a review of achievements and particular aspects of the 

student teacheh performance on which the pair would focus this term, with the goal 

of providïng refkernent of partiaIly learned skills while continuhg to increase task 

complexity and diversity. Reflective statements from both cooperating teachen and 

student teachers spoke of these tasks. Student teacher reflective statements became 

less statements of summaly and surface emohons relative to achievements or failures 

and more realistic cornparisons of performance in the classroom to goals and ideals 

they wished to achieve. The statements contained plans for acting on these 

evaluated skïlls and were more directed towards achieving expert practice. In 

contrast to reflective statements made during the fust block, student teachers' 

re ferences to their relations hips with their CO operating teachers were more scarce, 

though positive and 'collegial'. Similarly scarce were long statements about how 

they 'felt' during the conferencing process. Statements of the beneficial nature of the 
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conferences fiom both the cooperating teachen and student teachen were present, 

although not always direct. More statements described or iilustrated growth through 

examples and cornparisons of performance and the skiils which still needed to be 

achieved. The student teachers were also using the reflective statements to write 

themselves 'mernos' on items which were discussed during the conferences so as not 

to forget the salient points. 

In coneast, those cooperating teachers and student teachers who changed parmers 

during the second student teaching block had to spend initial contact time forming a 

relationship. Forming a relationship was not a bad thing - it was essential that au of 

the relationship development patterns described during the initial conferences of the 

first student teaching block took shape in a similar manner. The unfortunate part 

was that the cooperating teachers and student teachers who did not remain with 

their first term p m e r s  had to focus a large part of their energy on establishing 

goals, roles, and expectations, instead of continuing to focus their energy on refining 

their teaching skills. In many cases, completely new content and contexts had to be 

leamed by the student teachen as weU, compounding the dificulties of working 

towards achieving competent teaching skills. 

In the global category of sociology, the cognitive apprenticeship framework of 

Colluis, et al. (1989) speaks of the crucial roIe the socioiogy of the learning 

environment plays in formulating decisions about curriculum and pedagogical 

pradce and in determining the ways in which these decisions affect leaming. In a 
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praaicum setring. student teachen learn teaching skills in the context of their 

application to reaiistic problems (in their major and minor content areas in the 

pramcum cIassroom) and uithin a culture focused on and defined by experc practice 

(one departmmt nith one or nvo cooperating teachers for the duration of their 

practicum 2-@ence). These student teachen continudy see the skills they are 

learning k i n g  used in 11-ays that clearly convey how they are integrated into patterns 

of e ~ p e m x  (depth of expaience wlth cooperating teachers over the year) and their 

efficacy and value uithin the subculture (breadth of experience across grade leveb 

nithin the same department/subject area with cooperating teachen over the year). 

Collins. et al.. (1989) remind us that certain aspects of the social organization of 

apprenuceship encourages productive beliefs about the nature of learning and of 

expertise that are significant to the leamers' motivation, confidence, and their 

orientation ton-ard problzms that they encounter as they learn. Substituthg 'school' 

for 'social organization' and 'snident teaching practicum' for 'apprenticeship' in 

Collins' descripaon prolldes the necessary motivation for structunng the practicum 

experience across snident teacher blocks to keep pairs of cooperating teachers and 

student teachers together throughout the duration of the practicum. This longer 

term association encourages the development of cooperative and collaborative 

leaming styles and collaborative skills generally. For the pairs studied in this 

investigation, intemipting the development of those skills by changing content areas 

and cooperating teachers stunted the learning process for both the cooperating 

teachers and student teachers. New pairs of cooperating teachers and stu&nt 

teachen were forced to begin ail over again, and fonning relationships based on trust 
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takes time. Leanhg to communicate effectively dso takes tirne. Without a mode1 

to guide and support the supe~sory  process, the student teachers who switched 

partners may not have progressed past the development point from first term 

because the new pair had to establish a relationship before detemining where the 

student teachen' skills needed M e r  development Though student teachen were 

formally evaluated at the end of the £ k t  teaching block by the faculty advisor and 

~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher, a copy of the report was not passed on to the second block 

coope ra~g  teacher. Where the cooperating teacher and student teacher pair 

remained the same for the second teaching block, both participants m e  aware of 

what was achieved and what still needed to be achieved and, therefore, had a sense 

of direction for the second teaching block. Even though some of the pairs remained 

together for the second teaching block, little evidence existed among the pain that 

the evaluation strategies employed by the famlty advisor and ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teacher 

were consistent. If sornething as simple as a w-rîtten progress report, based on the 

cognitive apprenticeship Framework, had k e n  passed on with the snident teacher, 

especially where a new pairing was king formed, cooperating teacher-student 

teacher pairs could have continued to work on the skilis to be attained while 

developing a relations hip and learning new content. 

The contrasting patterns illustratecl in the second block conferences and reflective 

statements demonstrated the need for consistency among and between the 

cooperating teachers and student teachers. The themes were clear about the 

importance of structuring the practicum experiences so that the student teachers are 
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not overn-hdrncd by haring to 'stan ali over again' ~ 5 t h  building new, tmdul 

rdationships during the second teathùig block and having to put leaming 

performmce sMls on hold n-hile cooperating teachers and student teachers try to 

son out which s M s  need retining and which skills were nonexistent fiom the fïrst 

teaching block The data illusnated that measures need to be developed to provide 

greater consisrency throughouc the practicurn experience, particularly to help 

connect rhe sccïoIogicaI conrescs in which the teaching takes place. 

PATTERUS ACROSS STLDENT TEACHING BLOCKS 

Discussions during conferences in the first stu&nt teaching block early conferences 

were rather sti6almost as if they were scripted They were typically focused on 

aspects of rhe mident teachers' performance and offered linIe insight into the people 

behind the assiyned roles of cooperating teacher or student teacher. Towards the 

end of &e k r  teaching block and throughout the second teaching block (and 

pamculariy for those pairs who remained the same), the people and personalities 

began ro surface, and the passions which directed the teaching and learning broughr 

out personal characteristics of both teachen and students. Moreover, longer term 

pairings betmen the ~00perabng teachers and student teachers supported the 

grorth and dn-elopment of the student teacher in a more positive marner and 

conmbuted to the growth and development of the cooperating teacher, both as 

supmisor and classroom teacher. hsights to the benefïts of longer term connections 

between cooperating teachers and student teachers are evidenced in Clarke's (1 995) 

study as he emphasizes a similar important theme: leaming occurs best when a safe 
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and non--threxning environment has been established for the student teacher. This 

type of avircmenr takes rime to establish. 

The conxquecces of susmked cooperating teacher-student teacher relationships are 

illusuatzd in  mema mat ion ai* respect to exploration. Exploration was defined by 

CollIis. er al. (1989) as die nanird fading of supports by the cooperatulg teacher 

and. E-e K a g m  and W a m  (1390), were clear about the importance of student 

teacher csploration ~ i t h i n  a domain area if he/she was to achieve expert practice. 

Surprisin&- Littie cooperathg tacher-directed exploration was evidenced in the 

conference &tri Nes at the end of the first student teacher block. One might expect 

to see more or' it in a senior yean practicum, boîh in terms of cooperating teacher- 

directed and smdent teacher-iniaated exploratory instances. A few instances of 

student tacher-initiated esploration did occur towards the end of the fist teaching 

bIock ni th regrd to finding 'tirne fillef activities for the students in their classrooms. 

Cooperathg reacher-directed and student teacher-initiated exploration did appear 

more frequendy during the second student teaching block, particularly between the 

pairs u-ho remained togethzr over both blocks. Exploration of new content matenal 

and unmed teaching techniques is important for the development of the student 

teacher. Requiring student teachers to enter the exploration stage is critical if they 

are to leam to kame teaching opportunities and situations that they c m  implement 

successfully. Exploration is the natural culmination of the fading of supports from 

the cooperating teacher. Unless exploration seategies are taught, student teachen 

will not know how to function productively at the exploration leveI or with any 



sense of auronomy. The abiiity to function autonomously is critical to teaching since 

teaching is largely performed in isolation from one's peers. Though collaboration 

occurs through teaming structures during certain planning phases, the teacher must 

De able ta make &chions about how best to proceed on his/her own once inside the 

classroom. 

The value of communication nithin a cornmunity of practice nanscends the 

cooperating tuer -s tudent  teacher relationship. One stu&nt teacher aptly stated in 

the b a l  focus g o u p  session that, "1 was surprised by how much 1 relied on my 

colleagues for resource and input to make my teaching effective. Al1 of the 

conversations we had became increasingly important to the quality of my teachùig. " 

(ST 3; FG 3) Because of the lq belief that expert lcnowledge is not concentrated in 

any single person, skilied collaboraton, 'teams' or 'departments' are more likely to be 

open to and x e k  help and input frorn others. Cooperating teachers who 

encouragd u ing  other departments and the people within and outsi& of their own 

departments as resources supported student teacher leaniing in multiple contexts 

while encouraging discussions about the culture of expert practice and fostering 

i n b i d y  motivated goals. Cooperative leaming could foster the situated 

articulation of processes and concepts, thus providing support for the cooperating 

teachen and student teachers to gain conscious access to and control of cognitive 

and metacognitive processes and the ways those processes employ conceptual and 

facniai knowkdge. 
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In the second teaching block, one of the 'new' cooperating teacher/student teacher 

pain had a very merent  experience than the others. Some of the ciifferences could 

be attributed to the subject area since this was not an academic or core area subject, 

but one might also expect the cognitive apprenticeship bamework to be evidenced 

quite naturaliy in this medium. Instead of cognitive apprenticeship , however, this 

case seemed to illustrate a more limited traditional apprenticeship model. 

Traditional apprenticeship has similar characteristics to cognitive apprenticeship 

since cognitive apprenticeship was bom from traditional apprenticeship. The key to 

l e d g  in a traditional apprenticeship situation is effective observation. 

Observation of highly cognitive tasks, such as teaching, even coupled with coaching, 

modeling and scaffolding, is not enough for the apprentice or, in this case, the 

student teacher, to form a conceptual map of the activity. Expert processes required 

to solve CO mplex teaching problems require active integration of technical, affective 

and concep tual knowledge, and this integration is frequently guided by tacit 

knowledge. Although this cooperating teacher/student teacher pair conferenced 

frequently and regularly, the cooperating teacher had piamed for the conferencing 

and was very good at subtly explaining and coaching the student teacher towards 

improving practice. The conferences, however, remained, from the first to the 

fourth conference, very teacher directed and rarely presented oppominities for the 

student teacher to articulate or reflect on her own performance. Little opportunity 

was demonstrated for the student teacher to develop or re-develop her goals, or for a 

conceptual map of competent practice to be estabfished. The sequencing of activities 

started in a local format and then spread to global issues. Too many instances of 



task diveni- and complexity existed before the student teacher was ready to perform 

those tasks relative to an intrï.nsically developed goal or conceptual map of not just 

the content parameters of the subject, but the roIe of the courses within the 

departmenr. the school, and, in the case of some of the coursework, the community 

as a whole. As a result, many of the cognitive apprenticeship Framework elements. 

both global and specific, were applied unsuccessfully. Consequenily, both the 

srudent teacher's and cooperahg teacher's reflechve statements clearly illustrated 

their miswations with the experience. This pair was an example where most of the 

elements of the framework were demonstrated but were applied ineffectively. This 

case iIluminated the potential of the cognitive apprenticeship fiamwork as a 

professional development tool. Had the cooperating teachers in this snidy received 

training in using the cognitive apprenticeship framework to guide the3 supe~s ion  

of student teachen, the frustration experienced by this pair and other pairs could 

have b e n  reduced, and the practicum experience could have been more beneficial to 

everyone . 

COGNLTIVE APPRENnCESHIP AS A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

F M W O R K  

The results of this investigation indicate that the application of the cognitive 

apprenticeship framework to the supervision of student teachers would be beneficial 

as a guide during conferencing episodes and in planning the evolution of the entire 

practicum. This observation heId for those pairs who remained together through 

both student teaching blocks and for those pairs who worked together for a single 



teachïng block. In both short and long term placements, cooperating teacher critical 

behaviour included establishg the necessary safe environment, presenting student 

teachers uith the ways and rneans for developing a conceptual map of teaching 

ta&, providing the important siniated sociological aspects the teaching community, 

and, through it afl, supporting the development of content knowledge and the 

related heuristic and control strate@. The very complex task of facilitating the 

development of snident teachers could be made less complex by providing 

cooperating teachers with the cognitive apprenticeship framework as their own 

conceptual map to support the development of teaching expertise. 

If the task is complex to begin with, would it not make sense to support the 

explication of the complex cognitive tasks with an applicable cognitive Framework? 

M c L n ~ e  and Killian (1987) examined the effects of placing student teachers with 

trained and unnained cooperating teachers. Their results indicated that the student 

teachers placed with the trained cooperating teachers who used a systematic 

approach received significantly more feedback and were significantly more involved 

with students. Similarly, even the low level of smcture created by the requirements 

of the research study seemed to have a positive effect on the supe~s ion  process. 

The student teachers who participated in the present research study stated in their 

reflective statements and in the focus group sessions that they gave and received 

more feedback in this practicum setting than they had in past placements and felt 

that it was a direct result of k i n g  participants in the research study. Even the few 

student teachers who had mistrating experiences wrote in their reflective statements 
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that they learned more from this practicum experience than they had in ail of their 

previous experiaices together. Those student teachers who were participating only 

in the focus group sessions and were not paired with cooperating teachers who were 

participating in the study, repoxted that they did not receive the same quality or 

quantity of feedback as the others did Did the research study, itself, skew the 

experience for those who participated in the study? Yes it did- but only in the sense 

that the snidem ceachers and the cooperating teachers were expected to conference 

at least once a week and refiect on that conferencing experience. This 

conference!reflection process faàlitated explicit attention to making specific choices 

and drawing conclusions for further discussion in the next conference. C o o p e r a ~ g  

teachers w2re also provided with a discussion forum in the fom of focus group 

sessions where the questions asked and the answers generated by the group provided 

i&as for further examination and inclusion in future conferences with stu&nt 

teachers. The cooperabng teachers were also quick to state that, although they had 

moments of m ~ a t i o n ,  participation in the research made for a more fruitful and 

satisfymg supe~s ion  experience. Even the limited structure provided by the 

research pro toc01 had a positive effect on everyone who participated in the study. 

The results presented in chapter 4 suggest that the interaction between cooperating 

teachers and snident teachers can be effectively characterized by the cognitive 

apprentic~hip fiamework. These additional observations with respect to stnicturing 

interactions aaoss a practicum suggest that the cognitive apprenticeship fiamework 

could provide an effective conceptual map for guiding an explicit and systematic 

approach to student teacher supervision. 
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Clarke's (1 995) research and the present study demonstrate that, for many of the 

same reasons that preservice teachers are recpired to complete a practicum before 

k i n g  Licensed to teach, potential supervison of those student teachers would benefit 

from complethg a supervision practicurn or professional development program 

before k ing engaged as a cooperating teacher. Further evidence to support 

providing instruction on the nature of supe~s ion  was provided by one of the Iess 

experienced cooperating teachers when he stated very clearly how much he felt he 

learned from part ic ipa~g in the research study. Although his involvernent in this 

study required considerable more time and effort than he was accustomed to giving 

to previous supervision tasks, he felt that the focused and planned nature of his 

supervision, coupled with king provided with a forum to discuss his beliefs and 

ideas (the focus group sessions), made for a much richer leamhg experience for his 

stu&nt teacher. 

In retrospect, one of the surprising (and not surprising) discoveries dunng data 

analysis was the lack ofevidence of two of the specific sociology categories, 

exploiting cooperation and exploiting cornpetition. This discoveiy was surprising 

because so much emphasis is placed on cooperative learning structures in the student 

teachers' prior coursework. In addition, large, diverse schools, such as the site 

where the study was camed out, depend on intra and intergrade teams to plan and 

consistently carry out cumcula. Without cooperative and comparative structures, 

Iittie consistency across or throughout cumcuIa would exist, and grade level subject 
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progression would be impossible to organize. Sm& and large team planning efforts 

by the schooi's staff provide the foundation for the l e d g  plan. Despite the 

importance of interaction with others in the experiences of both student teachers and 

cooperating teachers, there were few forrnal oppomnities for student teachers to 

spend time working with each other in the practicum setting. Consequently, there 

were few opportunities to compare different h d s  of teacher thinking or different 

teaching experiences. More emphasis could be placed on providing the necessary 

opportunities for sîudent teachers to exploit Ieaming through cooperative and 

comparative processes during the practicum. Student teachen leam the teadiing 

skills in the context of their application to realistic problems within a culture defuled 

by and focused on expert practice. Any strategy to share experiences multiplies the 

exposure of individual students to expert practice. 

Another consideration with respect to the use of interaction between student 

teachers during the practicum is that within this culture of expert practice exists yet 

another subculture defined by and focused on its own practice-the culture of being a 

student teacher. Collins, et al. (1989) suggest that certain aspects of the 

organization of the teaching Aeaming environment encourage positive beliefs about 

the nature of leaming and the leamer's motivation, confidence and orientation 

towards solving problems. Sa~cturing the social context of the student teacher 

subculture within the larger professional culture of the practicum encourages the 

development of positive bel iefk and sets the stage for productive cooperative and 

comparative peer interaction Student teachers need to leam from one another first 
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and find conifort in coilaborative processes before they c m  learn to draw on the 

collective nisdom of other, more expert practitioners. 

RESPONSES TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The responses in this section are based on the interpretations of the results of the 

entire data set and are organized tu respond to the questions which guided this 

research. 

Are the global elements of content, method, sequencing and sociology of the 

cognitive apprenticeship frarnework reflected in the conferencing experiences of 

student teacher and cooperating teacher pairs? 

The global elements of the cognitive apprenticeship frarnework are reflected in the 

conferencing experiences of student teacherkooperating teacher pairs. Al1 of the 

global elements were reflected in the conferencing episodes collected from the pairs. 

Individual pairs may have illustrated one global element more than another and at 

different times in the relationship during the overall experience, but al1 of the pairs 

illustrated all of the elements. The greatest differences between pairs occurred in 

illustrations of the specific categories within each global element. These variations 

in specific examples are not surprishg since guiding the development of a novice in 

any leaming task will be dependent on a variety of factors. In the case of preservice 

teachen, the factors will include, but are not Iimited to, the student teachersr subject 



imowledge base, previous seminar and school experiences, reteniioii of previously 

leamed teadiulg skills, attention to and focus on a variety of issues within university 

courses and previous univenity programming, and their intuitive sense or lack of 

sense for teaching. One constant in this highly variable process is the presence of the 

global elernents of content, method. sequencing and sociology. As stated in the 

rnethodology chapter, the &ta coliection methods chosen for this study were chosen 

not ody to capture salient behaviours between cooperabng teacher/stu&nt teacher 

pairs, but to assess the suitability of the structure and ideology of the cognitive 

apprenticeship frarnework as a conceptual frarnework to gui& the conferencing 

process. 

Quemon #2 

What other factors emerge as important to facilitating the development of p r e s e ~ c e  

teachers during the student teaching experience? 

A number of emergent factors were illustrated in the data in addition to the cognitive 

apprenticeship frarnework elernents. Factors ranged fiom the individuals' perceived 

benefit of actively preparing to conference with each other to changes required in the 

stmcture and content of university coursework to enhance p rese~ce  teacher 

preparation. The emergent factor which was cited or implied most frequently by the 

participants was the need for organized, directed, planned and frequent conferencing 

between the cooperating teachedstudent teacher pairs. Second, stuclent teacher 

responses to criticisms of classroorn performance were better received and more 
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like- to be acted upon if the conference began with a synopsis of the positive aspects 

of the snidmt tzachen' performance. Third, for the pairs in which the cooperating 

teachea spedically rzferred to the task of supemision as a team effort between 

themseh-es and their snident teachers, the pairs were more likely to experience a 

vev opm. flexible and positive on-going relatiomhip in which both the cooperating 

teacher and snident teacher could develop a rapport in an environment conducive to 

the Leaniing and growth of both participants. Fourth, clearly communicated 

expectations, or the la& of them, formed the basis upon which the leaming 

fiourished or tloundered, and ckar communication was deemed equay  important 

From both the cooperating teachers and student teachers. Fifth, each student 

teacher's xlf-realization moment in the first or second conference in the first 

teadiing block had a positive impact on the student teacher's ability to begh to use 

the CTihCkm fiom their c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers as a growth tool and to begh to fearn to 

self-evaluace. Sisth, afthough goal statements were made and subsequently modified 

by the cooperating teacher.:stu&nt teacher pairs throughout the study, it was 

somewhar nirprising that the sudent teachers' perception of goal attainment did not 

always match the coope ra~g  teachers' perception of the quality of the student 

teachers' practice. Seventh, providing depth and breadth of experience for student 

teachers during the practicum was perceived to be an important factor. However, 

another unespected result was the need to provide more depth than breadth in the 

expenence. Student teachers found themselves somewhat overwhelmed by the 

necessaq preparation required to teach across several grade levels or in both their 

major and minor during the fint teaching block. Adding to the difficulty of having 
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to leam so much about expert practice (multiple content bases and performance 

techniques king of greatest concem in early data analysis) was the difficulty of 

hying to form a positive relationship with two or more cooperating teachers. 

Eighth, the c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers in this smdy suggested that the student teachers' 

time in the school setting should be increased to include more 'blocks' of time 

throughout the certification year with the idea that more fiequent and concentrated 

experiences would provide a more meaningful experience to the preservice teachen. 

Quesh'on #3 

Is the cognitive apprenticeship model an effective tool for understanding or 

enhancing the learning that takes place in conferencing between cooperating 

teacherl student teacher pairs? 

The results of this investigation demonstrate that the cognitive apprenticeship model 

is an effective tool for understanding or enhancing the leaming that takes place in 

coderencing between cooperating teacher/student teacher pairs. The cognitive 

apprenticeship modei's four global elernents - content, method, sequencing and 

sociology - and the conesponding specific categories within each global element 

were reflected in the analysis of real-time audio-taped conferences. These elements 

and categories were observed across a variety of grade and course levels and across a 

variety of academic and technical courses. Both the global elements and specific 

categories were evidenced across data sets regardless of grade, course or subject area, 

with the exception of two spedic categories within the sociology element. The 
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absence of conpararive and collaborative categories was due to a lzck of expkitly 

arranged goup learning opportunities in the practicum setting. The kequency of 

illusnation of the categories within or across data sets changed kom one pair to the 

next. but on.& in as much as the nature of the discoune changed bemeen pairs in 

regards to the grades king taught, course or subject a r a  k i n g  discussed. 

Furcher to the changinp nanire of the discourse between the pairs and the fiequenq 

or @th of discussion relative ta the s p e d c  categories iviIithin the global elements 

\:as the observation that, if the subject under discussion between the pairs was more 

technical, the advice given during the conferencing was more concrete. The 

corollary Kas dso tme; if the subject matter was more abstract, the advice given 

during conferencing tvas less stmcnired and more open to interpretation. 

Consequentfy. the conferencing style of the cooperating teachers who taught more 

interpretiw subjects, such as English or Social StudÏes, was much more abstract Chan 

that of the cooperating teacher who taught Human Ecology . Cooperating teachers 

who taught in die Science areas tended to exhibit conferencing styles which feil 

somewherc in berween on the interpretive - concrete continuum and seemed to shifi 

their styles £ k m  more interpretive to more concrete as the discussions with the 

student teachers changed berneen topics about concepnial content, heuristic or 

control saategv howledge to topics about the execution of a lab activiiy. 

English/Social Studies teachers used abstractions about the comection of fiterature 

or past historïcal events to cunent events in the classroorn as the means for 

discussing the process of learning to teach. The Human Ecology/Indusmal Arts 

cooperatkg teachers were very careful to direct student teacher attention to the 
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execution of pafonning teaching tasks and finding ways to help to the student 

teachen apply that knowledge in the future. Fewer abstractions were raised in the 

technical areas without k ing  grounded in the purpose or application of their use. If 

the cognitive apprenticeship framework was applied in a directed and conscious 

marner to the task of supervision, the perception of practice would match the reality 

of practice more frequently. Cooperating teachers could use the framework to guide 

the conferencing episodes and structure the student teachers' expenences to include 

ali four global elements of the cognitive apprenticeship framework which were 

iilustrated in this study but to include them with a focus. Conference data files 

iLiustrated v e y  clearly that some of the specific fiamework categories were 

demonstrated wîth less clarity than was required for understanding the tasks' 

contextual usefulness, or in some instances, were not reflected at all. Examples here 

include misrnatched perception and reality of goal attainment and practice skills . the 

lack of illustration regarding cooperating teacher - directed exploration tasks, the 

fnisnation demonstrated by the student teachers regarding the tant classroom 

management skills required, and the emphasis both cooperating teachers and student 

teachers placed on situating classroom practice within the larger contexts of the 

subject area departments, the school and the cornmunity. Examples of categories in 

the cognitive apprenticeship framework that were not demonstrated in the results of 

this study were the speafic categories of exploiting cooperation and e x p l o i ~ g  

cornpetition within the context of the conferencing episodes. Although student 

teachers were provided with a forum to discuss aspects of their experience in the 

focus group sessions, the results of this study suggest that cooperative exercises 
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designed to provide student teachers with a fomm to regdarly d i s a s  and compare 

experiences would support the development of cooperative learning sbills, between 

and among colleagues, which was deemed as an important ski11 to learn to reach by 

both the cooperating teachers and student teachers. 

It is also not surprising that evidence of the mode1 existed in a variety of grade, 

course and subject setangs. However, the lack of evidence of portions of the global 

elements in the cognitive apprenticeship rnodel was, in part, responsible for the gaps 

in the student teachers' understanding of the skZs required to become competent 

beginning teachers. For example, the la& of teacher-directed and student-initiated 

exploration instances toward the end of the first teaching block highlights the 

importance of &veloping consistency across supe~s ion  situations. Since subject 

areas lend themselves quite naturally to providing a rich basis for dernonstration and 

participation in the cognitive apprenticeship framework, it would be useful to teach 

cooperating teachen about cognitive apprenticeship. As the discussion of cross- 

disciplinary conferencing styles reveals, some disciplines lend themselves more 

naturally to some elements of the cognitive apprenticeship framework than others. 

For example, articulation of procedures was easier for snident teachen describing a 

technical process than an interpretation of a poem. Explicit howledge of the 

cognitive apprenticeship framework can provide discipline experts with a means for 

stirnulating and creating oppominities within the less transparent elements to fumish 

their student teachers with a more complete practicurn experience. 
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Using the cognitive apprenticeship fkamework in a directed sense and strucniring the 

conferencing experience to purposely reflect the cognitive apprenticeship kamework 

would provide a greater likelihood of presenting the student teacher nith a richer 

and more complete practimm experience. Based on the results of the present 

research, it is recommended that cooperating teachers be provided with an 

opportunity to leam about and practise using the cognitive apprenaceship 

fiamework as a means for conferencing with student teachers and guiding the 

practicum experience. The data clearly iiiustrate that both experienced and 

inexperienced cooperating teachers felt that the practicurn experiences were 

enhanced for themselves and their student teachers by having focused and regular 

conferences, nnting reflective statements after each conference and participating in 

group discussions with their peers. 

The flexibili~ of the cognitive apprenticeship model to be evidenced in a variety of 

teaching situations, and specifically within the natural and exuemely important 

aspect of conferencing, suggests that it was an appropriate tool first to evaluate the 

nature of the conferenting between the cooperating teacher and student teacher pain 

and second, to use the model, specifically the method categories, to teach 

cooperating teachers more effective and consistent student teacher supe~s ion  

strategies. AU of the cooperating teachers who participated in this research are 

highly effective classroom teachen. Some of them intuitively dernonstrated the 

cognitive apprentices hip framework more CO mpletel y than others. For those who 

did demonstrate the cognitive apprenticeship framework, the corresponding student 
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teachers had a richer, more holistic experience during their practicum since more of 

the situated and complex cuhure and nature of teaching was revealed Thus, the 

transition From 'thinking like a student' to 'thinlMg Like a teacher' was achieved with 

a greater understanding of how al1 of the cornponent parts fit together to create the 

whole. The la& of consistency of illustration of the categories in the cognitive 

apprenticeship framework across the conference data sets suggests that, although the 

global elements were present, o p p o d t i e s  to incorporate the specific categories to 

e ~ c h  the experience were not seized. The opportunities were missed because the 

cooperatuig teachea were not always aware that they existed nor that these 

opportunities played an important role in the developrnent of their student teacher. 

Moreover, the cooperating teachen were not aware that there were other issues 

lurking beneath the conferences. Examples incIuded beginnhg conferences with the 

positive aspects of the student teacher's performance not only to promote the 

retention and refinernent of the skills, but to continue to build the student teacher's 

self<onfi&nce; the importance of planning the conference and conferencing 

regularly and Frequently; the need to spend some time raecting on the conference 

to plan effectively for the next conference, and to develop classroom activities to 

assist the snident teachen to reach their goals; to communkate goals and 

expectations clearly and revisit the goals and expectations from time to time for 

modification; to be honest and fair in the evaluation of student teacher performance 

d u ~ g  conferences; to try to view the s u p e ~ s i o n  task as a team effort where even 

the most experienced cooperating teacher could learn something new about the 

students in the cIassroom, the process of supervision and teaching in general. Since 
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student teachers consistently cite their snident teaching experience as the most 

valuable part of their post-secondary education experience, it would be useful to 

make chat experience as rneaningful as possible. The resulis of this investigation 

suggest thac changing the effectiveness of student teaching experiences for beginning 

teachen will require a partnership between FacuIties of Education and schools in 

which the third year serninar and final or certification year practicum experiences 

are to occsur. Adjusting programming structures and coursework in the university 

settùlg to provide a m e r  reflection of the reaIity of practice and providing 

cooperating teachers with a means to maximize the leaming opportunities of the 

student teachers once they are in the school setting will provide the children of the 

future with higher quality educators in Our schools because the 'rookie' teachers and 

the seasoned veterans wiI1 have benefïted from the wisdom of experience. The 

cognitive apprenticeship framework provides cooperating teachers and post- 

secondary institutions with a rich and powehl resource to begin leaming from the 

expenence of othen. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHERS 

Each of the recommendations listed below is described in tems of its general 

application to the s u p e ~ s i o n  of student teachers. Following each general 

recommendation, where appropnate, is a description of how the recommendation 

specincally appiies to the individual participants in the s u p e ~ s o r y  process. The 

recommendations are listed in the order in which they could be implemented 
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Communication - dear, ongoing communication must exist between and 

among the participants involved in the supemisory process. The analysis 

of die data indicated that success during the practicum depends on it. 

Cniversi' semng - the development of communication strategies for 

pamienhips Mth the host schools m u t  indude continual and 

regularly scheduled contact throughout the duration of the student 

téaching practicum. 'Conferencing' between the pre-practicum 

institutions and the schools should uiclude the salient features of the 

practicum program and the partnered institutions' expectations of each 

of the participants in the s u p e ~ s o r y  process, namely, the university, 

the F a d ~  of Education, the faculty advisors, the school, the 

îooperating teachen, the snident teachen and the lead teachers in the 

host schools. Faculty advisors need to be available to meet with the 

cooperating teachers and student teachers regularly and frequently. 

Cooperathg Teachers - coriferencing mi th  the student teachers must 

occur regularly and frequently. Conferences should be focused on and 

p i a ~ e d  to include a discussion of the salient features of the student 

teachers' performance, direction for the skills the student teachers need 

to acquire, the sociological contexts of the community of practice, and 

goals, roles and expectations between the pairs of cooperating teachers 

and student teachers. Conferences were deemed to have a greater 

impact on the efficacy of s u p e ~ s i o n  if they began with the positive 

aspects of the student teacher's performance, foiiowed by the aspects of 



performance which required improvement. Cooperating teachers and 

snident teachers felt a greater level of satisfaction with the supervision 

if the cooperating teachen viewed the supe~sory process as a team 

effort between him/ herself and the snident teacher. The 'team' 

relationships were more iikely to experïence open, flexible and 

positive on-going relations hips. 

Student Teachers - the students should idenw their goals and 

expectations and cornmunicate them clearly to the cooperating 

teachers, faculty advisors, and lead teachers (where appropriate). The 

student teachers need to assume responsibiliv in the ongoing 

communication process. 

Pre- and Co-Practicum Programming - Analysis of the data indicated that pre- 

and CO-practicum (Appendix J) programming must reflect subject (Appendix J) 

and content (Appendix J) areas as taught in the schools more closely. It was 

obsen-ed bu both cooperating teachers and student teachers that coursework 

before and during the practicum experience needs to be linked more closely to 

the practice semng. 

University setting - cumculum and instruction courses in the various 

teachable major and minor subject areas should be based on the provincial 

cumculum guides. Student teachers and cooperating teachers were alarmed 

by how ill-prepared student teachers were for practice teaching within the 

different content areas. Faculty advisors need to be aware of current 



methodological praaice and a variety of applications of the methodology in 

the practice setting. 

Cooperating Teachers - should continue to offer their time and expertise to 

seminar courses in the schools (Appendk J) and to the university as guest 

lecnirers to support the development of multiple models of expertise for the 

student ceachers. 

Student Teachers - should take the initiative to investigate multiple models of 

expertise in the university setting and in the practice s e h g  to test theories for 

teaching and leaming with greater efficacy for application in hiture teaching 

opportunities. Investigation of a variety of expert teaching models within 

their content areas, both at the university level and in the practicum setting, 

could hslp to alleviate some of the perceived theory-practice disjucture. 

Practicurn Scheduling - the stu&nt teaching program currently places the 

snident teachers into the practicum setting for one week of observation at the 

beginning of the school year, observation experiences one day per week for eight 

to ten a e e b  and then concludes the fa11 term with a five week teaching block. 

The winter term begins with the one day per week observation penod for eight to 

ten weeb and again concludes with a five week teaching block. 

University settïng - Recommendations from the cooperating teachers and 

student teachers suggest that the one day per week observation days be 

changed to a dif5erent &y of the week Scheduling observation days on 

Fridays were perceived to be of little value as the end of the week is typically 
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when t~rrnal teaching sinianom are winding dom in the schools. 

Scheduling observation days early in the week would be of greater benefit to 

the snident teachers. The cooperating teachers and student teachers also 

n-ould prefer to have fen-er weeks of observation and more time in the 

teaching block 

Cooperacing Teachers - It !vas observed in the data that cooperating teachers 

who n-ere paired with the same student teachers throughout the year long 

practicum placement had greater success as s u p e ~ s o n  due to the n s t  and 

communication skills u-hich were developed between the pain. Where 

timerabling and scheduling permits, cooperating teachers and student 

teachers should remah togther for the duration of the praciicum expenence 

as it =-as clearly iilusuased in the data that the depth of the student teaching 

expe-riuice was more irnpomnt than the breadth of the experience in terms of 

1-g the tasks related to teaching expertise. 

Smdent Teachers - It \-as observed in the data that student teachers who had 

O -  on+ cooperating teacher had greater success in acquiring performance 

skiils than the smdent teachers who had two or three cooperating teachers in 

the practicum setting. Where scheduhg and tirnetabhg permits, student 

teachen should be paired wïth a cooperating teacher in their major subject for 

the duration of their practicum expenence, and include the second 

cooperating teacher and the second or minor teachable content area in the 

second term only. 



Goals, Roles and Expectations- Each pamcipant in the supervisory process 

must be ai-are of his/her own goals, roles and expectations of the s u p e ~ s o r y  

process. In terms of the partnered institutions, this means that each must have 

clearly defined responsibilities and be held accountable for fuIfi1Iing their 

intended obligations to the process. 

University setting - The &ta indicated that, though the institution was clear 

about its intended goals for the student teachers, no guidelines were 

cornmunicated in terms of the institutions' expectations for the roIes of 

cooperating teachers or in communicating the goals and expectations of the 

institution for the student teachers to the cooperating teachers. Likewise, 

definition of and accountability to the goals, roles and expectations of the 

faculty advison should be communicated clearly to al1 partiapants in the 

s u p e ~ s o r y  process. 

Cooperating Teachers - Early conferencing episodes with student teachers 

should include a clear definition of the cooperating teachers' goals for 

themselves in terms of their supervision duties with the student teachers. 

This discussion should also indude thek perceived goals for the snident 

teachers. Goals, roles and expectations should be revisited regularfy so that 

they can be modified as growth occun. 

Student Teachers - The students should discruss their goals and expectations 

of the s u p e ~ s o r y  process and the practicum expenence with the cooperating 

teachers and faculty advisors early in the practicurn experience so that they 
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can masure their growth against the goal staternents. Goals should be 

revisited regularly throughout the practicum expenence and modified as 

growth occurs. 

Cooperative Leaming Oppominities-ExpliQtly arranged group leaming 

activities which compare and contrast the student teachers' performance and 

movement toward expert practice must be included in the practicurn expenence. 

The research illustrated that, within the culture of expert practice, there exists 

another culture of practice. This culture of practice is that of the community of 

s tudent teac h m .  

University setting - Within the pre- and CO-practicum coursework, more 

opportunities should be explicitly arranged for p r e s e ~ c e  teachers to discuss 

their experiences with each other and an expert within their discipline area. 

Practicum setting - During the practicum expenence, opporhmities should be 

explicïtly arranged for the student teachers to discuss their experiences with 

one another and to compare and contrast other student teachers' processes for 

leaming to teach so that they may benefit from the cooperative leaming 

stmctures widiin the group setting. Learning from each other in a 

cooperative environment will prepare the student teachers to participate in 

and learn fiom the cooperative planning and teaching opportunities as they 

arise in the practicum setEing. 

Consistency Measures-Due to the many factors which influence the nature of 

learning to teach, consistency measures need to be developed to provide evidence 
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that standards of efkacy are king met at ail points during the practicum 

experience. 

University xxing - The culture of practice, as defïned in the post-secondary 

sening. pro\<& a rich resource for developing prese~ce teacher knowledge 

w Ï t b  a varicty of categories. However, the rich diversity in the pre- 

pracücum sercing creates its own inconsistenues in the application of the 

cognitive theories. Evaluative tools need to be developed to measure the 

ef fdvuiess  of the programming and smcture of pre- and CO-pradcurn 

e.qeriences so b a t  consistency can be achieved across program structures. 

Practicum semng - Consistent evaluative measures must be developed for use 

in the prabcum s e h g  to support the ongoing growth and development of 

boùi cooperatbg teachers and student teachers. Progress reports which 

explicitly iden- the experiences and acquired skills of the student teachers 

un&r a varies- of practicum experiences should be developed and reviewed 

regularly and fkequently to assist the snident teachen' grouth towards expert 

practice. 

Evaluative Measures for the Design of Post-Secondary Programming and 

the Supervision of Student Teachers - The cognitive apprenticeship 

fiamework identifïed and desaibed four global elements which encapsulated the 

salient features of effective post-secondary program and coursework design and 

the features which hoIistically presaikd the necessary cognitive and 

metacognitive characteristics included in the nature of learning to teach. The 

framework accounts for the complex and uniquely situated culture of practice 



and fumishes the participants mith a variety of viewpoints from within the 

community of practice. Using the cognitive apprenticeship fiamework to 

evafuate the cunent prograrns and supervision processes illuminated the qualities 

inherent in an effective practicum experience. The cognitive apprenticeship 

framework shouId be used as a guide for designhg future s u p e ~ s i o n  processes. 

Professional Development for Cooperating Teachers - Cooperatuig teachers 

should be provided with the opporîunity to leam about and use the cognitive 

apprenticeship framework as a means for the supervision of snident teachers. 

The frarnework provides guidelines for teaching through cognitive 

apprenticeship while capitalizing on the wealth of experience of the participants. 

The framework also provides a structure for situating the contextual nature of the 

learning within its culture of practice. Following the cognitive apprenticeship 

framework could provide the consistency and the communication structure for 

more successful supervision of student teachers. 

University setting - It would be useful to provide coursework set in a 

cognitive apprenticeship framework for potential and experienced 

cooperating teachen in effective supe~s ion  of student teachers and to assign 

accreditation to this coursework towards graduate degrees. At present, this 

type of coursework is not available (LTniversity of Manitoba General 

Calendar, 1997-98). Encouraging teachers to look towards the univenity 

setting for direction in learning about the unique qualities inherent in the 

s u p e ~ s i o n  task and providing solutions to the ofcen hstrating experiences 



recounred among practitioners wouid e ~ c h  the overd practicum 

exmence. 

Pradcum setch= - CooperatUlg teachers would benefit fkom instnrction in 

the esecution of -iic cognitive apprenticeship framework as it applies to the 

superrision proces. Professional development tirne should be set aside 

nithin the schoois ro provide teachers with application techniques. 

The recommendations listed above were written to reflect the aii-indusive nature of 

the cognitive apprenticeship framework. In surnmary, applications of the 

recommendations suggst chat: 

clear and direct communication strategies be developed between and 

among the pdcipants involved in the supervisory process. The success 

of the student teaching practicum depends on it. 

goals, roles, e-xpmations, action plans and intended outcomes of the 

programming smicture. the supe~so ry  process and the individual 

participana k developed and revisited by the supervisory participants 

regu1arIy to slrpport differential needs with regard to educating today's 

teachers - 

regular, frequent, p h ~ e d ,  and focused conferences occur between the 

cooperating teachen and student teachers. 

conferences begin with the positive aspects of performance. 
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wherever possible, cooperating teacher/student teacher pairs remain 

together throughout the year-long school practicum experience. 

where keeping cooperabng teacher/snident teacher pain together is not 

possible, and the pairs mu t  change Pamiers at a term or semester change, 

that a comprehensive evaluation folIow the stu&nt teacher, outlining 

goals/skills which were achieved and those which stüi need to be 

achieved to support continuous development of the student teacher's skiils 

without intemip tion. 

the cognitive apprenticeship fiamework be used to design and implement 

a comprehensive supervisos. program to enhance the leaming which 

takes place between cooperating teacherhnident teacher/faculty advisor 

tria&. 

counework at the university level before and during the student teachùig 

experience should more closely and consistently refl ect the practicum 

setting. This includes, but is not lirnited to: teaching student s 

communication and observation s~ategies, use of curriculum guides, 

connections between rnajor/minor content areas and methodological 

application techniques, and inclusion of a varie@ of models of teaching 

expertise within the specific content areas k ing examined The 

additionalhew coursework needs to begin at year one in the program , 

and continuaily revisited and reapplied throughout regular coursework 

during the full program. 
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observation periods for stu&nt teachers need to be more directed. AU 

participants within the supervisory process need to develop methods for 

pro~iding students with concrete observationai guides which will help 

them to recognize the cause and effea of expert practice, the implications 

of the larger culture of practice on the cIassroom setting and require active 

participation on the part of the student , to seek out the roles and 

relationships of the details of expert practice. 

the onus of responsibility for leaming about the complex nature of 

teaching, detailing the stu&nt teaching process to refiect the practice 

setthg and designing a holistic practicum experience is the responsibility 

of al1 of the participants in the supervisory process, namely, the univenity, 

the faculty, the faculty advisors, the c o o p e r a ~ g  teachen, the student 

teachers and the schools which host the practicum experiences. 

observation days in the practicum setting need to be scheduled on any &y 

of the week, but Friday. 

schools must provide opportunities for student teachen to compare their 

leaming processes with one another and to learn cooperative planning 

smctures so they may be able to function independently and in teams as 

competent beginning teachers. 

concrete evaIuation techniques need to be developed for measuring the 

success, growth and development of the student teachen, the supervisory 
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process, the participants in the supewisory process and measured against 

the intended outcomes of the student teaching program. 

a specific guidelhand book should be developed for each of the Seminar 

and School Experience Courses and Snident Teaching to differentiate 

expectanons and intended leaming outcomes between the courses. 

the cognitive apprenticeship framework w-ill serve as a comprehensive 

guide for developing communication, observation and supervision 

strategies, and evaluation and consistency measures for programming and 

conferencing aspects of the student teaching p racticum. 

graduate coursework about the cognitive apprenticeship framework and 

its usefulness for demystifying and guiding the complex nature of the 

supervision of student teachers should be made available to cooperating 

teachers. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The following are several suggestions for fbture research: 

A replication-'type' study in a similar setting to see if, under similar 

circumstances, the resuIts are the same. The word 'type' is used here to recognize 

that, in qualitative research, exact conditions would be impossible to re-create. 

However, given certain sirnilarities between diverse, suburban rniddle and senior 

high schools, it would be possible to re-create similar site, participant, and data 

collection and analysis conditions. 
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A replication'cype' study in a different setting. The setting could be in an 

elernentaqr school, or  in a different professional field, where dinical practise 

similar to the seminar and school experience program and the student teaching 

program is expected as part of the practical component towards receiving a 

univeni@ degree. 

A pre- and post- test snidy conducted on the effea of the recommendations based 

on the present research. 



CHAPTER 6: 

REFLECTIONS 

This final chapter is intcn&d to clarify the decisions and choices 1 made as this 

research developed. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), the inclusion of an 

audit nail, which this chapter serves to provide, is a necessary conc~usion to help the 

readen understand why the researcher chose to make certain deasions as the 

research progressed. These decisions and choices induded the topic to investigate, 

what literature to review, what questions to ask, where and how to collect data, and 

how to analyze and interpret the data. These were choices I knew 1 would have to 

make when 1 began. 1 also h e w  that situations would arise during the data 

coIlection and interpretation process where 1 would have to make choices not really 

knowing whar the outcornes would be. In these situations, 1 would have to rely on 

my own instincts and experiences to guide me, and I could also rely on the 

expenence of others. My reflections on these decisions are based on a detailed 

journal I maintained dunng the research process. 

1 count rnyself as king very fortunate to have msting, cornfortable, friendly and 

collegial relationships wîth the people with whom I work, from whom I took classes 

and for whom I work. If 1 did not have d l  of that expert howledge fiom which to 

draw strength and build new howledge regularly, 1 would not be able to teach, nor 

would 1 have been able to conduct this research study. I have always believed that 

expert howledge is not contained in any one person, book or research study. 



Expert howledge about a partidar topic resides in communities of researders and 

practitioners and is usehl only if it is shared, applied, tested, refined and applied 

again. Based on the premise that we cm leam from the expenence of others, and 

hence, create Our own wisdom, 1 chose to conduct this research using qualitative 

methods. 1 do not believe that the context-dependent nature of Ieaming to teach 

couid have k e n  accurately descnbed using quantitative measures. In this chapter, 1 

wili briefly explain, how 1 arrived at my decision to investigate the conferencïng 

experiences between cooperating teachers and student teachers, and how the many 

unexpected factors surroundhg this project Muenced the choices 1 made in 

designing the investigation and interpreting the results. 

M O r n  

1 have severaI snong befiefs which guide me on a daily bais. One of those beiiefs is 

that teaching is the second most important job in the world. Doing it well is cmcial 

to supporting the formation of a civil society. From my experiences with many 

different teachers over the years, I have found that 1 am not the only teacher who 

feels that teachuig is an important job and that, to a greater or lesser degree, rny 

colieagues hold sirnilarly high standards for their teaching practices. It is the desire 

to continually improve my own teaching skills which led me on this quest for 

another degree. 

One of my other guiding principles is that, if you are not part of the solution, you 

are part of the problem. 1, like my coiIeagues, used to cornplain about how poorIy 



prepared my student teachen were for th& student teaching experiences. But 

unlike my academic colieagues, 1 had the 'luxury' of having some student teachen 

who, as unprepared as they were. were berter prepared for their practicum 

experiences than a lot of the others. It seemed that, since 1 taught in a technicaI field 

and always supervised student teachen who were leaniuig to teach Industrial Arts 

subject., that my student teachers were, on average, betrer prepared for the 'learning- 

to-teach' experience than were the academic student teachers. Discussions around 

the staff room tables seemed to corroborate my feelings regardhg the preparedness 

of the student teachers. I also always fdt that, cornpared to some of the other 

student teachers who were in the same schools with me during my student teaching 

experiences, 1 felt better prepared for my practicum experience than they were. Over 

the past twelve years, I have wondered why that seemed to be me .  It occurred to 

me that the subject rnatrer for which 1 was ~a ined  to teach must have had something 

to do with i t  There must have been a difference berneen how 1 was taught to teach 

in a technical field and how academic subject teachers are taught to teach. I have 

held this link in the back of my rnind for a long time. As time passed, I found 

myself accively seeking out a variety of leaming oppominities. such as professional 

development experiences and assessrnents of my own learning styles and their effect 

on my teaching styles, which would either prove or disprove my ideas about the 

nanire of leaming to teach. Sorne of those ideas included that leamhg to teach was 

a complex process and that the process needed to become more consistent across 

teaching and leaming institutions. The idea that, for whatever reason(s), Indusmal 

Arts student teachers seemed to be better prepared for their student teaching 



expenences than other studenr teachcrs fiom other programs though, always held 

the strongest position. After countiess professional developrnent experiences and 

cornmittee appointmencs, I stiil found myself asking more questions about this 

notion of preparedness to teach but not finding any answers. 

As the coursework for this degree progressed, 1 found myseif investigating questions 

about how we l e m  how to teach From the perspectives of the various courses in 

which I had enrolled over the years, but none of the courses held a m e r s .  Instead, 

each coune and perspective generated new questions. Was the ciifference in abiliw 

d u ~ g  my practicum a result of the type of transition 1 had to university- beginning 

at Red River Community College and then moving to the Universiqr of Manitoba? 

Was the ciifference relative to the subject matter I taught? Was the merence a result 

of the Lvay 1 was taught to view the subject matter and the way 1 was taught to 

'think like a n  Industrial Arts teacher'? The answers to each of these questions was a 

resounding 'yes', but none of the individual courses in the master's program provided 

any spetific details as to why. The link between the questions that seemed to have 

the greatest strength was the notion of how I was taught to think with respect to the 

act of teaching. 

When 1 was in one of my final graduate courses, 1 became very interested in the 

notion of transitions-the transitions which occur between high school and going into 

the workforce, to college, or university and the evenmaf transitions from post- 

secondary education to the workforce. Examination of these transitions produced 



yet another series of questions, one of which led me to focus on the transition into 

the teaching profession. At the time, 1 happened to have a student teacher, and, 

after several philosophical conversations with him about his perspective of leaming 

to teach, I found myself w a n ~ g  to pursue my initial questions even more. Why do 

some student teachen have greater success iith their practicurn and, hence, their 

k s t  few years of teaching, than others? 

CARPE DIEM 

Some people teil me that 1 am luclq. They are probably right. However, 1 do not 

believe in luck, in and of itself. I believe we create our own luck through a mixture 

of having Ieamed that which we h o w  and do well, and seizing opportunities to put 

it to good use. When we do, othen perceive us to be lucky because the outcomes of 

those behaviours and opportunities make us happy and give us a sense of 

satisfaction. In the spirit of seizing oppominities, three years prior to the 

commencement of this investigation, a former principal asked me if I would be 

interested in getting involved with a Faculty of Education pilot project involving 

Senior Yean student teachers. Apparently, this Faculty was interested in 'building a 

better teacher' too. My role wouId be to act as a Liaison between the Faculty and the 

school, to supportlcontribute to the development of offcampus coursework during 

the practicum, and to act as a facilitator for the off-campus seminar-style 

coursework What did 1 see as a result of thk new role? 



Motive (rny questions) + Opportunicy (new student teaching program) 

= New Knowledee X 8 Schools involved in the project 
Applicability of use of knowledge generated 

= Wisdom of Experience to be included in future programming 

1 was in rny glory! 

THE WSDOM OF EXPERIENCE 

Support fkom both cooperating teachers and snident teachers for seeking =vers to 

my questions grew as 1 observed, participated in and compared the leaming 

processes of approximately sixteen fourth year student teachen during the fint two 

years that 1 was involved in the Senior Years pilot program. Subsequently, I was 

awarded the faàlitation and supervision tasks of d O ther student teachers placed in 

Our school, whether they were a part of the Senior Years program or not. The men 

and women involved in the various seminar and student teaching programs 

iliustrated a variety of student teaching rnodels within a wide variety of subjects, 

across grade levels and across course levels. Discussions with approximately bventy- 

one men and women over the two years illuswted how different their individual 

seminar and school experiences, and practicum experiences were, where similarities 

existed and where there seemed to be consistency d u ~ g  the seminar and school 

experiences, and practicum experiences. The consistencies in the successful 

experiences during the process of leaming to teach, and, in experiences where the 

student teachers felt they leamed to apply their new skills with greater success, are of 

particular interest here. A window on the student teachuig experience was provided 



in a series of noon-hour seminars in which student teachers discussed their 

experiences. Using a variety of models of expertise in an open-ended way seemed to 

provide the student teachers with tacit teaching lcnowledge and heufistic strateges 

which were no t king imparted by al1 cooperating teachers all of the tirne. Those 

who were not receiving sorne of this necessary information directIy from their 

cooperating teachen were vev excited about this new source of information and. 

after applying some of the techniques, found that teaching did not have to be as 

fiutrathg as their initial classroom experiences would have suggested Did their 

cooperating teachers not realize that this was information the smdent teachers 

required to be able to perform the tasks successfully? Did they forget about this tacit 

knowledge because, as expert teachers, 'thinking like a teacher' was already rote 

behaviour to them? Did the cooperating teachers assume that the smdent teachers 

had leamed the control, leaming and heuristic strategies in some previous univenisr 

or serninar experience? 

An insight into how I might answer these questions came during initial meetings 

with my newly appointed advisor about a research topic. She and 1 were talking at 

length about rny long standing curiosity about the nature of leaming to teach, and 

she suggested that the thesis requirement was the opportunity to find a solution. 

The following week when we met, she presented me with a framework she thought 1 

should consider. She seemed to think that I might find it, or parts of it, useful in 

trying to &ci& how 1 wanted to approach the 'build a better teacher' idea I had. 



After reading the Collins, er: ai., (1989) article about cognitive apprenticeship, I laiew 

1 had the framework for this research study. 

Why dÏd I choose this topic: Because I have always k e n  interested in hding out 

why some student teachers seemed to be betier prepared for the student teaching 

experience than othen. why 1 am a better c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher some years than 

others, how consistenq- courd be achieved during the process of leaming to teach, 

and how to share this new knowledge so that the colleagues who have supported my 

teaching and learning experÏences over the year; could use the information to reduce 

their o im  mistration uith trying to teach someone how to teach. There are so many 

inconsistencies and detennining factors which influence the process of leaming to 

teach. 1 felr that, if 1 could fmd a cornmon thread or a critical determining feature 

which held the key to the process, then 1 could make the process of 1e-g to teach 

more transparent. In the cognitive apprenticeship framework, a description of the 

importance of conversation and narratives by the experts in a culture of practice 

suggested that the discussions between an expert and novice were the key to 

uansmitting lmowledge underlying expert teaching practice. Guyton's (1989) 

research took this one step Furthex- when she suggested that the conferencing between 

cooperating teachers and student teachers was the naturaI forum for discussing 

planning and observation, r d e d n g  on the practice of teaching, and ident-g the 

elements which affect teaching both inside and outside the classroom. From this 

point, the topic ernerged as stated in the title of this project Exarnining the 

conferenhg experiences between cooperating teacher and student teacher pairs 
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seemed m e  the most logicai portion of the student teaching experience to examine 

since the literanire 1 had revieu-ed to this point continually suggested that the 

dialogue ktu'een the expert-novice pairs was the most important aspect in the 

learning-to-teach experience. Suangely enough, 1 could find no one who had 

examined it- 

The original research questions which guided the development of the investigation 

which were those I thoughc 1 could answer based on the conferencing process. 

Following the analysis of audio-taped conferences collected in a pilot snidy, it 

became apparent that the questions 1 had asked were not quite appropriate. Initiaiiy 

1 was specifically asking where and how the six teaching methods of the cognitive 

apprenticeship framework applied to the conferencing experience, but there were too 

many uncoded passages in pilot data files. These data illustrated the six teaching 

methods but also spoke to issues of content. the social sûucture of the school 

environment, and other issues involving the management of the tasks. Focusing on 

only one of the four elements in the cognitive apprenticeship framework seemed to 

be too nanow when there appeared to be other issues involved in learning to teach. 

M e r  reviewing the global and specific elements of the cognitive apprenticeship 

framework, and performing another analysis of the pilot data files with the fbil 

framework, it became evident that the hl1 cognitive apprenticeship mode1 would 

provide a more comprehensive interpretive fiamework The global elements and 

their sp&c categories of the cognitive apprenticeship framework then became the 

a prion'portïon of the coding grid. 



Like the complex and intenvoven nature of learning to teach, rny personal and less 

than scientific investigations inro the nature of learning to teach were not the only 

factors rvhich Muenced ai>- decisions about how to develop this topic, to review the 

applicable Literature, to choose the research questions and the conceptual fiamework 

and to develop the coding grid'analysis categories. During my initial participation 

in the snident teaching program as lead teacher, evidence in support of the Clarke 

(1995), Guyton (1989) and Kagan and Warren (1990) studies was king  illustrateci: 

not all successful classroom teachen were able to supervise student teachers with the 

same kind of success. Why? Because no one ever showed them how, explained why 

certain aspects of the student teaching experience were just as important as others, or 

encouraged the cooperating teachers to discuss how they worked with smdent 

teachers to develop common methods for instruction, developed acquired skilis 

evaluations, and intemalized culture of practice information. These examples were a 

few of the topics that some cooperating teachers seemed to find the means and 

oppominity to share with the5 student teachers while other cooperating teachers did 

not. Discussion of these and related issues with cooperating teachers, student 

teachers, principals, faculty advisors and university faculty involved in a Senior 

Years "Pilot Project" led me to believe that my initial instincts, with regard to the 

quality of a snident teacher's practicum expenences, were related to the consistency 

with which the principal participants supervised the practicum experience. Further 

investigation into the key issues could only be provided by askhg the participants 

who were at the heart of the discussions- the cooperating teachers and student 



teachers- to provide the necessq information about ho%- to make the experience 

more beneficial to eveyone. 

It was clear to me that the resource base for performing the research was in my own 

school. My involvement in the Senior Years program had provided some valuable 

insights about a number of issues in need of clarification. Facilitahng and 

developing the student teachers' offcampus coursework had brought me doser to 

and provided many insights into my colleagues' s~engths, their concems regarding 

student teaching expeences, and their abilities to be successfbl supervisors. 

Working with the student teachers for those two years on an intimate level as 

mentor, evaluator and, sometimes, 'Mother Hen' allowed me to gain insight into 

similar issues as those which were described by the coope ra~g  teachen, but from a 

different perspective. Given the evidence I had gathered to this point, and insight 

into the untapped oppomnities before me, 1 would examine the conferencing 

experiences between the pain of cooperating teachers and snident teachers to see if 

the cognitive apprenticeship framework could help shed some light on a very 

complicated leaming experience. 

THE METHODOLOGY 

1 realIy despise attending any kind of i n s e ~ c e  or professional development event 

where I leave the event having leamed absolutely nothhg usefül. It is with this 

idea in rnind, that 1 continue to plan the noon-hour seminars for the student teachers 

who are in my care. Drawing on the expertise of my colleagues to facilitate the 



seminars was, and is, a successful determinhg feature of the program in our school. 

For five or six of the observation-&y noon-hours, two or three teachers first present 

their perspective on a particular topic and then spend the balance of the hour 

discussing the different perspectives with the student teachen. I would select the 

facilitators for each session so that the perspectives presented on each topic would be 

quite different from each other, thereby providing the student teachers with a 

breadth of experience to draw on. 1 always find it interestkg that, although the 

perspectives of the teachers are different in the way they might approadi a particular 

topic such as unit planning or dassroom management structures, the underlying 

prinaples for action are consistent. However, as successful as these windows on 

expert practice have b e n  for providing the smdent teachers with a glimpse of 

alternative perspectives, they have not provided a collaborative and comparative 

forum for the student teachers to discuss their slalls with each other. Havhg had 

such a rich experience gaining insight into the beLief structures and skills of my 

coiieagues, 1 could think of no other place than the school in nhich 1 worked to 

conduct my research. 1 selected the facilitators for each of the seminars based on my 

own expenences with them over the years. Throughout the in-school seminar 

experiences with them, 1 leamed that, not ody did the teachers enjoy and appreciate 

k i n g  recognized for providing a valuable contribution to the student teachers' 

overalI experience, but that, somewhere dong the way, I had gained a certain 

measure of their respect. 1 suppose that some of that respect was due, in part, to 

asking them to participate in the seminars to share thW expenences with the student 

teachers. By participating in the seminars, 1 aIso leamed a great number of heuristic 



and conaol strategies from my colleagues and have since adapted them and 

successfii11y implemented them into rny daily teaching tasks. Realinng that all of 

the necessary elements ca conduct this research were available to me at my own 

school, 1 made the deasion to conduct the snidy in that environment. 

My decision about aherz to condm the study was foilowed almost immediately 

with concerns for my choice to do this. Based on the insights 1 had gained about my 

colleagues and their opinions of me, 1 was certain that if 1 asked them to pdcipate 

in this research, they would. 1 was also certain that when 1 asked the permission of 

the principal and the school division to conduct the research in the school, that 

permission would be granted. My concems were thus - How was 1 going to conduct 

the research so that 1 would noc jeopardize the relationships 1 had developed with 

my colieagues which, afier the experiences of the last few years with the student 

teacher program, 1 valued more than ever? How was 1 going to conduct the 

research so that the data collection processes would not advenely influence my 

evaluative Function as Iêad teacher? How was 1 going to convince the cooperating 

teachers and the student teachers that the research would remain anonymous 

between and among the pairs and chat 1 could perform my tasks as lead teacher, 

colleague and researcher independently of one another so as not to influence or 

compromise my professional roles within the school? 1 promised myself that if it 

appeared that 1 could not perform the roles of researcher, teacher, ftiend and 

evaluator in such a way that these relationships and roles were not compromised, 

then the research would stop immediately. However, I hoped that a methodology 



could be developed tbat would permit me to see the research through to the end 

The need to perform the research in a venue where 1 would not have to upset the 

already complex and puzzle-like balance of rny professional He was considerably 

more pragmatic: I r e -  Ued what 1 did, 1 liked the people with whom I worked 

and finanually. 1 was not in a position to seek employment elsewhere if this project 

could not be executed successfully in my place of employment Lf 1 could not 

perform the research in my school, 1 would change my degree program to a 

comprehensive exam route. 

My concem for potentid conflicts was at the hem of every decision 1 made dong 

the way. Operating on instinct and past experience most of the time, I am not sure 1 

could teil anyone how 1 arrived at some of the detisions I made. Many one-on-one 

conversations took place with coope ra~g  teachen as 1 tried to support their 

decisions mith their student teachers and motivate them to follow the research 

prococol. Many of the cooperating teachers asked me questions which, from tirne to 

time, forced me to consider the answers I gave so as not to compromise the 

confidentiaiity of participant research files and adversely affect the evaluation of the 

smdent teachers. There were times when participant reflective statements were very 

clear about how one mernber of a pair felt regarding the attitude and deportment of 

the other. There were also times when I had to 'check' my personal requirements for 

getthg the participants to comply with the research protocol and weigh the 

importance of their exact compliance against what my dwsion rnight have k e n  in 

the same situation had the research project not k e n  underway. ThanlduIly, the 



dioices I made were the right ones; my roles and relationships are intact and gaining 

strength as a result. 1 musr admit, though, that I did have a hiden agenda during 

the devdopment of the research protocol. The 'hidden agenda' was the need to give 

the phcipants the opportuni- to leam from their experiences. I wanted them to 

leavé rhe experience w i s n  for their efforts. 1 also believed that. if 1 could provide 

them with a leaming exprieme where they would be able to recognize their self- 

growh as a result of pamcipation in the study, then perhaps 1 could count on their 

motivation levels remaining high and not have to worry about cooperating teachen 

withdrawing out of boredom or aggravation as the study progressed. I also hoped to 

curb w<thdrawals due to increased workload as a result of the cooperating teachen' 

participation. The research protocol was going to require the cooperating teachers 

to n-ork a Little harder than they may have been accustomed to, and, at certain points 

during the school year, their choice to participate was going to cause them some 

additional workioad stress. 

Since I could not be present for die conferences between the pairs of cooperating 

teachers and student teachen, and since 1 was determined to minimize rny influence 

on the nature of the conferencing between the pairs, I chose to use audio-taped 

conferences for a pnmary data source. Keeping personal or confidential discussions 

confidemial, and at the same time providing me with accurate glimpses of the nature 

of their discussions served nvo functions: my personal bias concem were answered 

with regard to confidentiality issues between and among the pairs since the pairs 

could choose which conferences to record and submit each week, and 1 would have 



a dara source which wouId protide an accurate picnire of the conferencing 

experience in the secHng whae the experience occurred I would get a credible 

account of the supenision and student teaching expenences in the participants' own 

words. 

I \vas also concemed about minimizing any additional work for the cooperating 

teachers. Since cooperating teachers and student teachers typically talk to each 

other about ahat  happened during the classroom expenences, having them tape one 

conference per week would not cause the cooperating teachers to rebel about exua 

work in their already heavy teaching load. 1 was wrong. For some of the 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachen, the requirements of the research methodology caused some 

rekilion. After explaining to the cooperating teachers who were finding themselves 

ovem-helmed with the perception that they would have to conference for longer 

penods of time at any simng than they were accustomed to, I assured them that a 

ni.0 minute conference could provide as nch a data file as a conference which was 

an hour long. The cooperating teachers were pleased to hear, once again, that 1 was 

not really asking them to do anything different than they normally would do when 

conferencing with their student teachers, except turn on the tape recorder. The 

additional workload for the cooperating teachers came in the form of submitting a 

reflective statement with each audio-taped conference. 1 found myself having to 

chase a few of the cooperating teachers nom time to time to make sure that the 

statements were written at least within a day of the recorded conference so that the 

statements were accurate reflections of the taped and submitted conferences. In one 



instance, a coope ra~g  teacher who was extremely busy with the school musical 

d u ~ g  data collection, did not submit one reflective staternent from one of the 

conferences even though 1 had reminded the individual several times. 1 chose not to 

make an issue of it. Had it occurred again, I might have been a little more emphatic 

about submitting the refl ective statements. 

The reflective statements tumed out to be important sources of data on their own, 

while providing valuable sources of reference in interpreting other observations. 

One of the student teachen raised a concem in her first reflective statement about 

her hesitancy at mentionhg student names fiom her classes during the conferences 

with her cooperating teacher. That statement explained the hesitancy in her voice at 

times during the conference tape. Had it not k e n  for her explanation of that fact in 

her reflective statement, I might have interpreted the hesitancy in the conference 

tape to mean something else. I also found that the reflective statements were very 

valuable for authenticating and clarimng the contexts under which the conferences 

occurred and thus, served to make my interpretations of the data much more 

reasonable and appropriate. When the participants were asked to reviev; the Results 

chapter to confïrm the reasonableness of my interpretations, no one questioned the 

interpretations or suggested that changes be made. To hold myself accountable to 

the a pnon'framework categones, 1 did not andyze the reflective statements as a 

whole data set until 1 had completed the malysis of the audio-taped conferences. 

However, I did consult individual refiective statements from time to time before this 

point If1 was having difficulty trmcribing a tape and couId not solve the problern 



by tallcing nith the cooperating teacher or student teacher about the word or phrase 

in question, then 1 read the appropriate reflective statement to see if, as in the 

example 1 used above, some explanation existed for the question 1 had I also 

reviewed a few reflective statements during early data collection to see if the primary 

and seconda~y sources would indeed be complementary to each other. 

Choosing the recorder for the focus group sessions for his or her objectivity, abiIity to 

maintain confidentiality and acute iistening s kills was critical to k i n g  able to keep 

some of my bias concerns in check The wornan who recorded data fiom these 

sessions nimed out to be the perfect choice for all of the proposed reasons and a few 

I had not considered It occurred to me during the fint session with the cooperating 

teachers that, since the recorder had recently completed her own Master's thesis, she 

would understand the importance of recording the details 1 had asked for without 

questioning the need to foLiow my directions. Her expenence wivith qualitative 

methods would serve my needs well in that she would understand how important it 

was to get the participants' words and tone of voice and body language recorded to 

help establish their points of view. The C O O P ~ ~ ~ M ~  teachers also msted and 

respected her because of her role within the school and, therefore, felt cornfortable 

talking rather fieely about issues as they arose. The data generated in each focus 

group session was thematically summarized immediately after each session and was 

used to formulate some of the questions for subsequent sessions. Other questions in 

the sessions were derived from patterns arising in the analysis of the audio-taped 

conferences, and some of the questions were derived during the sessions, themselves, 



from participant statements. These peer group fomm generated information that 

\vas ais0 used by the pamcipants in developing their practice. Both cooperating 

teachen and student teacheers attended the sessions with notepads and occasionaily 

would take notes for future reference. 

The focus group sessions provided an oppominiq for me to share information with 

parcicipann. One concern focused on changes in the students and teachers 

participahg in the investigation. 1 had some difficulty in getting some of the 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teachers and student teachers who were not part of the audio-taping 

pomon of the data collection process to attend the second and third focus group 

sessions. When one of rhe cooperating teachers asked to be excused from 

participaring in the research project ail together, the other cooperating teachers 

asked nhere she was during the second focus group session. 1 let them know that 

she chose to withdraw. 1 also infomed the cooperating teachers about the student 

teachen who had left the Senior Years prograrn earIier in the term. I then shared 

this information with the snident teachers at their session. 1 felt that it was 

important to keep e v q o n e  who \vas involved in the study informed about who was 

still involved and who was not. 1 also wanted everyone @amcularly the student 

teachen who still did not know me very well) to become more trusting of my 

promises about there not k ing any reprisais towards participants who chose to 

withdraw. Related to my concems around changes in participants, I was fairly 

certain by the end of the fint block that another student teacher would Ieave the 

program by the time Christmas break was over. 1 was growing concemed about 



having a viable student teacher pamcipant base by the tirne the second teachhg 

block began. With this concern in mind, 1 began to investigate hou- 1 would apply 

my secondary sampling method. Shortly after retuming from Chrismas break, my 

suspicions n-ere realized. The stu&nt whom 1 expected to leave, did, and another 

student asked if she could go to ano ther school to complete her practicum. M e r  

discussing the issues with her ~ 0 0 p e r a ~ g  teachers and the faculty advisor, we alI felt 

that a Fresh start would be a cleansing experience for her and she withdrew h m  the 

study. I now had to involve a third year seminar and school expenence student to 

f3.I the student teacher participant complement 1 had no idea how a third year 

student teacher would affect the potential for data collection . Hoivever, her 

participation did not seem ta produce data that was any different than the other 

student teachers, and she was able to participate in the full complement of data 

collection protocol. Thankfufiy, the focus group participants continued to be, at 

least, the participants who were involved in the primary data collection mode, and 

the data generated in these sessions could be analyzed to see if these discussions 

were complementary to their conferencing experiences and reflective statements. 

in the third snident teacher focus group session, the student teachers had an 

attendance probiem. One was away ill, one was affected by a flood which prevented 

her from spending any time in the school outsi& the presaibed school day, and one 

had a persona1 issue to deal with on the day the third session was to take place. This 

session had already k e n  rescheduled several times to try to accommodate their 

needs in this 1st week of the second teaching block, but, even after making the 



adjustments to accommodate them, 1 sti l l  only managed to get three of the student 

teachers to attend. To collect the thoughts of the absent student teachers on the 

questions which I had p k i ~ e d  to ask at this Iast session, 1 had the three absent 

student teachers provide written responses to the questions and retum the 

questionnaires to me in a timely fashion. The power of discussion was dennitely lost 

in this third session. 

During al1 modes of data collection, 1 was treated to sorne insights and a Little Ievity 

of my own that 1 had not expected; the good-natured humour of some of rny 

colleagues, and their empathy for my cramped writing hand while transcribing their 

conference tapes, and their unselfish, appreciative and complimentary comments to 

me in their reflective statements and during focus group sessions helped motivate my 

research. It was encouraging to the researcher that the participants appreciated the 

oppominity to participate because they felt they had leamed so much about the 

nature of supervision by participating and Ieamed ways to supervise that provided 

greater efficacy in their supe~sory roles. Many of them stated dunng the last focus 

group session that they rvould continue to use the supe~s ion  processes of regularly 

scheduled conferencing and writing the reflecfions. One of the greatest compliments 

to my research efforts came when, in the third focus group session, one of the 

cooperating teachers asked if 1 would continue to facilitate similar group sessions 

after the study was over. More encouragement was written in the final conference 

reflective statements fkom both cooperating teachers and student teachers alike with 

wishes for success in the rest of the study. Overall, the data collection process was a 



success in no small part due to the strong support of the participants for the research 

project I had held to my promises to the participants and to myself to maintain the 

integrity of my various roles. I could stop holding my breath! 

DATA ANALYSIS 

When 1 selected the constant comparison data analysis method, 1 did so because of 

the compiex and intenvovm nature of the project. The constant comparison rnethod 

would provide some stnicnire to the analysis by using the cognitive apprenticeship 

frameworKs global and specific categories as the bais  for analyzing the data. The 

constant comparison method also aUowed for the analysis to be open-ended and 

provided a means for the unlaiown categories to emerge. 1 transcribed the audio- 

taped conferences as thsy were submitted each week with the hope that, if 1 

disuplined myself to do them immediately afier they were submitted, 1 might have a 

hope of keeping up. 1 100 k great care to &anscribe every uhh, umm, chair creak and 

chuckie because it \vas important to me to get as much information From each taped 

conference as possible. It was also important so that the level of inference during 

analysis would remain as low as possible. 1 made anecdotal comments throughout 

the ~anscxipts about things like the speed of the narratives, the tone of voice the 

participants were using, if the participants sounded amoyed or upset or disrnayed at 

the other's comments, and whether or not there was enthusiasm in the pair's voices. 

These observations were included so that when 1 began the analysis the actual voices 

of the participants would be clear in my min& I also felt that it was important that I 

transcribe the tapes rnyselfand then type them myself so that I would be very 



familiar with the data. If' I came across a passage or word which was unclear, I 

asked the participant to cl- it for me, ifhe or she could. Sometimes the words 

were mufned by other sounds, and even the participants had difficulty figuring out 

what they were. I think that asking for clarification in this marner helped to 

establish my credibility and my desire to keep the data accurate. If the cooperating 

teachen or student teachers asked me how the transcriptions were panning out, I 

told them how painhl the transcription process was, and we joked about how well- 

kveioped the muscles in my nght hand would be when the transcriptions were 

complete. 1 also had several people ask to see their pair's transcripts from time to 

tirne. Curious about their motivations, 1 asked one of the cooperating teachers who 

had corne to see the latest tape   an script. He was a little embarrassed when he 

replied that he forgot to photocopy his reflections and the computer file which held 

his reffhve notes had somehow been compted. He could not remember what he 

and his student teacher had spoken about, and he wanted to prepare for their next 

conference. Sirnilar conversations took place with several other cooperating 

teachers. Other cooperating teachers just said they were curious and wanted to see 

what the transcripts would look like. These conversations provided additional 

support for my desire to provide the participants with a usefbl pacticipation - 

expenence so that they would see the fi-uits of their labours during the course of the 

study rather than having to wait until it was over to find it usefùl. 1 think that, 

because the cooperahg teachers were seing the positive effects of their efforts by 

the third conferences in the first teachùig block, their motivation Ievels remained 

high throughout the remainder of the study. 



Still other important decision points came during the coding process. When I began 

data analysis and had established the coding grid for the a pMcategones, I found 

that there were passages n-hich did not fit with the a pnunncategory &finitions. 1 

left those passages uncoded until 1 had co&d all of the conference data files. As 1 

was coding the transcripts, I also searched for individual passages which would serve 

as good examples to iüustrate the definitions of the defïned categories in the coding 

grid and wo-dd add and delete examples as better ones would emerge fiom the data 

files. As coding continued, I would fïnd myselfwriting memos to myself about 

patterns or themes which seemed to be emerging throughout the conference files, 

and I kept those notes for the final analysis. When I was approximately two-thirds 

of the way through coding the traascripts, one of the emergent categories became 

clear. As coding and memoing continued, several other categories emerged. I chose 

not to stop coding the data files when the k s t  ernergent category became clear 

because I felt that, if the category appeared at that point, then maybe some of the 

others would ernerge if 1 just kept going. I also thought that the emergence of the 

categories may only be relevant to the second teachhg block transcripts and, 

therefore, stopping at the two-thùds point where the fint ernergent code appeared 

would be a waste of time. After completing the coding of the last third of the 

transcrip ts with both the a pnOzi and the ernergent codes, I retumed to the first 

conference data file fkom the 6rst student teadiing block to determine if the uncoded 

passages reflected the thernes that had emerged during the last third of the data files. 

The passages had similar elements, and all of the remaining uncoded passages in th2 



trmcripts were coded using the categories Fvhich had emerged during coding the 

last third of the data files. No new categorïes were identified nom these previously 

uncoded sections. While coding the passages with the emergent codes, 1 used 

examples from the data to illusmate the emergent categories in the coding grid in a 

s i m k  fashion to the way 1 illustrated the categories for the a p~on~section-adding 

and deleMg examples as the passages became cIearer and would stand alone well as 

examples of the categories. 

When this initial coding was complete, 1 reviewed the conference data files, 

checking to see if the initial codes were appropriate, and I did find a need to change 

a few of the codes for passages in earlier data mes to make the coding across al1 data 

files consistent. While reviewing the coded data files, more large pattern became 

evident, and 1 continued writing memos to myself. After the review was complete, I 

purposefully began lookïng for patterns and themes across data files, data sets, and 

the teaching blocks, based on my memos. It was during this purposekl examinahon 

that 1 discovered that the emergent categories had a definite cooperating teacher and 

student teacher comection. 1 then coiiapsed some of the emergent categories and 

grouped them in the coding grid un&r the global headings of 'Cooperating Teacher' 

and 'Snident Teacher'. When the pattern and theme analysis of the conference 

transcripts was complete, I reviewed the reffective statements and med to code them 

in a s i d a r  fashion to the transcript nies. This was a diEncult task since the apnui 

categories did not appear as clearly as they did in the transcripts. Whiie reviewing 

the reff ective statements, 1 noticed that they had some common structural elements 



and so I made some notes on the statements where the elements existed. I then 

listed those elernents and reviewed the statements again, this time looking to see in 

which conferences rhe elements appeared and the number of cooperating teachers or 

snident teachers who made similar types of statements in their statements. 1 then 

reviewed the lists to see if there were patterns and themes which appeared across 

conference data sets, conference data file groups, or across teaching blocks. M e r  

exhaushg the pattern and themes from within the reff ective statements and their 

relationship to one another, I reviewed the reflective statements in relation to their 

specinc conferences to check to see why some anomalies may have existed in certain 

reflective statements, and 1 recorded any patterns which emerged. 

Reviewing the themes and patterns which emerged hom the focus group sessions 

was very straightforward since responses tended to be elicited by specinc questions, 

and I had already thematically surnmarized the session notes. However, reviewing 

them afier the data analysis was cornplete gave these themes a whole new meaning. 

It was uncanny how well the focus group data meshed with the conference transcript 

mes and the reflective statements. The focus group data really served to augment 

the importance of the patterns and themes which had emerged fiom the transept 

files and the reflective statements. 

After seeing how weli the three data sources complemented each other and the 

triangulation they provided. I was pleased with how the many careful decisions I 

had made throughout the process to insure confi&ntiafity, to capture real-time 



conferencing from the participants, and to select the participants reaIly made a 

significant difierence in the aedibility and authenticity of the data. The cooperating 

teachers were represented equally across rniddle and high school subjec~, male and 

female participants, and department heads and regular teachers. 1 had 

representa tion of acadenic and technical subject teachen , with cooperating teacher 

participants at alf points along the experience continuum, from barely experienced 

to very experienced. The audio-taping of conferences took place in an environment 

where the participants were cornfortable but not cornplacent In contrast, I 

purposefuiiy arranged for the focus group sessions to be held in dassrooms where 

none of the participants normally spent their time so that everyone was on neuû-al 

ground. 1 held the first student teacher focus group session over a noon-hour so that 

the student teachers would not be inconvenienced by having to stay afier school. 

Many OF them had jobs that they needed to get to by 200  PM. Holding the session 

over the noon-hour was very difficult due to constant interruptions from the school 

public address systern. As a result, the rest of the focus group sessions were held 

from 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM. 1 would begin each cooperating teacher and student 

teacher focus group session by thanking the participants for coming and informa1 

chit-chat about the quaüty of their day in case some lingering piece of mistracion 

needed to be vented I did not want them to vent during the session. I wanted them 

to focus on the topics as I presented them, and 1 wanted to encourage any emergent 

reiated topics to surface fkom the discussions. 1 formaily began each session with a 

synopsis of the questions and their m e r s  from the previous session in order to 

provide the group with an opportunity to add to or clanfy the summarized data. 1 



also wanted to be sure that the recorder heard the participants correctly and that I 

summarized and interpreted the session notes accurately. 

When the Results chapter was completed, the cooperating teachers each received a 

copy and were asked to review the contents and make notes in the chapter if they felt 

that my interpretations were not reasonable, and then they were to retum the 

chapter to me. 1 also gave them di a copy of the coding grid to help dari@ the 

definitions of the different categories. 1 had to really hound the cooperating teachers 

to get the chapten retumed They a.U wanted to keep the chapter because they felt 

that there uas too much usefbl information in it to give it up. They wanted to use it 

as a gui&. 1 was flattered. and 1 let them keep it. In lieu of receiving written 

feedback on my interpretations of the data, 1 accepted their verbal confirmations 

instead. They were ail satisfied with rny interpretations as written. 

Four of the six cooperating teachers who partkipated in the full data collection 

process are conanuing to use the conferencing, reflection and discussion techniques 

established by their pamcipation in the study with their 'new' student teachen in the 

year after data colledon was complete. Of the other two cooperating teachers, one 

has continued with the 'formal' weekly conferences but has admitted to not canying 

through with the written reflections in a detailed fashion, but she does record some 

points nom each conferencing episode to remind herself of what was said. The 

other cooperating teacher has renimed to a preferred method of shorter, more 

fiequent discussions with h a  student teacher, and is not keeping a journal or 



reflective log. Neither of these h ~ o  c o o p e r a ~ g  teachen is participahg in a 

cooperating teacher discussion group. It is possible that their la& of participation in 

the group sessions is due, in part, to scheduling conflicts. Other staff mernbers who 

were not part of the research group have joined the group discussions on a sporadic 

basis and have expressed to the researcher. their interest in leaming from the results 

of this study. 

MY PERSONAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

"It u-as the best of times, it was the worst of times" (Dickens, 1859, p.13) 

1 am quite certain that on every occasion 1 have had to quote Dickens, none has 

k e n  more appropriate. The September 1996-June 1997 school year was definitely 

my winter of discontent. Two of the coope ra~g  teachers who were part of the 

research group left the school on stress leave and three snident teachers withdrew 

from the student teaching program during data collection. In January 1997,I broke 

my wrist and fiactured my elbow, my grandfather, with whom 1 was very close, 

passed away in March, and fiends and relatives of two of the remaining five snident 

teachen also passed away. In between personal tragedies, blizzards that forced 

winter storm school closures for the first time in twenty-five years , and the 'flood of 

the century' which took bus loads of senior high studenü into the most threatened 

flood zones to sandbag for days at a time also disrupted the school year. Add to this 

scenario the school's spring musical which consumes approximately 150 students 

and 50 staff members for two weeks and a normally hedc schooi schedule, 

conditions were ripe for tensions to mn hi&. The storms and the flood afEected 



everyone who was here to wimess them and af5ected some more than othen. 

Several of the cooperating teachers who were a part of the study were severely 

affected and understandably had to take care of their families. One of the student 

teachen could not contribute any time outside of the prescribed school day because 

of her need to support her family during the flood. As did many schools in the 

southem part of the cicy, we prepared to accept students from the flood-ravaged 

areas of the province for the balance of the school year. With all of this stress, 

teachen still had to honor their commitments to the school play, to their 'normal' 

teaching duties, to the committees they usudiy chaired or in whkh they 

parcicipated, and some of us also had made a cornmitment to write a proposa1 for a 

provincial gant  to fund a new Technology Resource Center in the school, a quest 

which began before any of these other events, but which was now due. Add one 

more stressor, that of a suddedy and severely iil father, and I found rnyself 

wondering why 1 was not one of those two teachers going on stress leave this year. 

If these were the conditions of my little world, what must theirs have k e n  like? 

How does that old saying go? That which does not kill me, makes me stronger? At 

this point, the only things rnissing were famine and locusts. 

1 have not recounted these events to elicit sympathy - if you were in Manitoba 

during this time period, you suffered the woes of the weather as we al1 did. 1 am 

recounting the extemal events which affected the research project to set my leaming 

experiences in their appropriate context. Just as the nature of leaming to teach is a 

situated experience and cannot be fully desmbed Born outside of the culture in 



which it is learned, so m-as this research. And just as this project was a snidy of hou- 

effective the cognitive apprenticeship framework would be to analyze the 

supervision of studenr teachen, now upon reflection of the entire process, 1 see my 

persona1 esperience throughout the project as king one of testing the cognitive 

apprenticeship fYamsvork and its application to my learning experience within the 

project. 

Whether by design or default on the part of my advisor, my experience has k e n  to 

leam how to conduct qualitative research through the cognitive apprenticeship 

model. The project k g a n  with fairly intense involvement on the part of my advisor. 

Her rnentonhip guided me through the beginnuig phases of leaming the necessary 

content about the framework and applicable or complementary research to support 

my investigation. Whi le revieuuig the Literahire, she taught me the necessary 

heuristic and control suategies for applying the literanire in my specific context. Her 

invocation of a variesr of leaming sBategies provided me with rnethods for using 

and learning the principles of qualitative research while allowing me to use and 

apply my own experiences as a classroom teacher to define the parameten of the 

usehl fiteranire. While guiding me through the complex nature of learning to 

conduct the research and gathering information to support the cognitive 

apprenticeship framework and its possible application to the s u p e ~ s i o n  of student 

teachen, and eventualiy the investigation into the conferencing experiences of the 

cooperaMg tacher-student teacher pairs, the methods used were identical to the 

methods of the cognitive apprenticeship framework. For example, modeling was 



demonsuated in her guidance of words to use when initially approaching potential 

participants for the research. Coaching was demonstrated non-stop and was aitical 

in buoying rny motivation levels during the less than ideal conditions 1 faced 

throughout the year data collection took place. Scaffolding was used in instances 

where 1 \vas unable to perforrn certain tasks alone, such as assisting me in 

formulating the questions for the fint focus group sessions, to not only mode1 how 

certain words and phrasing would elicit the kind of information 1 was seeking, but 

how the words could help develop trust and cornfort between the participants and 

me rather than causing distrust to develop. The shape of the scafTolding changed 

much like it did in the conferencing experiences I was investigating - if 1 was able to 

perform tasks more independently, the 'supe~sion' was minimal as 1 was 

encouraged to articulate and reflect on the facets of the topic 1 was invesûgaMg and 

to explore its possibilities. As I came upon tasks or events where 1 was in unfamiliar 

temtory, 1 asked for help or clarification and was given the support 1 needed. Before 

the data collection actually began, a number of research direction and execution 

leamhg opporhmities were arranged so that I rnight experience the sequence of 

events in terms of type, complexity and divenity to help build that all-important 

conceptual map of the process so that, when 1 was immersed in it, the local or 

specific skills required to cany out the unexpected tasks could be leamed more 

easily. During the data collection period in this particular case, I \vas thankful to 

have a clear overaii picture of the research task since there were so many 

unscheduled intemptions and extraneous issues with which to deal. The 

socioIogical context of the act of conducting research was provided through a variety 



of experiences such as faditating a w-orkshop in the Faculty of Education with a 

like-minded professor. The workshop style professional developrnent seminar topic 

was c o ~ e c t e d  to my research and took place before the projecis data collection 

began. Pamcïpation in this event \vas useful for the research project because it 

provided me with some insights into a smali pomon of the sociologicd connections 

to the context where some of the questions within the research began, namely the 

Faculty of Education. In conjunction with the univenity's sociological context, the 

school environment sets up its own cuiture of practice which had to be explicitly 

articulated so that 1 could address the bias concem 1 had at the outset of the 

developmen: of the methodology. This awareness of the school contexts was ais0 

essential to designing the methodology to accommodate the participants in their 

culture of the practice and to capture the conferencing experiences as accurately as 

possible. 

What had the greatest effect on my leaming process? The conversation and 

narratives between an expert and a novice in and about the culture of the expert's 

research practice did, just as the cognitive apprenticeship framework suggested they 

would. It would have been interesthg to have audio-taped the conferences with my 

advisor over the year to see if my perspective of this expenence is as accurate as I 

think it is. Oddly enough, the two sociological categories missing from my 

experience within the cognitive apprenticeship framewo rk hap pened to be in the 

categories of exploiting cooperation and exploithg cornpetition too, although 1 do 

recall some conversations over the year where my performance skiUs and 



experiences u-ere compared to other graduate snidenBr , just not as a matter of 

planned group Ieaming activities. 1 also took advantage of the research experiences 

of the wornan who performed the recorder function during the focus group sessions 

to compare some of the process skiils I was Ieaming and to see if some of the 

decisions 1 was making dong the way made sense to another 'expert' (researcher and 

teacher) in the culture of the practice where the research was king camed out  As 1 

sit here and reflect on the experience, 1 wonder if 1 had a critical selfkealization 

point during the conferences as did the student teachers with their cooperating 

teachers? 1 wonder if rny advisor planned to conference with me in a focused 

manner (it appeared as if she had given the meetings a lot of thought) as did the 

cooperating teachers with their snident teachers? Did our respective reflection on 

our roles and tasks during this experience have the same effect on our abilities as the 

reflection did for the participants during the examination of the conferencing 

experiences of the cooperating teacher-snident teacher pairs? Or is it because I have 

k e n  immersed in the cognitive apprenticeship framework for so long that 1 am 

fitting the expenence to the framework? Other elements, similar to those observed 

between the cooperating teacher and student teacher pairs during their conferences, 

existed during Our meetings: conversations typicaIiy began with a synopsis of the 

positive aspects of my performance folIowed by those items which still required 

improvement. Humour was used as a tool to set the criticisms in their context, and, 

as time passed, 1 did more of the talking than my advisor did We &O grew to sharc 

in and enjoy a 'collegial' relationship. 1 wonder if anyone has ever tried to use the 

cognitive apprenticeship framework as an evaluative tooI to study the efncacy of 



graduate shidies and spec~cally the roles and relationships between the faculty 

advisor and the student? My experience throughout this project paralleled what I 

was studying in many ways - not just in the perceived supervision process, but in 

allowing for al1 of the unho~vns  during the process to e ~ c h  the process because 

they were part of the situated cuItures in which the process took place. 

What have 1 leamed through all of this? The pragmatic skills are easy to recount. 1 

leamed to perfonn the tasb required to carry out qualitative research. 1 leamed to 

write at an increased academic level. 1 believe my perspective of parts of the 

educational process have expanded to include many different points of view, and 

that those points of view have influenced my thinking on the process of leaming to 

teach. 1 have, by necessity, learned some time management skiUs which will not 

soon be forgotten. But what 1 appreciate most is the iilustrated self-growth which is 

demonstrated in the way in which 1 made decisions about and for the research which 

took into account the needs of myseif, my family and my fnends and colleagues. 

These relationships are still smong, and sorne of them have gained strength through 

al1 of the turmoil. Evidence of my persona1 growth and my perspective expansion 

was iiiustrated in the reflexive journal I kept throughout the research process. It was 

difficult to discipline myself to sit down and record my thoughts and the events and 

reasons that led to the decisions I made at fïrst, but 1 am glad that 1 did it; the journal 

proved to be a valuable vehicle in my leamhg experiences. 



The journal aiso sen-ed an important pragmatic function throughout the research 

projea, pamcularly during the data collection process since there were so many 

unscheduled and unaccounted for changes to the school schedule. It was valuable to 

keep track of the changes, choices, and the events which led to the decisions dong 

the way. It aas my source for finding a decision-making path which woufd not 

create any more compromises than necessay through the processes of c o n d u c ~ g  

the research ahile, at the same time, maintaining rny professional and personal 

integris.. But, like the joumaling 1 expected the student teachers to do in th& 

portfolio wignments as part of the Senior Yean Program expectations, it was the 

section in my journal ahich served as a persona1 d i q  that helped me keep my 

sanity and allowed me to recognize that which was important to me in Life. To have 

reviewed that part of the joumal to recognize that my guiding principles, which are 

the foundations of my belief structure, were still intact was very comforting. 

My grandfather heId various ideals as his guiding principles, and Our comection for 

thirty-two years had ma& many of those principles my own. He always 

demonsnated how fulfilling it was to do something well enough to meet or exceed 

his own espectations, whether the task was small and seemingly insignificmt, or 

large and allencompassing. He never took himself too seriously and could always 

leam something from others. He enjoyed every part of his life and never took 

anyone for granted 1 write about him here because it was always his unwavering 

faith in me and the decisions 1 made throughout my adult life from which 1 have 

drawn strength many times throughout this experience. Most of all, 1 leamed to 



believe ùi myself, just like he aiways did. 1 dedicate this project tu him because his 

beiief in the quest for higher knowledge, to benefit those whose experience would 

corne after the quest had begun, would be a wiser one. 
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Mr. Gay  Gmbert, PrinQpal 
Grant Park Kigh School 
450 Nathanid St- 
Winnipeg, ha3 
R3M 3E3 

Re: Our conversation about the proposed research projet 

Dear Gary, 
This study, A Qdit tah~ Examination ofCodem&g Beweez -F--- - -- _ _ 

a-- Student Teacrhm in a Secondaty SeMg, focuses on the leaming ;* ,-; - - - - - _  - 
place in the interactions between cooperating teachen and sruder: 'G-- - - - -- - - - 

3 :O- 1 would like to present an outline of the research and the methob : -- - - - - - - 
administration and staff at a staff' meeting berore the end of this i':: ZZ- - 

- - - _  - - --- _ 

thk presentation is to elicit support for this project and to establis: ::$ II=- 
-- - _ --- - - - 

the teaching staff. Due to the nature of the s tudy, a srnail samplc = - - -  - -. - - .  

t o m  the pool of volunteers and invited to participate. Student ES C- 
- - --- 

infonned of the project's methods and intentions at their spring i-n-ZJ= y-- - - - - -- -- 
invited to participate at that tùne. -- - - - 
Participant contributions will remain anonymous and any referez' i.1: 31- 

--- - - , _  - - 
participant will be removed nom the data. Participants wiu be a? !r - - - - 

-- -- 7 - - - - . -  

data files at any tirne during the study. Data on file wiil not be s.i" --s-- - ___ -- 
the second snident teaching block is complete and b a i  evaluaticc.=Z 'c- L - ~-~ 

-- Participants wiii have the oppominity to withdraw at anytime ~ h a ~ = - "  " - - - .- - 
unablek m e t  their cornmitment to the project. A -- -- 

Piease let me h o w  when we can meet to discuss a &te and timeir = ='-- - - -- - -2 - .  
___r - 

the staff. 

Corinne MacMillan 
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT LETTER 
Dear Participant, 

My name is Corinne hfacWan and 1 am a graduate student in a Master's of Education 
program at the University of Manitoba. 1 will be conducting a research study as part of the 
thesis requirements for my degree- 

The uni ver si^ of Manitoba requires that any research project involving human subjects 
must receive the informed consent of participants. This requirement has been put in place to 
assure the respect and confidentiality of the individuals involved. To fuLfiU this requirement, 
you are asked to read the study desmption and conditions carefdly and, XwilLing, give your 
writtgn consent to participate in thh  study. This research will be supemised by Dr. K. Lynn 
Taylor who can be contacted at 474 7456 or via e-mail : tayiorl@cc.umanitoba.ca 

The study, A Qualitative Exhation of C o d ~ c i o g  Betwea Coopendng Teaden and 
Student Teachersin a Secoa&ry S e h g  focuses on the leamhg and teaching that takes 
place in the interactions between cooperating teachers and student teachers. 

Spedlcaily. this research is designed to capture actual aspects of the conferencing on 
classroorn activities f?om the perspectives of both the student and cooperating teachers. 
Data WU be collected fiom selected cooperating and student teacher pairs by providing the 
pain with an audio tape recorder. Pairs are asked to subrnit one recorded con ference per 
week during each week of the two five week student teaching blocks. If either participant of 
the pair fe& that the confmence is becoming too personal or non-productive, then either 
participant may airn the recorder off and record a conference Iater that same week It is ako 
requested that the cooperaring teacher and student teacher individualiy provide the 
inveshgator with informal Mtten refiections on the taped conference. Reff ections ideaiiy 
would be cornpleted immediateiy following the conference. These reflections are intended 
to be open-ended, but may include the mos t salient elements of the con ference (For example. 
perceived value of the feedback, penonal responses to giving and receiving feedback). It is 
estimated that in addition to normal conferencing t h e ,  the weekly written reflections would 
require approximately 1 '/z hours over the course of each 5 week block. These data 
coilection methods were selected so fhat the investigator would be as unobtrusive as possible 
d m g  data collection. 

In addition to the two primary sources of data (audio tapes and the written reflections of the 
student and cooperating teachers), three group sessions. lasting approximately one h o u  
each, wili be held to share ideas surroundhg the student teadiing and cooperathg teaching 
experiences. A group of approximately eight cooperating teachers and a group of 
approximately eight student teachers w2i meet independent of each other to discuss their 
conferencing experiences with the investigator. These sessions will take place near the end of 
September 1996, near the end of the fkst student teaching block (December 1996), and again 
near the end of the second student teaching block (Apd 1997). The purpose of thae 
seminar-like sessions is to identify issues and factors that are perceived as influencing a 
cooperating or saident teacher's experience. 
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Participation in this research is whoiiy voiuntary. AU parties are kee to dedine, or to 
withdraw at an). point in the research, without fear of repercussion. If withdrawal is 
requesred, any data generated would be destroyed. AU data contributed will remain 
anonymous and ail references that might ident* a participant will be removed kom the 
data. Data conaibuted by participants will not be shared with all participants in the study 
untü the saident teaching blocks are compieted. When the anaiysis of the data is compIete, 
audio recordings and personai reflection submissions wiü be destmyed to preserve 
anonjmiy. In the presentation of the research results, participants will be identified oniy by 
their levei ofexperience (cooperating or saident teacher), the discipline area in which they 
teach, and gender. Data are typicaUy not used directiy, but summarized by theme for 
presentation. Direct quotes will take the form of short (14 sentences) anonymous excerpts 
chosen to iüustrate specific hdings. 

Participanu wiil have access to th& penonai data iïie and interpretaîions based on that data 
at any point in the study. Once anaiysis is compleîe, a summary of the hdings wiIl be sent 
to each participant at his/her permanent maihg address. 

PLease sign and date this letter Mow to indicate that you consent to participate in this 
research under the conditions descriid above and return it to the investigator, Photocopies 
of this signed Ietkr will be provided to volunteers upon request If m e r  information is 
required, piease contact the investigator at the number listed below or the research 
supervisor ( h a  number and e-mail address are on page 1). 

(Signature of Researcher) 

(Name of Participant - please print) 

(Signature of Participant) (Date) 

Please indicate beiow if you wish to have a copy of this Letter for your records. 
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Verbal Instructions Given to Partiu~ants Regardhg Audio-Tapiner of Conferences 

Pain are asked to submit one recorded conference per week during each week of the 

two five week student teaching blocks. If either participant of the pair feels that the 

conference is becoming too personal or non-productive, then either participant may 

turn the recorder off and record a conference later that same week. If one of the pair 

is unable to participate in recordhg a conference in any particular week, it is 

perrnissible to record two conferences the following week to cake up for the missed 

recording. Two reflective submissions would also need to be made in a case such as 

this - one after each recording. 
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APPENDIX D 
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Verbal Instructions Given to Participants Reearding Refledve Notes on Audio- 

Taped Conferences 

The cooperating teacher and student teacher are requested to individuaily provide 

the investigator with informa1 written reflections on the taped conference. 

Reflections ideafly would be completed immediately following the conference. 

These reflections are intended to be open-ended, but may include the most salient 

elements of the conference (for example, perceived value of the feedback, personal 

responses co giving and receiving feedback). The rdective statements need not be 

typed, so long as they are legible. Please write your name, the date you wrote the 

reflective statement and the date the coderence took place on the submission. 
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THE CODmG GRID 

GLOBAL CATEGORY SPECIFIC CATEGORIES CODE 

1. Content -me expliat conceprud. 
kcnial, procedural and stra- 
tegic knowledge which under- 
lies an expert's abilih to malie 
use of concepts, tàcîs and pro- 
cedures necessary to cary out 
taslis in beir oum or another 
field, 

a) Domain Knowledge-indudes the concep C:DK 
tua1 and Facmal howledge and proce- 

dures explicitly identified within a partic- 
ular subject. 

eg) " J o o k  inside and look at the layers and 
I've made them cut open the trachea so that 
they can actualiy see them,.." 
(3/2;4;2;6008-6009). 

b) Heuris tic S trategies-genedy effective C: HS 
techniques and approaches for accom- 
plishing tasks-they tend to be acquired 
tacitly through immersion in the com- 
munity. 

eg) "That's when they're causing trouble. 
When you begin a cIass, you should 
give your instruction within 30 seconds 
of coming into the room." (7/7; 1;l; 108- t 1 O) 

c)ControfS&ate@es-rhelevdandrypeof C:CS 
control over the process of canying out 
a task - a management system for con- 
ceptual and hctual howledge and their 
application in future situations. 

eg) "The one thing 1 would suggest you reaily 
need to do some work with is - 1 shouIdnrt 
Say orgnnization, but the impression of or- 
ganization, You quite ofien look iike you 
don't know what you're doing next. And 
that could be that you don't know what you're 
doing next or it could be that you're just 
not giving the impression. The more you c m  
present to the students that you are organ- 
ized, the more credibility you will have wîth 
them." (W3;  1; l;757-764) 
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ci) Leaming S~ategies-howledge about how C:LS 
to leam - ranges fiom general strategies 
for expIoration to local strategies for ex- 

tending or recon figuring howledge for 
tramfer to a new situation. 

eg) "...and you must be doing that with students 
at that fevel, otherwise you're going to get that 
kind of superficial responses fiom them," 
(2/3;3; l;ïS38-2540) 

2. Method -the ways in which the co- a) Modebgcarrying out a task for M:M 
operating teacher might demon- observation and/or to provide 
strate or eficit the tacit skills a conceptual modei of the processes 
and knowledge that guide expert required to accompiish the task, 
practice. 

eg) "Yup, 1 wouid jiist Say, 'Sony, yoü missed 
your lab marks and th-t'c it. It's going to be 
reflected in your unit mark and mayk next 
time you do a lab you might show up' " 
( 3/2;3;1;1683-1686). 

b) Coaching-offering hints, suggestions, M:C 
feedback and may direct attention 
to a previously overiooked aspect 
of a task. This is a highly interactive 
and situative portion of the supervisory 
task. 

eg) "Youll want to emphasize that as you go 
dong" (9/2;  1;2;4489) 

C) Scaffdding-the cooperating teacher pro- M:S 
vides supports to the student teacher- 
Scaffoiding rnay take the fom of ver- 
bai or physical supports and includes 
cooperative ventures between the stu- 
dent teacher and cooperating teacher 
in which the express intention is for the 
student teacher to assume as much of 
the task as possible. 

eg) "...rnaybe we can do it together even if 
I sort of rn it, we can work together on 
itSn (2/3;3;1;2752-2753) 
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d) Articulation- includes any method of M:A 
geteing the student teacher to articulate 
his/her knowledge, reasoning or 
problem solvïng processes in a domain. 

eg) "...first is ask you to give your impressions 
of how the lesson went and espeaally 
emphasize the positive points." 
(8/6;3;1;2098-2100) 

e) Reflection-any process of comparing the M:R 
student tacher's thinking processes with 
that of an experts, Reflection can be en- 
hanced by keeping a daily journal or 
video taping lessons for critique- Inter- 
action with others is a critical stimulus 
for reflection to take place. 

eg) "So you're thinking about what to put on 
[the unit test] and also how to ask?" 
(91 2;2;2;29564957) 

f) Exploration-the srudent teacher moves to M:E 
a level where he/she perfonns teaching 
tasks iadependentiy, This is where sup- 
ports From the cooperating teacher fùiiy 
fade ami the student teacher is required 
to test his/her sMs  without assistance. 

eg) "So what do you think you'ii do? What are 
some different objectives you want to ..." 
(9/2;3;2;5006-5007) 

3. Sequencùig-the planning of a a) Increasing Complexity-consmction Se:IC 
series of Iearning ex@- of tasks and task environments where 
ences in response to the more and more slàlls and concepts are 
changing Ieanüng needs of included in achieving a teaching task. 
mdent teachers at different Inaeasing cornplexity may involve the use 
stages of skiil acquisition. of scaffolding, 

eg) "...rnaybe we can do it together, even if I 
sort of run it, we cm work together on it." 
(2/3 ;3; 1 ;2752-2753) 



b) Increasing Divenityconswction of Se: ID 
tasks in which the student teacher per- 
fonns teaching tasks in a wider variety 
of situations. 

eg) " ... depending on how much Orne I have 1 
could start going into the next part which is 
Big Change Big Web or maybe 1 should 
start taking about the decornposition part, 
you know, the composthg and appiications 
and that?" ( W 2 ;  l;2;43804384) 

C) Global Before Local SkiUs-a strategy Se:GBLS 
for sequencing lessons so that the 
student teachers have a chance to apply 
a set of ski& in the context of an interes- 
ting and authentic problem solution More 
they are required to generate or remember 
the constituent skills. 

eg) "..,the planning cornes to rnind. 1 know that 
sornetimes.,.at the beginning 1 was writing 
out everytfiing aii  the tirne and as 1 got ciose 
to the end, 1 wasn't doing that as much ... and 
sometimes 1 tended to get a Iittie Iost myseif,.,." 
(8/6;4; 1;3053-3058) 

4. Sociology- of the leamhg environ- a) Situated Leaming-Student teachen cany SO:SL 
ment, Student teachers Ieam out authentic tasks in an actual praaice 
s k B  in the conrext of dieir setting, reflecting the rnultipIe uses to 
ap~licauon to realistic prob which their knowIedge will be put in 
lem a d  within a culture the future. 
Focu,wd on and defined by 
expert practice. eg) " ... but 1 ûy to do as much visual [teaching] 

as possible but 1 thought that was visual 
enough and now 1 realize you need more." 
(3 / 2; 1 ; l ;4l6-448) 

b) Culture of Expert Practice-Smdent So:CEP 
teachers actively communicate about 
and engage in the skills invofved in the 
practice of carrying out tasks in the domain. 

eg) "..J was resolved to corne back the next day, 
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be Lighthearted, and have f h  and not ûy and 
control everything so much and have everything 
under my finger and it worked! 1 tnisted îhem 
and they trusted me right back!" (4/9;2;2;3809- 
38 13) 

C) uitrimic Mo tivation-Student teachers So: 
perfonn tasks because the tasks are 
intnnsicdly related to a specific goal or 
interest- 

eg) "1 get the impression that they felt they 
could get away with stuff they couldn't 
get away with, with you, so 1 thought 
'That's it! End of story!"' (2/3; 1; 1;686-688) 

d) Exploithg Cooperation-Student So:ECoo 
teachers work together with other 
student teachers and/or coo p e r a ~ g  
teachers in group activities to foster 
cooperarive leaming or task completion- 

No example was found in the data. 

e) Exploiting Cornpetition-A strategy So:ECom 
of providing student teachers with the 
same task to carry out and then com- 
paring the different processes used to 
achieve the task, 

No exampIe was found in the data. 

5. Emergent;Smdent Teacher- a) Clarification-The student teacher ST: Cl 
These emergent categories apply asks the cooperating teacher for 
on& to nudent teacher confirmation of the directions 
narrarives in the data files. he/s he O ffered. 

eg) "So are you saying ..." (W2; l;2;4623) 

b) Self-Evaluation-The student teacher ST:SE 
compares his/her acquired skilis to 
those he/she still needs to achieve. 

eg) "...therels just sometimes when 1 think, 
when I'm asking questions that they 
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aren't redy responding - 1 think that 
might be because f'm asking too many 
redundant questions ..."( 8/6; l;2;6 187-6190) 

c) Articulation-The student teacher provides a ST:A 
synopsis of dassroorn activities or simply 
makes a statement that provides information 
relative to what was occuning dunng the 
point of interest. 

eg) " .. .I tned to keep the Iesson going and get the 
kids to work instead of putting sornething on 
the boaz?. 1 had them do the work instead of 
answering the question myseKn 
(8/6;4;l;3Ol43O 17) 

d) Reflection-The student teacher compares ST:R 
his/her îhought processes for carrying 
out a task to that of an expert's, 

eg) "...I think the progression was îhere as weil 
the same sort of thing, as you mentioued 
many times, ifs just a matter of keeping 
them busy -2 
(7/7;4; 1;2851-2854) 

e) Exploration-The student teacher initiated ST:E 
a new task or teacbing strategy without 
prompting from the cooperating teacher. 

eg) ''1 was thinking of doing, have you ever done 
a lung dissection?" (312; 1 ;2;5545-5546) 

6.  Emergent/Cooperating Teacher a) Goalsinie cooperating teacher initiated 
These categories applied a dismsion of either the roles of 
oniy to cooperaîïng teacber him/herself within the relationship 
narratives in the data mes. of a cooperating teacherhtudent 

teacher expenence or skills and 
behaviours he/she wouid like to 
see his/her student teacher fucus on 
for M e r  development. This couid in- 
dude modehg the desired behaviours. 

eg) "That's one of the major things 1 want you 
to work at this second time around." 
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6) Humour -~he  cooperating teacher said m3-I 
or did something to create Ievity 
during a conference. 

eg) " ... sometimes you will start taiking to 
the group and it's clear that you dont 
have everyone's attention. In ha, the 
radio might men stiil be playing (chuckting). 
So, tum off the radio, dose the door and 
make sure you've got everyone's atten- 
tion before you give the introduction 
( s a  chu~kiing)," (8/6;2; 1; 1406- 14 1 1) 

C) Tone and Focus-The cooperating teacher CT:T/F 
made a statement at or near the begin- 
ning of the conference to set the objec- 
tives for the conference- 

eg) " ... first we're going to talk about the unit 
test tomorrow and then genedy  review 
the last five weeks." (9/2;4;2;5287-5289) 

d) Discovery-~he coo perating teacher learned CT:D 
something aboui the students in hislher 
classes or hidherself that rhey iikely 
would not have learned had it not been 
for the presence of the student teacher. 

eg) "Uhh, so 1 would nudge (student A], and 'oh' 
and he would think back and he had a fantastic 
memory..,I couldn't 6elieve it!" (7/7; 1; 1; 177- 179) 
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Questions for Cooperating Teachers (predetermined): 
1. What are your goals as a cooperating teacher? 
2. What do you believe the goals of the teacher education program to be? 
3. What do you perceive the gods of the student teachers to be.. . 

a) In the school? 
b) In vour department? 
c) In &e classroom? 

4. Hoiv do you see yourself achieving those goals? 

Questions for Student Teachers@redetermined): 
1. Whar are your goals as a student teacher? 
2. What do you believe the goals of the teacher education program to be? 
3. What do you perceive the goals of the cooperating teacher to be in? 

a) The school? 
b) Their depament? 
c) The ciassroom? 

4. Hoa do you see younelf achieving those goals! 

FOCUS GROUP #2 

S tudent Teachers Questions (predetermined): 
1. Please share some of your experiences with us From the pas t five weeks, which 

stand out the most in your mincis. You likely had both moments of joy and 
misration. Teii us one positive episode and one negative episo& and what you 
feel p u  leamed from each. 

2. Of those moments of joy and.'or misnation, did your cooperating teacher provide 
strategies to help you to be successful? What were they? 

3. Given your experiences in your student teaching block, were there supports that 
your programming at the university could have provided to prepare you to tezch 
more successfblly? 

4What additional supports could be put in place at the school during your second 
block to make your experience more effective? 

Cooperahng Teachers Questions (predetermined) : 

1. Please share some of your experiences with us from the past five weeks, which 
stand out the most in your minds. You likely had both moments of joy and 



fnistration. Tell us one positive episode and one negative episode ana what you 
feel you Iearned from each. 

2. Of thsse moments of joy and/or fiutration, what strategis did you use to help 
your student teacher to be successfbl? 

3. Given o u r  experiences in the snident teaching block, were there supports that the 
programmiog at the univenicy could have provided to prepare your snident 
teacher to teach more successfulIy? 

4.What additional supports could be put in place at the school during the second 
block to make the expenence more efféctive? 

Student Teachers Questions (predetermined): 

1. Ifyou could put together a "kit" of begiming teacher knowledge and bury it Like a 
time capsule, what five things would you inchde? 

2. How do these five things you've just named compare with your goaIs from Sept. 
'96? 

3. What is the one thing that surprised you the most about the reality of k i n g  a 
teacher? 

4. What did this year's experience teach you to help you deal with that issue 
successfuUyl 

Cooperating Teachers Questions (predetermined): 

1. If a fint time cooperating teacher asked you for your advice on what they should 
do to be an effective cooperahg teacher, what wouId you Say are the most 
important strategies or practices? 

2. How do these strategies/practices compare to your goals from Sept. '96? 

3. How did y u  feel about the conferencing experience? 





CT: 

SI-: 

CT: 

ST: 

CT: 

ST: 

CT: 
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An Examde of a Coded Data File Transmpt 

CONFERENCE #3 

C T  3 / 5 ~ 2  

...... and you decide ahead of tirne what you're going to . .  A 

do about the lab, 1 mean, your choices are, you know. 
H* C: 

you have to spend your time having them corne in and 

do it ... - 
Then I have to get David though, cuz these enzymes 3G,b. c - 
aren't .... 

exactly.. . . . 
-.. 

....g oing to be good until tornorrow. sr-& 6 

They're not goinj to be good anymore or just sa- 

'unlrss you had a really specific good reason not to be 11 . pi C/' &A, 
\ r 

l \  G, 
here for this lab, sorq you're out of luck, y u  lose . < -  
your lab marks.' I mean that's pan ofthe, the crunch 

when they keep skipping classes. Like. those two guys 

skipped. No doubt abour ir. So you have to decide 

whether you want to take your time to catch theni up fi* *, Pi 
because they skipped? You know? . - 
Nope. If they don't have a really good reason. 50: 1 Pl 

Yup, 1 would just say, 'Sorry, you missed your lab Pla H 
marks and that's it. It's going to be retlected in your 
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1635 

IGS6 

I6S7 

I GSS 

IGS9 

1690 

169 1 

1692 

Ici93 

1634 

l(i95 

1696 

1697 

IG9S 

1699 

ST : 

CT: 

sr: 

CT: 

unit mark and maybe next time you do a lab your might 

show up.' - 
Even if you go  out of your way and you have it a t  GD ; 5/ 
lunch or f i er  school, those people won't show up. 

,- 

They dont show up! You learned that today did you! r *- 1-1 5 
L - -  

(chuckling, speaking to Karen) (big laughter from 

_moup) . - - 
..... and you can tell them five times, 'Look this is 

/ ;  going to be on the exam' and ugh, they just don?, ugh *, 3; 
b' 

(major fnistration). Should 1 stop it? (referring to 
y- 

recorder) 

Oh, sure. we're finished. 

Running time: i minutes, 23 seconds. 
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An Example of a Kefledve Statement 

This paflcular reffectit-e staternent is fiom cooperating teacher 3. It coincides uiith 

the esample of the coded conference transcript in Appendix G. 
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FOCUS GROUP #1 S L W Y  
COOPEUTNG TEACHERS 
Date: Tuesday, October 8, 1996 
Time: 3:G PM - 4:45 PM 
Locaüon: Room 1 

Questions for Cooperating Teachers (predetermined): 
1. What are your goals as a cooperating teacher? 
2. What do o u  believe the goals of the teacher education program to be? 
3. What do you perceive the goals of the student teachers to be.. . 
a) In the school? 
b) In your department? 
c) In the classroom? 

4. How do o u  see younelf achieving those goals? 

Number of reachers %-ho responded to volunteer request in session # 1 = 9 

Number of reachers who acniafiy attended = 6 

Reasons given for absence - 1 had the fi u, 1 was having surgery, 1 had a persona1 
matter to tend to. 

Participant Sample: 
2 teachers each from middle school, middle and high school, and 

high school - each pair comprised of 1 female and 1 male. 
2 of the 6 teachen were option course teachen (1 maie and 1 female) 
2 of the 6 teachers were department heads (1 maie and 1 femafe) 

Seating Arrangement: 

Facilita tor Recorder 

Teachers were seated at tables, which were arranged in a semi-circle 
FaciLitator: was seated in front of the teachers, approximately 4 

meters away from the teacher directiy in front of her. 
Recorder. was seated behind and to the right of the faQlitator so 

she was almost out of view of the teachers. 
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Recorder Observations: 
the recorder was a shd  to give her impressions to the following before the session 
began: 

General mood of the group? - goo# relaxedl prepared 

Does anyone appear agitated as they wak in? - # 7 a bit - just received some 
information regarding the due date of mid-term mark recorders - much sooner than 
initially expected 

general comments - Facilitator explained the rationale/background why they were 
selecred - a bit of praise given to ail - encouragd to attend future sessions 

FaQLitator relaxed - help to set the mood - people laughmg - #5 good afternoon - 
she was on hme (surpriseci!) 

Food and drink were weli received and appreciated by the group. 

Summary of discussion: 

1. What are your goals as a cooperating teacher? 

All six teachers agreed ui th each other here, but afier nodding or stating their 
agreement with each other they had their own emphases (exarnples follow). They 
also ten&d to state their goals in terms of classroom objectives. 

-m-o spo ke initially of ~rea~ing an overview of classroo m procedures, n o m  
-how to deliver a good lesson 
create independence (for the student teacher) as soon as possible so he/she 

feels cornforrable starthg a class 
-departmental goal - to provide a vanety of expenences across subjects/leveIs 
-deLivery of a lesson ) " tricks of the tirade" 
-classroom management strategies-}"tri& of the trade" 
-three people very concemed about transmitting the practical "how to" of 

teaching - "the act of teaching" 
-role rnodeling - to give the student the opportunity to adapt their own style 

and "see what fi&' 
-"human check" - "let the student teacher see you make mistaka and £Lx 

them" 

One teacher contributed this after agreeing with the others that their goals are the 
same as his; but his current experience was something other than what he was 
acmstomed to: 
"1 see myself as more of a faQlitator to implernent their [snident teacher's] goals 
... often 1 feel like I'rn pushing a rope. I feel like I'm wasting rny time. I'm too busy 
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mith my onnstudenn. 1 don'tiike observation for the first three months. Go do 
something! Don't sic there iike a bump-on-a-log reading your text - you're wasting 
your tirne and mine!" 

He did not seem to feel it w-as his responsibility to invite participation or create/offer 
oppominiy for ic - espeaed the student teacher to take the initiative. 

1 found myseifasking for clarification from him at regular intervals - "so what 
you're saying is that.. . ?? 

The last comment in this section came at the end of the "human check" example. 1 
asked how this fit into the goals of a cooperating teacher and the teacher who raised 
this issue mggested that it really did not - there was not enough time. This statement 
led us direftly to the nesT question. 

2. What do you believe the goals of the teacher education program to be? 

General Comments: 

The theme here was thar the cooperating teachen were not realIy sure. They reaiiy 
did not bnow how to ansver this question. One offered the idea that a goal of the 
program u-ould be to "help [student teachers] function as independent teachers" but 
beyond this they did not how.  This suggests the need for greater communication 
behveen the faculty and the schools. 

1 had to backcrack here and define the salient feanires of the program after a couple 
of cooperating teachers asked clarification questions. 1 highlighted the portfolios 
(both interim and final versions), the regular noon hour seminars, evening seminars 
and the self-study work. 

This definition seemed to help them understand the program somewhat. But they 
stfl had difficulty coming up with any kind of definitive list. Four of the six agreed 
with a comment that the faculty appeared to be heading in a better direction with 
this program then the general program of the past in terms of having the students 
spend more time in the schools and therefore gaùluig more practical expenence. 

One of the cooperating teachers offered that a goal should be to give the snident 
teachers the necessary skUs to get a job. 

Generally. the discussion deteriorated here to questioning the universiv's bias 
towards theoretical cou rsework v. applica t iodp  ractical, knowledge. AU six were in 
agreement Someone finally made a comment about the ' ' reali~ of the job" and that 
led to question #3. 

3. What do you perceive the student teacher's goals to be in ... 
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General Coniments: 
There a-as a very clear sense of direction in the first two parts of this question about 
"what the student teachen needed to know and how they [the cooperating teachers] 
were going to get them [the student teachers] there". An interesring comment was 
ma& by one of the teachers later in this discussion about the distrust of theory v. 
p ractice. 

a) In the school? 

ali in agreement here except one 

-whoIe school knowledge re: culture, dimate, smcture of teams/departments 
and the intercomectioddependency of the staff, role of the administration and 
support staff, how the handicapped students fit in, teen moms, and the other variety 
of programs aiI manage to 'work' together to provide the school with its role in the 
communi~.  

-get involved with extracurricular activities re: sports, clubs, concerts, recitals, 
music&, start their [student teachen] own club or activity 

-investigate the roles of middle school and high school in the same building 
re: comedons, harmonies, distords, prograrnming 

-participate in staff meetings, paper work, get a sense of the legal issues in 
regards to teaching 

Negative case: these should be their goals but ... - the teacher described a student 
teacher without goals. Only goal of the student teacher is to get a credit and a job. 
"They don? have a goal to get involved with the whole schooI" 

6) In your department? 

al1 in agreement with each other's statements 

-to Ieam 'what you do with a novel. Novels that need to be taught in English 
don? corne with instructions" 

-to get the benefit of several points of view on actually teaching 
These aforementioned comments led one of the teachers to suggest that the student 
teachers corne fYom the university with a distrust of what they learned - re: is it 
applicable to the classroom? 

-in science - what do you teach and how, how do you set up a lab, how do 
you keep kids interested? 

C )  In the classroom? 

ail in agreement with each other 
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-exanon of Iessons - s i t h  di of the dassroom dynamics - not like 
microteaching - rnust account for class composition 

-making mista.kes and fixing them 
-fieLing the mood of the room and baowing how to proceed 
evaluaung Iessons and malcing them better 
-gain -sense of rnaturity" - teacher questioned the child/adult role of a 

student teacher - this is where the stu&nt teacher has to make the transition to 
decision-maker 

c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher role - numiring, provoking the development of self- 
esteem - comment here that universisr in not meeting this need. 

Negative case: idsa of goals k ing  set by the student teacher for the snidents in the 
dassroom is too "nebulous" . "They can't set goals for themselves! We need to be 
more praaïcal" - again 1 found myself asking clarification questions and hying to 
stem his thinkhg on the subject towards assuming some responsibility for support@ 
the student teacher's developrnent of goals and all 1 got was another golf andogy - 
"...But that's like a game of goK ..if you hit the rough it doesn't matter. ..ifs what 
you do a k "  

Question #4: How do you see younelf achieving those goals? 

General Comments: 
- m a q  comments here but aii in agreement 
-focus for achie~ing di goals was to : 

-taik iwïth the student teacher 
-mode1 expectations for the student teacher 
-prompt to cue the stu&ikL teacher into thinking about things 
-fading to create independence 
-teaching se~évaluation to create independent thinken 

Examples: 
-student teachen don't plan far enough in advance - need to see the big 

picnire - where students have ken ,  are and going to be - re: need to discuss unit 
planning with the c o o p e r a ~ g  teacher 

-mahate every lesson - do you [the student teacher] know how to improve? 

-tirnelines - evaluate the student's lesson on a tirnefine scaIe then discuss it 
with the sudent teacher - i.e. - what they think happened v. what you recorded 

-student teachers are too concemed with teaching content - "it's O.K. to be 
concemed but 1 must help them see the whole class and the role of those dynamics 
and their effect on the content" 
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Question #5: The issue of distnist of the theory learned in the university was 
raised by . Your reference was to the disjuncture between theory and 
practice. Could you elaborate? 

-agreement throughout group 

"Theoq- taught in university or college and staged teadiing situations fall short of 
reality in the classroom. They [stucient teachers] get here and they can't do what 
they did there. 1 think they're often undenehg themselves" 

comment that advisor should spend more time in the school helping to make 
those (theory/practice) connections with the snident teachers 

comment that one of our second year seminar University of Winnipeg 
students has yet to meet her advisor 

comment about the university teaching student teachers how to develop 
rapport =?th studena 

comment to the &fense of the faculty advisor £tom the U of M -very 
involved w i t h  the program - reality check pointed out that these advisers have 
responsibilities to tend to at the university too! 

-We were gemng off topic so I asked the group 'Do you see anything that 
may contribure to the distrust?' 

-stadent teachers use a university Curriculum and Instruction assignment that 
was written for use in the school practicum - this series of lessons did not work - the 
cooperating teacher had to explain how it was necessary for the teacher to be flexible 
with Iessons 

-suggestion to do smaller, more frequent blocks of student teaching to tq to 
use more of the theory in a practical setting. 

1 made a clarification comment about the reaiistic nature of more frequent episodes 
in the school re: timetabling and schedules at the university to see if anyone would 
recognize how diflicult it would be but ail felt that it was "doable". 

Question #6: In light of our discussion here, if you could provide the faculty 
with a suggestion to improve the programming, what would your suggestion 
be? 

-ail agreed with each other and then ad&d their own examples 

Examples: 
-have student teachers spend a whole year in the school practice teaching . 

in-schools every morning in first semester, al1 &y in second sernester 
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-need to teach snident teacher/snident rapport 
-time required for student teacher to see growth of the students in their 
dassrooms 
-intemship program 
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APPENDIX J 



1. Co-practicum - coursework or other academic events ocaming in conjunction 
with the snident teaching experience. 

2. Lead Teacher - a practising teacher in a school which is host to the Senior Yean 
Pilot Project. This teacher is responsible for organizing and facilîtating the in- 
school pracacum. He/she participates in the selection of student appiicants to 
partiapate in the program at the host schools, serves on a Faculty of Education 
steering cornmittee which reviews the program in the schools, conm'butes to the 
design, execution and evaluation of in-school coursework, and acts as mediator 
and mentcr to the selected student teachers in the host school. The lead teacher 
also participates in and, in some cases, can facilitate in-school seminars, which 
form the bais of the off-campus, CO-practicum coursework 

3. Seminar and School Experience - A series of school experience courses in 
which Education students are placed in the school environment in increasing 
amounts of time. In the first year of the Education program, a student spends Iess 
time in the school environment than he/she would in the third year of his/her 
Education program. The focus of this part of the coursework is to provide the 
student teacher with a variety of in-school experiences and when the student 
renims to the univenity setting, a forum is provided to encourage small group 
discussions about the sni&nts' experiences. The pomon of particular note in this 
research smdy is the third level of this progressive course. The Seminar and 
School Experience LU course "offers three options: continuation in an elementary 
or junior high school, a special education situation, or an experience in an 
educationally related institution. Philosophical and practical aspects of the school 
experience wili be dealt with in semiam" (U of M General Calendar, '97-'98, 
p. 174). The time spent in the schools at this third level is equivalent to 
approximately two-thirds of the time spent in a school if the student was 
pamcipating in his/her final or certification year practicum. 

4. In-School Seminars - A series of seminars, approximateiy one hour in length, 
designed to provide student teachers with "mcks of the nade" with regard to the 
teachuig profession. The seminars are facilitated by experienced teachen in the 
school. Seniinar topics typically include: dassroom management, unit planning, 
lesson planning, teaching with technology, portfolio development, evaluation 
strategis, alternative assessment techniques, applying for a teaching positions, 
becoming a substitute teacher and surviving, and parent contact. These seminan 
are organized by and may also be facilitated by the lead teacher, who typically 
arranges the seminars to take place over the noon-hour on the observation days 
before the teaching block begins. 

5. Content Area - Any panicular general content area which may include a group 
of specific subjects, for example, Science. 
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6.  Subject Area - Any particular subject taught in a provinaal school in accordance 
u-ith provincial curricula, for example, Senior 3 Biology. 

7. Course Levels - Any particular subject taught in a provincial school in 
accordance with provincial cumcula but in varying degrees to accornodate the 
range of academic needs of the students, for example Biology 30S, Biology 30G 
and Biology 30M. 
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